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Preface

These are the proceedings of a workshop that never happened. Planned to take place on May 12, 2020 in Marseille (France), as a side-event of the LREC 2020 conference, the spread of the COVID-19 virus made it impossible (and prohibited) to get together. The organisers of LREC 2020 decided to nonetheless go ahead with the publication of the conference proceedings as originally scheduled, while awaiting a decision on holding the conference later in the year or moving it to 2021 (like the Olympic games and the Euro 2020 football championship, and other major sports events). This way the efforts of the authors of accepted papers would not be lost, and their scientific contributions would be available to the rest of the world. The ISA-16 organisers decided to comply with this strategy, and so the papers that were accepted for presentation at the ISA-16 workshop are made available here as the workshop proceedings. The papers have been arranged in alphabetical order of the names of their first authors.

We thank the members of the ISA-16 program committee for reviewing the submitted papers timely in spite of uncertainty as to whether the workshop would actually happen, and we thank the authors of accepted papers for revising their contributions according to the original time schedule, taking the review comments into account, even though at that time it was clear that the workshop would not take place. Thank you!

The ISA-16 organisers,

Harry Bunt, Nancy Ide, Kiyong Lee, Volha Petukhova, James Pustejovsky, and Laurent Romary
Annotation of Quantification: The Current State of ISO 24617-12

Harry Bunt
Department of Cognitive Science and Artificial Intelligence, Tilburg University
harry.bunt@uvt.nl

Abstract
This paper discusses the current state of developing an ISO standard annotation scheme for quantification phenomena in natural language, as part of the ISO Semantic Annotation Framework (ISO 24617). An approach that combines ideas from the theory of generalised quantifiers, from neo-Davidsonian event semantics, and from Discourse Representation Theory was proposed to the ISO organisation in 2019 as a starting point for developing such an annotation scheme. This scheme consists of (1) a conceptual 'metamodel' that visualises the types of entities, functions and relations that go into annotations of quantification; (2) an abstract syntax which defines 'annotation structures' as triples and other set-theoretic constructs; (3) an XML-based representation of annotation structures ('concrete syntax'); and (4) a compositional semantics of annotation structures. The latter three components together define the interpreted language QuantML. The focus in this paper is on the structuring of the semantic information needed to characterise quantification in natural language and the representation of these structures in QuantML.

Keywords: semantic annotation, quantification, ISO standards, QuantML

1. Introduction

The specification of an interoperable scheme for the semantic annotation of quantification phenomena in natural language has for some time been on the agenda for extending the ISO Semantic Annotation Framework. After preliminary studies, reported in Bunt (2017), Bunt et al. (2018), and Bunt (2019a), a concrete proposal for developing the specification of such a scheme, supported by a first 'working draft' (ISO/WD 24617-12), was adopted by the ISO organisation. This paper describes the current state of developing the proposed specification, elaborating the WD 24617-12 working draft. Although this work is still in a preliminary stage, the current state of the specification covers a fairly wide range of aspects and forms of quantification, including collective, cumulative, and group quantification, quantification over events, exhaustive quantification, negative-polarity quantification, quantified pos sessives, various forms of mass noun quantification, quantification involving parts of individuals, and quantification over complex domains including the use of quantifying modifiers with inverse linking. We refer to this annotation scheme under development by the name of its markup language, QuantML.

The interest in developing a semantic annotation scheme for quantification is twofold. First, there is the ubiquitous character of quantification in natural language. Quantification occurs when a predicate is applied to one or more sets of arguments. Since this happens in every clause when a verb is combined with its arguments (except perhaps in extremely simple sentences like "John loves Mary", if proper names are regarded as referring expressions), quantification occurs in virtually every sentence. Quantification is moreover the most important source of structural ambiguity. Accurate question answering, information extraction, advice giving, negotiation, and other applications that rely on deep language understanding therefore struggle with the interpretation problems caused by quantification. Second, the ISO Semantic Annotation Framework (ISO 24617, 'SemAF') has parts for annotating temporal and spatial information, events, semantic roles, discourse relations, dialogue acts, and coreference relations, which together span a substantial range of semantic aspects of spoken and written language, but quantification forms a big gap in this range. Filling this gap would greatly enhance the coverage of SemAF.

Assuming that a semantic representation of a natural language (NL) expression is understood to be a formal expression that has a single well-defined interpretation corresponding to a possible meaning of the NL expression, a semantic annotation is somewhere in between a 'raw' NL expression and a semantic representation. A semantic annotation adds information to the annotated NL expression about its indented interpretation. In the simplest case, a semantic annotation identifies exactly one interpretation of the annotated NL expression, and thus corresponds to a single semantic representation, but in practice the situation is more complicated. First, semantic annotations are typically constraints on the possible interpretations, selecting a subset of its possible meanings rather than a single specific interpretation. Second, semantic representations do not necessarily carve out just one possible meaning. In fact, the pervasive ambiguity of quantifier scopes in NL expressions has prompted the definition of formalisms for underspecified semantic representations, thus blurring the distinction between semantic annotations and representations somewhat.

Still, in practice the two are very different in two respects:

1. semantic annotations typically capture only certain aspects of natural language utterance meaning, such as properties of quantifications, or coreference relations, or spatiotemporal information;
2. semantic representations are typically designed as expressions in a formal logical language, while annotations are often designed to be a way of attaching certain labels to parts of NL expressions, such as semantic roles predicate-argument structures.

The various parts of the ISO Semantic Annotation Framework each deal with a certain type of semantic information, and thus with a certain type of constraints on semantic interpretation. Each of these parts defines an annotation scheme
for the kind of information that it deals with, with the aim of specifying information that disambiguates an NL expression in that respect, such as which semantic role is played by an NP, or how is an anaphoric expression referentially related to which antecedent. Quantification is the most important source of structural ambiguity in natural language, and the annotation of the quantifications in an NL expression aims at disambiguating NL expressions in that respect. The main challenge in developing an annotation scheme for quantification is to identify a limited number of categories of information that is sufficient for characterising aspects, forms and uses of quantification that are found in natural language, and to define the combinations of these categories that form meaningful building blocks in annotations. Annotations should be constructed in accordance with the methodological principles laid out in ISO standard 24617-6 (Principles of semantic annotation), which means that the annotations should have an abstract and a concrete syntax, related through an encoding function (from abstract to concrete) and an inverse decoding function, and a semantics defined for the abstract syntax (and inherited by any concrete encoding).

Annotations should moreover be in stand-off format. The use of stand-off formats is motivated primarily by the consideration that the integrity of the primary data should always be respected, and has the methodological advantage that the pointers from elements in an annotation to elements in the primary data (‘markables’), formalise the relation between annotation structures and linguistic elements, making explicit that the semantic annotation of an NL expression is not a stand-alone object, but is formally attached to NL elements.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 outlines the analytical framework for quantification annotation that is proposed in ISO WD 24617-12 (2019). Section 3 discusses the categories of semantic information identified in the QuantML annotation scheme for characterising aspects and forms of quantification. First, a number of traditional categories are considered such as scope and distributivity. Second, a number of less well-established categories are introduced, and some novel uses of traditional categories. Section 4 closes the main paper with some concluding remarks and directions for further work. The appendix contains a summary specification of the QuantML markup language and its underlying metamodel.

2. Analytical Framework

2.1. Quantification: GQT

Quantification is linguistically, logically, and computationally extremely complex, and has been studied for centuries by logicians, linguists, formal semanticists, and computational linguists (e.g. Aristotle, 4th century B.C., Frege, 1879; Montague, 1974; Barwise and Cooper, 1981; Westerståhl, 1985; Keenan and Stavi, 1986; Hobbs and Shieber, 1987; Partee, 1988; Cooper, 1983; Kamp and Reyle, 1993; Bos, 1995; Peters and Westerståhl, 2006, Szabolcsi, 2010; Ruys and Winter, 2011, Champollion, 2015; Coppock and Beaver, 2015). Mostowski (1957) and Lindström (1966) noted that the universal and the existential quantifier, as used in predicate logic, can be viewed as expressing properties of sets of individual objects, involved in a predication: the universal quantifier expresses the property of containing all the elements of a given domain; the existential quantifier the property of containing at least one such element. This opened the way to generalise the notion of a quantifier to other properties of sets, such as the property of containing more than three elements, or of containing most of the elements of the quantification domain. The concepts in this broader class of quantifiers are called ‘generalised quantifiers’.

The study of how generalised quantifiers are used and expressed in natural language has led to generalised quantifier theory (GQT, Barwise and Cooper, 1981). An important point in this theory is that there is a fundamental difference between quantification in natural language and quantification in logic in the following sense. Words like “all” and “some” in English, as well as their equivalents in other languages, may seem to be the counterparts of the universal (∀‘for all’) and existential (∃, ‘for some’) quantifiers of formal logic, and so-called ‘cardinal quantifiers and proportional quantifiers’ like “three”, and “most”, may seem to be the counterparts of certain generalised quantifiers, but they are not. In formal logic, if p is a formula that denotes a proposition then the expressions ‘∀x.p’ and ‘∃y.p’ are quantifications, saying that p is true of all individual objects and that p is true of at least one such object, respectively.

Such quantifications, which range over all individual objects in a universe of discourse, cannot be expressed in natural languages. Quantifying expressions in natural languages, instead, like “all students”, “quelques gens”, and “mas que cinco melodias”, include the indication of a restricted domain. This is reflected in the view that quantifiers in natural language are not determiners like “all” and “some”, but noun phrases (Barwise and Cooper, 1981). The QuantML annotation scheme takes an approach which combines generalized quantifier theory with the neo-Davidsonian event-based approach.

2.2. Neo-Davidsonian event semantics

Abzianidze & Bos (2019) note that neo-Davidsonian event semantics is adopted in most if not all semantically annotated corpora. Davidson (1989) introduced events as individual objects into semantic representations, notably as an extra argument of predicates that correspond to verbs, as in ‘read(e, x, y)’. In a variation of this approach, known as ‘neo-Davidsonian’ (Dowty, 1989; Parsons, 1990) the number of arguments of verb-related predicates is not increased, but instead one-place predicates are applied to existentially quantified event variables, and thematic roles, a.k.a. semantic roles, are used to represent the roles of the participants in events, as in ‘read(e, agent(e,x), theme(e,y))’.

QuantML combines GQT with neo-Davidsonian event semantics. This has two advantages: it allows a treatment of adverbial temporal quantifiers such as “twice”, “more than three times”, “daily”, and “twice an hour”, and it is convenient since this approach is also taken in other parts of SemAF.

Using a neo-Davidsonian approach implies the use of an inventory of semantic roles. For reasons of intra-SemAF
compatibility and in line with the recommendation by Abzianidze & Bos (2019) to use an existing role inventory. QuantML uses the set of roles defined in ISO 24617-4, which is based on the LRICIS and VerbNet inventories (see Bunt & Palmer, 2013; Bonial et al. 2011; Petukhova & Bunt, 2008).

2.3. Annotation theory

The QuantML scheme is designed according to the ISO principles of semantic annotation (ISO standard 24617-6, ‘SemAF Principles’, see also Bunt (2015) and Pustejovsky et al. (2017). This means that the QuantML markup language has a three-part definition consisting of (1) an abstract syntax that specifies the possible annotation structures at a conceptual level as set-theoretical constructs; (2) a semantics that specifies the meaning of the annotation structures defined by the abstract syntax; (3) a concrete syntax, that specifies a representation format for annotation structures (for example using XML). Defining the semantics at the level of the abstract syntax puts the focus of an annotation standard at the conceptual level, rather than at the level of representation formats. Annotators (human or automatic) work with concrete representations only, but they can rely on the existence of an underlying abstract syntax layer and its semantics for the interoperability of their annotations.

The abstract syntax is a detailed formalization of the meta-model of the annotation scheme. It specifies a store of basic concepts, called the ‘conceptual inventory’, and it describes how the elements of the inventory can be used to build well-formed annotation structures in set-theoretical terms, like pairs, triples, and more complex nested structures. Two types of structures are distinguished: entity structures and link structures. An entity structure contains semantic information about a segment of primary data and is formally a pair (m, s) consisting of a markable, which refers to a segment of primary data, and certain semantic information. A link structure contains information about the way two or more entity structures are semantically related. The most important entity structures in QuantML are those that describe events and their participants, corresponding to the elements <event> and <entity> in XML representations; the most important link structures are those that link participants to events and those that specify quantifier scopes. See for example Figure 1.

The annotation structures defined by the abstract syntax can be represented (or ‘encoded’) in a variety of ways; XML is the most popular representation format, but other formats, such as attribute-value matrices or annotation graphs would be equally possible (Ide and Bunt, 2010).

The concrete syntax specifies a vocabulary and a class of syntactic structures, such as XML elements, which together define a class of well-formed representations, and an encoding function that assigns such a representation to every well-formed annotation structure. The QuantML semantics has the form of an interpretation-by-translation into semantic representations; the recursive interpretation function $I_Q$ translates annotation structures to Discourse Representation Structures (DRSs) in a compositional way, compositional in the sense that the interpretation of an annotation structure is obtained by combining the interpretations of its component entity structures and link structures. This particular form of the QuantML semantics is a choice of convenience rather than one of principle, inspired by the fact that DRSs have also been used as the semantic basis of several other (ISO) semantic annotation schemes. Other choices, such as the use of Minimal Recursion Semantics (Copestake et al., 2005) could work equally well, and although the compositional nature of the semantics seems a desirable feature, not all existing proposals for interpreting quantifiers are compositional (e.g., Robaldo, 2011). The specification of the QuantML semantics most importantly shows exactly what QuantML annotations mean.

3. Information Categories

3.1. Overview

For the annotation of quantification in the QuantML scheme, so far the following information categories have been identified:

1. domain specificity
2. definiteness and determinacy
3. distributivity
4. individuation (count/mass)
5. cardinality and size
6. absolute and proportional involvement
7. exhaustivity
8. participant quantification scope
9. event quantification scope
10. modification scope
11. polarity and scope of negation
12. repetitiveness and frequency

Several of these categories are very well known and/or have been discussed for their use in QuantML in one of the previous publications on the development of QuantML, mentioned in Section 1. The use of these categories will be very briefly summarised in the next subsection. The rest of this section describes novel QuantML uses of the categories listed above, in particular relating to possessives, negation, exhaustiveness, quantification over masses and parts of individuals, and participation in repetitive events.

3.2. Traditional categories

3.2.1. Domain, definiteness and determinacy

Full-fledged noun phrases consist of two parts: (1) one or more determiners of various kinds of (“all”, “the”, “a”, “most”, “all five”, “two of his”), and (2) a nominal head (bare noun or nominal complex). The latter part, called the restrictor, indicates a certain domain that is considered in the quantification. We use the term ‘source domain’ to refer to the entities denoted by the restrictor. Quantifications are very often restricted to a contextually determined part of the source domain, the ‘reference domain’, also called ‘context set’ (Westerstål, 1985; Partee et al., 1990). For example, the quantifier “every student” typically does not apply to literally every person who is a student, but only to...
the students in a particular class or school. The definiteness of an NP is often an indication that the reference domain of the quantification is a specific part of the source domain, rather than the entire source domain.

In English and in many other languages the determiner part of an NP is a prenominal sequence of determiners of different types. Grammars commonly distinguish different classes of determiners, with different possible sequencing and co-occurrence restrictions. In English grammar a distinction is made between premodifiers, central determiners, and postmodifiers (e.g. Quirk et al., 1972; Leech and Svartvik, 1975), having the following different functions:

- premodifiers express the quantitative involvement of the reference domain, and may, additionally, provide information about the distributivity of the quantification;
- central determiners determine the definiteness of the NP, and thus co-determine a reference domain;
- postmodifiers contain information about the cardinality of the reference domain.

This is illustrated by the NP “All my nine grandchildren” in (1), where “all” is a premodifier, “my” a central determiner, and “nine” a postmodifier.

(1) All my nine grandchildren are boys.

While being definite is often an indication that some particular, determinate entity or collection of entities is considered, the relation between the semantic property of definiteness and the morphological category of definiteness is not straightforward (Coppock & Beaver, 2015; Peters & Westerståhl, 2013). The semantic difference between definite and indefinite expressions has been discussed in terms of familiarity, novelty, salience, uniqueness, and existence presuppositions. In QuantML the view is taken that definiteness is an indication of definitariness, interpreted as restricting a quantification to a reference domain that is somehow constrained through considerations of familiarity and salience, but that this can be overruled by contextual information. Conversely, an NP being indefinite does not necessarily mean that the quantification applies to the NP’s entire source domain; contextual considerations often carve out a more restricted reference domain.

3.2.2. Relative scope

Studies of quantifier scope have focused almost exclusively on the relative scopes of quantifications over sets of participants, as in the classical example “Everybody in this room speaks two languages”. Relative scopes of this kind are not a property of one of the quantifications involved, but are a semantic relation between them. This is annotated in QuantML as follows:

(2) <entity xml:id="x1" target=="#m1" involvement="all"
definiteness="det" pred="person"/>
<entity xml:id="x2" target=="#m3" involvement="2"
definiteness="indet" pred="language"/>
<scoping arg1="#x1" arg2="#x2" scopeRel="wider"/>

(The reading with reverse scope order would be annotated with arg1="#x2" arg2="#x1"). The relative sweeping of participants and events is also a relevant issue. This is illustrated by the two possible readings of the sentence “Everybody will die.” Besides the reading according to which everyone is mortal, there is also a reading which predicts an apocalyptic future event in which everyone will die. In the annotation in (3) the relative scope of events and participants is marked up by means of the attribute @scopeRel, which has been added to the XML element <srLink> as defined in ISO 24617-4.

(3) <entity xml:id="x1" target=="#m1" pred="person"/>
<event xml:id="e1" target=="#m2" pred="die"
time="fut"/>
<srLink events="#e1" participant="#x1"
semRole="theme" eventScope="wide"/>

Cumulative quantification, a case of branching quantification (Barwise, 1978, Hintikka, 1973; Scha, 1981), as occurring in (4) (due to Reyle, 1993), is treated in QuantML as mutual outscoping of the quantifiers. That is, the reading where there is a set A of 3 breweries and a set B of 15 inns, such that the members of A supplied the members of B, and the members of B were supplied by the members of A, is annotated by the scope relation @scopeRel="dual".

(4) Three breweries supplied fifteen inns.

Group quantification is treated as a case of wide event scope in combination with collective distributivity; see Section 3.4. Other issues of scope concern the interaction between quantifiers and modifiers, and between quantifiers and negations; these are discussed below in the sections 3.5 and 3.6.

Scope underspecification is done in QuantML by simply omitting one or more <scoping> elements. The semantics of such a QuantML structure is an underspecified DRS (UDRS, Reyle 1993).

3.2.3. Distributivity

The distinction between distributive and collective quantification is well known, but other cases must be distinguished as well. Example (5) may describe a situation where the boys involved did not necessarily do all the carrying either collectively or individually, but where they carried some heavy boxes collectively and some other, less heavy boxes individually. More importantly, the question whether a set of participants is involved in certain events collectively or individually is not always relevant. So in some contexts it is inappropriate to make the collective/distributive distinction and consider the quantification as ambiguous.

(5) The boys carried all the boxes upstairs.

The quantifications in this sentence have ‘unspecific’ distributivity (Bunt, 1985); the sentence just says that all the boxes were somehow carried upstairs by the boys, and all

---

1 The @scopeRel attribute in <scoping> elements, which is used to annotate the relative scopes of two participant sets, has possible values that are not applicable to the relative scoping of events and participants.
the boys somehow participated. This reading has also been called a 'cover reading' (Schwarzschild, 1996), and can be seen as a cumulative reading with unspecific distributivity. (Ordinary cumulative readings have individual distributivity.) Cover readings are annotated in QuantML by both quantifiers having "unspecific" distributivity and "dual" relative scoping. Following Kamp & Reyle (1993), we use the notation $X^*$ to designate the set consisting of the members of $X$ and the subsets of $X$, and the predicate $P^*$ to designate the characteristic function of the set $X^*$, where $P$ is the characteristic function of $X$. Using moreover the notation $R_0$ to indicate the characteristic function of a reference domain that forms a subset of a source domain with characteristic function $R$, the 'unspecific' interpretation of (5) can be represented in second-order predicate logic as follows: 

$$\forall \forall (x) \rightarrow \exists \exists. [\text{boy}_0^*(y) \land \text{carry-up}(e) \land \text{agent}(e, y) \land \exists. [\text{box}_0^*(z) \land [x=z \lor x \in z] \land \text{theme}(e, z)] \land \forall. [\text{boy}_0^*(y) \rightarrow \exists. [\text{box}_0^*(u) \land \text{carry-up}(e) \land \text{theme}(e, u) \land \exists. [\text{boy}_0^*(x) \land [y=x \lor y \in x] \land \text{agent}(e, y)]]]$$

The distributivity of a quantification is not a property of the set of participants in a set of events, but a property of the way of participating. This is illustrated by example (7), assuming that "the men" individually had a beer, and collectively carried the piano upstairs.

(7) The men had a beer before carrying the piano upstairs.

Distributivity should thus be marked up on the participation relation in the drinking and carrying events, as in the annotation fragment shown in (8), where the XML element `<srLink>` from ISO 24617-4 has been enriched with the attribute `@distr`:

(8) `<entity xml:id="e1" target="#m1" pred="man"/>
    <event xml:id="e1" target="#m2" pred="drink"/>
    <event xml:id="e2" target="#m3" pred="carry"/>
    <srLink event="#e1" participant="#m1" semRole="agent" distr="individual"/>
    <srLink event="#e2" participant="#m1" semRole="agent" distr="collective"/>

3.2.4. Size and cardinality
Cardinal determiners indicate the size of a set; in (9), the central determiner "twenty-seven" indicates the cardinality of the reference domain, while the predeterminer "twenty-five" indicates the cardinality of the subset of the reference domain whose members were involved in vote-events.

(9) Twenty-five of the twenty-seven states voted in favour.

At least the following quantitative aspects of a quantification must be taken into account: (1) the cardinality of the reference domain; (2) the number of elements in the reference domain involved in the predication; and (3) the size of sets, groups, or sums of individuals that are involved in a collective predication. See also Section 3.4 on group quantification.

3.3. Involvement and exhaustivity
The meaning of a cardinal determiner may depend on the speaker’s intention, as expressed by the stress pattern of an utterance in which it is used. Used with focal stress, “two” may give rise to a partitive interpretation; for example, in (10a) “two salesmen” means “two of the salesmen”, different from (10b) where the stress is on “salesmen”.

(10) a. TWO salesmen came in.
    b. Two SALESMen came in.

The occurrence of a cardinal determiner in focus relates also to the much debated issue whether a determiner (or a numeral) like “two” should be interpreted as “exactly two”, as “two or more”, or as “at most two”. Consider the following examples:

(11) a. Two dogs are growling.
    b. Do you have two AA batteries?
    c. How many children does Mary have?
       Mary has two children.
    d. Mary has at most two children.

The standard GQT interpretation of quantifiers of the form “two $N$” is the property of being a set that contains two $N$s. So for example, in DRT (Kamp and Reyle, 1993) sentence (11a) is interpreted as claiming the existence of a set $X$ containing two growling dogs. Now suppose there are in fact three growling dogs - in that case it is also true that there are two growling dogs. So “two” in (11a) is in fact interpreted as ‘two or more’. This seems reasonable for sentence (11a). For sentence (11b), uttered in a context where the speaker is examining a remote control with two apparently flat batteries, this is the only reasonable interpretation. But in (11c) the answer to the question licences the inference that Mary does not have more than two children or less than two children, so in this case “two” means ‘exactly two’.

It is widely assumed (e.g. Partee, 1988; Kamp and Reyle, 1993; Krifka, 1999) that the numeral “two” indicates that the cardinality of the set (or individual sum) denoted by the NP that it modifies is exactly 2, but that the generalized quantifier “two $N$” is interpreted in some contexts as “at least two $N$” and in others as “exactly two $N$”, due to context-specific (Gricean) pragmatic inferences - see Kadmom (2001). Quantifier readings of the type “exactly two $N$” are called ‘exhaustive’, and can be thought of as generated by a covert operator, an ‘exhaustivizer’, that could be lexicalized as “only” (see Szabolcsi, 2010). In (11), replacing “two” by “only two” in case a and case c enforces or reinforces the ‘exactly two’ reading, whereas in case b the replacement would be distinctly odd. Similar issues arise when “two” forms part of a monotone-decreasing quantifier, as in (11d), which is inherently exhaustive. The exhaustiveness of a quantifier relates to focus placement, as illustrated by (10a).
Exhaustive linking occurs when the set of individuals involved in a quantified predication contains all the participants of which the predication is said to hold, as in "(Only) Two people attended the wedding" and in "(Only) Two colleagues did not attend the wedding".

(12) (Only) TWO dogs barked.
Markables: m1=Two dogs, m2=dogs, m3=barked

QuantML annotation:
<entity xml:id="x1" target="#m1" domain="#x2" involvement="all" definiteness="det"/>
<sourceDomain xml:id="x2" target="#m2" pred="dog" indiv="count"/>
<event xml:id="e1" target="#m3" pred="bark"/>
<participation events="#e1" participants="#x1" semRoles="agent" distr="individual" eventScope="narrow"/>

3.4. Group quantification

Quantifications with wide event scope and collective distribution allow readings with so-called ‘group quantification’, as illustrated by the quantification over “parts” in example (13).

(13) Each of these machines assembles more than fifty parts.

Upon the ‘group’ reading, in every assembly-event where one of the machines under consideration is the agent, a collection of more than 50 parts is involved in the theme role. The annotation of this sentence is shown in figure 1.

3.5. Individuation

Studies of quantification in natural language have often been restricted to cases where the NP head is a count noun. Quantification by means of a mass NP is in many respects similar, but there are some interesting differences. Compare the two sentences in (14):

(14) a. The boys polished all the knives in the drawer.
   b. The boys drank all the milk in the fridge.

In (14a) a predicate is applied to a set of knives, and likewise in (14b) a predicate is applied to a set of quantities of milk. A difference is that (14a) can be analysed as: Every knife in the drawer was the theme in a polish-event with one of the boys as the agent, but it is not clear that the analogous analysis Every quantity of milk in the fridge was the theme in a drink-event with one of the boys as the agent would make sense, since the set of quantities of milk in the fridge may include bottles of milk, pints of milk and, other quantities that were not as such the object of a drink-event. A universal mass noun quantification of the form “all the M” does not necessarily refer to all the quantities of M. A detailed analysis of mass noun quantification can be found in Bunt (1985), where elements from lattice theory and set theory are formally integrated. Quantities are analysed as having a part-whole structure (just like sets), defining a sum operation \( \Sigma \) such that the sum of two quantities of M forms another quantity of M. One interpretation of expressions of the form “all the M” is as referring to a set \( X \) of quantities of M that together make up the reference domain \( M_0 \), in the sense that their sum equals the sum of all quantities in the reference domain: \( \Sigma(X) = \Sigma(M_0) \).

Since mass nouns do not individuate their reference (Quine, 1960), quantification by mass NPs would seem not to allow individual distribution. Yet there is a distinction similar to the individual/collective distinction of count NP quantifiers, as (15) illustrates.

(15) a. All the water in these lakes is polluted.
   b. The sand in the truck weighs twelve tons.
   c. The boys carried all the sand to the back yard.

In (15a) the predicate of being polluted applies to any sample of “the water in the lake”; this distribution is called homogeneous. In (15b) the predicate of weighing 12 tons applies to the quantities of sand taken together, so this is a form of collective quantification. In (15c) the boys did not carry every quantity of sand, but certain quantities that together make up “all the sand”; in this case the distribution is called unspecific.

These examples illustrate three different ways in which the quantification domain of a mass NP can be completely involved in a predication, corresponding to three different senses of expressions of the form “all M” (or “all the M”) in English, and similarly in other languages. Complete involvement with homogeneous distribution, as in (15a), where “all the water” quantifies over the set of all contextually distinguished quantities of water, is annotated with the @involvement attribute having the value “all”. In cases like (15c), where “all the sand” refers to a subset
of quantities of sand that together make up all the (contextually distinguished) sand - the @involvement attribute has the value “total”. Finally, on the collective reading of (15b), where “(all) the sand” refers to the quantity of sand formed by all contextually relevant quantities of sand together, the involvement will be annotated as “whole”. This is summarized in Table 1.

Although count nouns do individuate their reference in terms of individuals, there is a form of quantification with count NPs that resembles the “total, unspecific” quantification with mass NPs (Bunt, 2017). Consider the example “Mario ate three pizzas for dinner”. The standard interpretation would go something like this: There is a set of three pizzas that were the object in an eat-event at dinner time with Mario as the agent. But now consider: “Mario ate five pizzas last week”. A plausible interpretation could now be: Last week Mario ate in total 5 pizzas in some eat-events (for example, 2.75 pizza in one event and 2.25 pizza in another). This interpretation requires the consideration of pizza parts as the participants in eat-events, and a notion of summation of parts (in this example adding up to 5 pizzas). Quantifications of this kind are annotated in QuantML by the @individual attribute in <sourceDomain> elements having the value “count/parts”.

3.6. Modification scope

Relative scope is an issue not only between two participant quantifications, or between a participant quantification and an event quantification, but also when the head noun of a quantifying NP is modified by a relative clause, a prepositional phrase, or a possessive phrase that contains quantifiers. In that case a quantifier in the modifier may outscope the quantification over the head noun. The following examples illustrate this phenomenon, which is known in the linguistic literature as ‘inverse linking’ (May, 1977; May and Bale, 2007; Szabolcsi, 2010; Ruys and Winter, 2011; Barker, 2014).

(16) a. Two students from every college participated.
    b. The children’s toys were stolen.

The relative scoping of the two quantifiers is in these case annotated as a property of the modifying relation, expressed by the value “inverse” of the attribute @linking in a <ppMod> or a <possRestr> element, as shown in Fig. 2.

Possessive expressions introduce a relation that is not made explicit, or that is expressed using a rather vague preposition like “of” in English and “de” in Romance languages. Typical examples are shown in (17). All these (and other) forms have in common that they express some sort of possession relation between a (set of) possessor(s) and a set of possessions. Possessive expressions involve quantification over possessions (and possibly also over possessors). A case like (17a1) can be analysed schematically as in (17b), introducing a generic ‘Poss’ relation as proposed by Peters and Westerståhl (2013).

(17) a. 1. Tom’s house
     2. John and Mary’s two children

3.7. Polarity and scope of negation

The QuantML scheme does not offer a general treatment of the annotation of polarity and modality, but it provides devices for dealing with the relative scopes of quantifications and negations. The example sentence in (18) illustrates the possible scopes of a negation at clause level, the negation scoping either over the entire clause, over the clause minus “the unions”, or just over the determiner in “the unions”.

The first two readings can be distinguished in annotations by means of a @polarity attribute in <participant> elements with the value “neg-wide” for wide-scope negation and “neg-narrow” for the second reading, while the third reading is distinguished by the value of the @involvement attribute in the corresponding <entity> element indicating that less than all of the individuals in the reference domain are involved.

(18) a. The unions do not accept the proposal.
    b. It is not the case that all the unions accept the proposal [some of them don’t]
    c. All the unions do not accept the proposal [none of them does]
    d. Not all the unions accept the proposal [though most of them do]

Note that this way of annotating negation scope makes it possible to handle cases of double or triple negation, as in “Not all the unions do not accept the proposal”.

3.8. Repetitiveness

The annotation of repeated participation in recurring events has been treated in ISO 24617-1 as a quantification over temporal objects, but in spite of the suggestion that comes from the word “times” in the English language, expressions like “once”, “twice” and “three times” do not really quantify over time, but rather over sets of eventualities (Lewis, 1975). The QuantML scheme does not provide a complete proposal for dealing with adverbial temporal or spatial quantification, but repetitiveness can be covered in a natural way by using the concepts available in QuantML. Participation in a k-times repetitive event is annotated by means of a <participation> element with @repetitiveness = “k”, the semantics of which is given by (19) for individual, non-exhaustive participation in the Agent role with

b. house(x) ∧ tom(y) ∧ Poss(x,y)
distribution involvement interpretation example

| homogeneous  | all        | For all quantities of M | (15a) |
| unspecific   | total      | For the elements in a set of quantities of M that together make up the whole of M | (15c) |
| collective   | whole      | For M as a whole | (15b) |

Table 1: Involvement and distributivity in mass NP quantification.

Markables in sentence (16a):
m1=“Two students from every university”, m2=“students”, m3=“students from every university”, m4=“from every university”, m5=“every university”, m6=“university”, m7=“participated”

QuantML annotation:

```
<entity xml:id="x1" target="#m1" domain="#x2" involvement="2" definiteness="indef"/>
<refDomain xml:id="x2" target="#m3" source="#x3" restrs="#r1"/>
<sourceDomain xml:id="x3" targets="#m2" individuation="count" pred="student"/>
<ppMod xml:id="r1" target="#m4" pRel="from" pEntity="#x4" distr="individual" linking="inverse"/>
<entity xml:id="x4" target="#m5" domain="#x5" involvement="all" definiteness="det"/>
<sourceDomain xml:id="x5" targets="#m6" individuation="count" pred="university"/>
<event xml:id="e1" targets="#m7" pred="participate"/>
<participation event="#e1" participant="#x1" semRole="agent" distr="unspecific" eventScope="narrow"/>
```

Figure 2: QuantML annotation of modification scope

narrow event scope and positive polarity.\(^3\) (Note that \(k\) can be any numerical predicate that identifies a range of natural numbers, such as ‘only once’, ‘more than three times’ or ‘two or three times’.)

\[ (19) \ I_C(\text{Agent, individual, narrow, non-exhaustive, } k, \text{ positive}) = \left[ X \mid x \in X \rightarrow [ \ E \mid k(E), e \in E \rightarrow \text{agent}(e,x) ] \right] \]

This leads for example to the semantic interpretation (20b) for the sentence (20a), where ‘child\(_0\)’ designates the predicate ‘child’ restricted to the reference domain formed by the conceptually distinguished children:

\[ (20) \ a. \ Two \ of \ the \ children \ called \ twice. \]

\[ b. \ [ X \mid \lvert X \rvert \geq 2, \ x \in X \rightarrow [ \ E \mid \lvert E \rvert \geq 2, \ \text{child}_0(x), e \in E \rightarrow \text{call}(e), \text{agent}(e,x) ] \]

4. Conclusions

Although the development of QuantML as an ISO standard is still in a preliminary stage, the scheme as developed so far supports the annotation of a quite a variety of forms and aspects of quantification in a way that is interoperable (a) in the sense that its XML-based representation format is just one possible encoding of the underlying abstract annotation structures with their formal semantics, and (b) in the sense of sharing a view on sentence meaning rooted in Neo-Davidsonian event semantics, and DRT with other parts of ISO SemAF.

Current limitations of QuantML have to do with the limitations of the events-and-participants view and with lack of agreement on the analysis of certain forms of quantification. The events-and-participants approach seems to be stretched to its limits for verbs that take abstract concepts like thoughts, beliefs, desires, etc. as their arguments, as in “Bob wants to catch a fish”.

Forms of quantification that have so far escaped a generally agreed analysis include generics and habituals, whose theoretical status has not been fully resolved; see e.g. Kamp and Reyle (1993), Section 3.7.4. Kriřka et al. (1995) analyse generics in terms of a special default quantifier; others introduce a notion of ‘normal’ or ‘prototypical’ into the interpretation framework (cf. Eckhardt, 2000; van Rooij and Schulz, 2020).

Another issue for further work concerns the overlaps between QuantML and schemes for annotating other phenomena, such as events and coreference. The recently introduced notion of an annotation scheme plug-in with its interface (Bunt, 2019b) may provide a mechanism for dealing with such overlaps.

Most importantly, the QuantML annotation scheme needs to be validated in manual and automatic annotation. For manual annotation, the scheme reflects the fact that quantification in natural language is an extremely complex matter. To do justice to this complexity, the annotation scheme is inevitably quite complex itself, and impossible for use by untrained annotators, except perhaps if annotators are supported by an interactive annotation tool that for example asks questions like “Did the men act together or each one by himself?”, to distinguish between collective and distributive readings, and suggests appropriate default values of certain attributes. An extensive user manual and a repository of annotated examples would also seem to be indispensable for training annotators, and such material could be useful as well as training material for automatic annotation.
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\(^3\)Alternatively, repetitiveness could be annotated in `<event>` elements, but that would make the formulation of the semantics of annotation structures slightly more complex.


**Appendix:**

**Outline of QuantML specification**

**Metamodel**

The metamodel underlying QuantML annotations shows the concepts that make up annotation structures corresponding to the information categories discussed in Section 3, with their grouping into entity structures and link structures – see Figure 3.

**Abstract syntax**

The structures defined by the abstract syntax are n-tuples of elements that are either basic concepts, taken from a store called the ‘conceptual inventory’, or, recursively, of such n-tuples. Two types of structure are distinguished: entity structures and link structures. An entity structure contains semantic information about a segment of primary data and is formally a pair \((m, s)\) consisting of a markable, which refers to a segment of primary data, and certain semantic information. A link structure contains information about the way two or more segments of primary data are semantically related.

QuantML conceptual inventory:

- unary predicates that characterize source domains (such as ‘book’, ‘student’, and ‘water’) or event domains (such as ‘lift’, ‘carry’, ‘drink’), or that correspond to adjectives or to prepositions;
- binary predicates that correspond to semantic roles, notably the roles as defined in ISO 24617-4 (Semantic roles);
- numerical predicates for specifying reference domain involvement, reference domain size, size of certain parts of a reference domain, or number of repetitions or frequency of recurrence in event structures;
- predicates for specifying proportional reference domain involvement, such as ‘all’, ‘some’, ‘most’;
- basic units of measurement, such as ‘meter’, ‘kilogram’, ‘litre’, and the operators ‘division’ and ‘multiplication’ for forming complex units;
- the polarity values ‘positive’ and ‘negative’;
- the values ‘exhaustive’ and ‘non-exhaustive’;
- parameters for specifying event scope: ‘wide’ and ‘narrow’ (default value), and for specifying whether scope inversion occurs: ‘inverse’ or ‘linear’ (default value);
- ordering relations for specifying the relative scopes of quantifiers over sets of participants: ‘wider’, ‘dual’, and ‘unscoped’.

QuantML has three kinds of entity structures: (1) for events; (2) for participants; (3) for restrictions on sets of participants. A quantified set of participants is characterized by the following properties:

- the source domain, from which the participants are drawn, and its individuation;
- the reference domain, typically a subset of the source domain;
- the quantitative (absolute or proportional) involvement of the reference domain;
- the size of the reference domain, or of groups, subsets, or parts of the reference domain involved in the quantified predication.

The entity structure \((m, s)\) for a set of participants thus contains a triple \(s = (\langle D, v \rangle, q, d)\) with \(D = \text{characteristic domain predicate}, v = \text{individuation}, q = \text{reference domain involvement}, \) and \(d = \text{determinacy, with possibly an additional size specification.}\) The domain component is more complex when the restrictor of an NP contains head noun modifiers and/or multiple, conjoined heads (see Bunt 2018 for details). Entity structures for sets of events are very simple; they contain just a predicate that characterizes a domain of events.

Modifier structures come in five varieties, depending on whether the head noun of an NP is modified by an adjective, noun, PP, relative clause, or possessive restriction. These are not spelled out in Fig. 3. Two kinds of link structure are defined: participation structures, which link participants to events, and scope link structures. Participation structures are a 7- or 8-tuple, specifying (1) a set of events; (2) a set of participants; (3) a semantic role; (4) a distributivity; (5) the exhaustiveness of the participation; (6) the relative scope of the event quantification; (7) the polarity, which is “positive” by default; and possibly (8) a repetitiveness. Scope link structures specify the relative scope of two participant entity structures.

Annotating structures for quantification are associated mostly with clauses and their constituent NPs and verbs. The annotation structure for a clause is a quadruple consisting of an event structure, a set of participant structures, a set of participation link structures, and a set of scope link structures. In a complete clause annotation structure all participant structures are linked to the verb’s event structure, and the relative scopes of all participant entity structures are specified.

**Concrete syntax**

A concrete syntax is specified here in the form of an XML representation of annotation structures. For each type of entity structure, defined by the abstract syntax, a corresponding XML element is defined; each of these elements has an attribute @xml:id whose value is a unique identifier (unique within the annotation structure), and an attribute @target, whose value anchors the annotation in the primary data, having a markable as value (or a sequence of markables). In addition, these elements have the following attributes:

- `<entity>`: @domain, @involvement, @definiteness and @size (optional);
- `<event>`: @pred (event class);
- `<refDomain>`: @source (with multiple values in the case of a conjunctive head) and @restrictions;
- `<sourceDomain>`: @pred, @individuation;
- `<adjMod>`: @pred, @distr, and @restrictions (optional);
For each of the two types of link structure defined by the abstract syntax, an XML element is defined:

- `<participation>` with attributes `@event`, `@participant`, `@semRole`, `@distr`, `@eventScope`, `@exhaustiveness`, `@restrictions` (optional); and `@polarity`.
- `<scoping>` with the attributes `@arg1`, `@arg2`, `@scopeRel`.

### Semantics

The QuantML semantics specifies a recursive interpretation function $I_Q$ that translates annotation structures into DRSs in a compositional way: the interpretation of an annotation structure is obtained by combining the interpretations of its component entity structures and participation link structures, in a way that is determined by scope link structures (if any). For a full specification of the QuantML semantics, see Bunt (2019c). Here we outline the overall approach and present some interesting parts of the definition of $I_Q$.

The QuantML interpretation function translates every participant entity structure, event entity structure, and participation link structure into a DRS and combines these. Consider the example in (22). The entity structures for “More than two thousand students”, and “protested” are translated into the DRSs shown in (22)b and c. For the participant entity structure this is achieved by applying an instance of clause (21a) in the $I_Q$ definition, which interprets entity structures with source domain $D$, individuation $v$, involvement $q$, and definiteness $indef$. The interpretation $q'$ of domain involvement specification $q$ is defined in (21b-c), and that of the domain specification in (21d-e).

The DRS in (22b) says that there exists a set with the property of containing two thousand students, reflecting the GQT approach to NP interpretation. The DRS in (22c) together with (24) illustrates the adoption of neo-Davidsonian event semantics. The participation link structure has in this example the form $(R, d, $\xi$, p = collective, $\xi$ = non-exhaustive, $\sigma$ (event scope) = narrow, and p (polarity) = positive. The semantic interpretation of such a structure is defined as follows, where "\cup" designates the familiar merge operation for DRSs:

- $I_Q(\langle m1, \{\langle m2, D, v \rangle, q, indef \}\rangle) = [X | q'(X), [x \in X \rightarrow D'(x)]]$
- $\sigma' = I_Q(q) \circ F_Q(v)$
- $F_Q(v): F_Q(count) = \lambda X. |X|; F_Q(mass) = F_Q(count/\text{parts}) = \lambda X. |\Sigma X|$
- $D' = I_Q(D, v)$
- $I_Q(D, v): I_Q((D, count)) = I_Q((D, mass)) = I_Q(D); I_Q((D, count/\text{parts}) = I_Q(D)^+$
- $I_Q(m3, \langle\text{protest}\rangle) = [E | [e \in E \rightarrow \text{protest}(e)]]$

### Figure 3: QuantML Metamodel.
c. \( I_0(\mathcal{R}, \text{collective}, \sigma) = [X, E \mid x \in X \rightarrow [e \mid e \in E, \mathcal{R}(e, X)] \]

Applying rule (23) to the right-hand sides of (22) and (24c), with the values for \( \mathcal{R}, \mathcal{d} \) and \( \sigma \) substituted, gives the desired result shown in (25):

(25) \[ X \mid |X| > 2000, \ [x \in X \rightarrow \text{student}(x)], \ [E \mid e \in E \rightarrow [\text{protest}(e), \text{agent}(e,X)]] \]
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Abstract
ISO-TimeML is an international standard for multilingual event annotation, detection, categorization and linking. In this paper, we present the Hindi TimeBank, an ISO-TimeML annotated reference corpus for the detection and classification of events, states and time expressions, and the links between them. Based on contemporary developments in Hindi event recognition, we propose language-independent and language-specific deviations from the ISO-TimeML guidelines, but preserve the schema. These deviations include the inclusion of annotator confidence, and an independent mechanism of identifying and annotating states (such as copulars and existentials). With this paper, we present an open-source corpus, the Hindi TimeBank. The Hindi TimeBank is a 1,000 article dataset, with over 25,000 events, 3,500 states and 2,000 time expressions. We analyze the dataset in detail and provide a class-wise distribution of events, states and time expressions. Our guidelines and dataset are backed by high average inter-annotator agreement scores.

Keywords: Annotation Corpora, Hindi, Temporal Information Extraction

1. Introduction
Temporal information retrieval is a rapidly growing branch of natural language processing and information extraction, due to numerous applications such as question answering and summarization systems. The detection of events, states, temporal expressions and their relations provides a rich source of temporal information, and acts as the representation of real world information in text. This has two-fold implications, first, that the representation mechanism depends on the syntactic and semantic properties of the language, and second, that in order to create systems that use this information, large amounts of annotated data are a prerequisite.

An attempt towards solving the issue of disparate representations was made by ISO-TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2010), by developing an international standard based on the earlier, highly popular event annotation framework known as TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a). ISO-TimeML is an inter-operable semantic framework for linguistic annotation of temporal expressions such as events (e.g. occurrences and happenings) and time expressions (e.g. mentions of days, dates and times). The international standard had been created such that the annotation framework could be applied across languages extensively. The issue of training data for large systems was solved by creating large annotated corpora based on the prevalent annotation mechanism, known as TimeBanks. After the English TimeBank (Pustejovsky et al., 2003b), TimeBanks have been developed for various languages, elaborated upon in section 2.

Recently, Hindi has been added to the list of languages with literature working towards the annotation of events and temporal expressions. Temporal expression identification in Hindi and their basic classification has been done as a part of the FIRE 2011 corpus\(^1\), but a more focused approach has also been adopted (Ramrakhiani and Majumder, 2013; Ramrakhiani and Majumder, 2015). For event detection and recognition, the framework and basic guidelines for a binary recognition of event nugget has been established by Goud et al. (2019), which also differentiates between events and states and makes a case for the complexity of recognition of events in a semantico-syntactic grammatical framework of Hindi. We continue to follow this distinction, as mentioned in section 3.

Event analysis as a temporal phenomena is a question not only in NLP but also in linguistic philosophy, which is deeply rooted in the manner languages express events. ISO-TimeML event schema is an improvement over the TimeML event analysis framework to make it more general for all languages. TimeML’s definition of an event seems to be derived from the Davidson’s notion of eventualities (Davidson, 1967), which provided a definition of events as “spatio-temporal phenomena with functionally integrated participants”. Therefore, extensionally, TimeML events (Pustejovsky et al., 2007) are based on a neo-Davidsonian analysis of eventualities, and are detected based entirely on properties.

In this paper, we extend both the idea and the initial seed dataset from binary event classification in Hindi (Goud et al., 2019) and include the annotation of states (which was deliberately eliminated earlier), the classification of both events and states, as well as inclusion of time expressions in an augmented dataset of 1,000 Hindi articles. We provide a comprehensive set of guidelines for the identification and differentiation of events from states. The classification scheme for events and states in Hindi has been augmented from TimeML for consistency. Further, changes have been implemented in later stages of the annotation cycle. These are both language specific changes and changes to the ISO-TimeML schema that can be applied to other languages as well. Lastly, the robustness of the annotation guidelines is evaluated by inter-annotator scores, as well as other statistics about the dataset.

To summarize, this paper contributes a corpus of 1,000 articles with 25,829 events and 3,516 states for the purpose
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1 http://fire.irsi.res.in/
of temporal information retrieval in Hindi, the Hindi TimeBank. This resource has been annotated on a modified ISO-TimeML schema and guidelines, which have been elucidated below. We provide a comprehensive analysis of the data, the schema, the guidelines and the annotation mechanism, which can be used for event and temporal expression annotation of multiple other languages.

2. Related Work

TimeBanks have been introduced for multiple languages after English. These TimeBanks were developed after fundamental additions and modifications to ISO-TimeML guidelines for language specific syntactic properties. In the French TimeBank(Bittar et al., 2011), the authors propose that those verbs be tagged as modal since modality is expressed by fully inflected verbs. Furthermore, the authors also provide a way of capturing the difference between support verb constructions with a neutral aspectual value (mener une attaque (carry out an attack)) and those with an inchoative aspectual value.

The Italian TimeBank(Caselli et al., 2011) focuses on the EVENT and TIMEX3 tag and modifies their properties to suit Italian. The main difference with regards to the EVENT tag is in the tag attribute list and attribute values. The TIMEX tag used in the Ita-TimeBank is as much as possible compliant with the TIDES TIMEX2\(^2\) annotation.

In the Romanian (Forasucu and Tufis, 2012) and Spanish (Saurí and Badia, 2012) TimeBanks, the authors opted to indicated whether an EVENT is a state (with the ‘class’ attribute having the value ‘STATE’), instead of using the attribute ‘type’ to indicate if the EVENT is a state, a process or a transition.

The Portuguese TimeBank (Costa and Branco, 2012) uses the same guidelines as the English TimeBank, and use a combination of the Portuguese OpenWordNet and temporal-aware systems.

Finally, in the Persian TimeBank (Yaghoobzadeh et al., 2012), gerund phrases, known as ‘esm-e masdar’, must always be annotated as events, even when they represent generic events. Furthermore, the authors also consider objective deverbal adjectives in PersTimeML. Syntactically, Persian TimeBank differs from ISO-TimeML in the way that all the tokens part of an event are marked under the same event ID irrespective of whether they are consecutive or not.

3. Annotation Guidelines

In this section, we shall cover the basic guidelines for the annotation of events and states, their classification mechanism and the annotation and classification of TIMEX3 time expressions. We present the modified definitions and then use the relevant syntactic cues which will be used in order to determine, annotate and classify both events and states.

3.1. Events and States

TimeML defined events as situations that occur, hold or take place, or as states or circumstances in which something obtains or holds true (Saurí et al., 2006). In annotation of Hindi events by this definition, annotators portrayed low confidence, given that event normalization, subordinating verbs and ”generics” were not to be marked. Therefore, states have been defined with respect to these distinctions in order to be easier to annotate. A state may be defined as a verbal predicate which provides a spatiotemporal description participating entities, including a description of properties, location or existence. Such a definition accounts for verbal modifiers and copular constructions. Note that subjunctives are not considered states under this definition and neither are they considered events, due to the fact that the participating entities do not undergo any change (Goud et al., 2019). Therefore, subjunctive phrases are not annotated as either events or states.

Furthermore, given an extensional understanding of events based on the change in the properties of entities, certain reporting verbs with sentential predicates are not considered events if they do not contain a participating entity. Hindi allows subject ellipsis constructions, therefore those verbs do not contain any entities, and are therefore not annotated. For example:

1. kahā jāā hat tāphāna gahhāra hai
   it is said that the storm is serious.

Due to the lack of expletive subjects, the verb ”kahA” can not be attributed to any entity.

3.2. Time Expressions

Time expressions are defined as a span of text which denote a specific time, the duration of an event or state, or a point in time relative to an event or time expression (Group and others, 2009). Annotation and evaluation of temporal annotations is a fundamental concept in information retrieval based on events, as events are anchored on time expressions and therefore it is ubiquitous in semantic evaluation literature (Verhagen et al., 2010).

A time expression consists of a \(t\_id\) which is a unique ID given to each time expression which is useful when they act as anchors to TLINKS (explained in Section 3.5.), a class which can be a DATE, TIME, DURATION and SET, the tokens in the span of the time expression and the AnnConf (annotator confidence parameter). The classes of time expressions in Hindi are described as follows:

- **TIME**: The TIME category is used to annotate times of the day, which may be specific such as pāngh bājeh (5 o’clock) or a general period such as subah (morning). Note that the case markers or karakas associated with the time expression are also considered as a part of the time expression when it provides durability information. For example:

2. ājā pācā bāje vahā āegā
   Today five o’clock he/she come
   He/She will come at 5 o’clock today.

- **DATE**: The DATE category is used to annotate calendar days and dates, weekdays and other temporal expressions which consist of multiple days or dates, such
as weeks, months or years. Note that spans of time with specified start and end dates are not considered in this category. For example:

3. do mahine bāda vaha āegā
   Two months after he/she come
   He/She will come after two months.

- **DURATION**: The DURATION category is applicable to spans of text which refer to a range of time with start and end times specified in the text.

4. cāra mahino se gāyaha hai
   four months from missing is
   He/she has been missing for four months.

- **SET**: The SET class of time expressions is used to define the periodicity of an action or refer to an event a definite time in the past or future relative to the current time. The inclusion of karaka is important because it denotes the durativity or recursion of the event. For example:

5. hara cāra sāla olapiksa hote hai
   four years Olympics happen is
   The Olympics take place every four years.

In using a syntactico-semantic approach to annotate time expressions in Hindi, we need to account for nested time expressions. We do so using a dependency perspective of the time expression itself, by considering the relations between annotations. For example:

6. bīte sāla apraila se jūna taka-
   Past year April from June till -
   This past year from April to June -

has the standoff annotation:

```xml
<TIMEX id="t1" class="DURATION"
  tokens="1,2", AnnConf="High"/>
<TIMEX id="t2" class="DATE" tokens="3",
  AnnConf="High"/>
<TIMEX id="t3" class="DATE" tokens="5",
  AnnConf="High"/>
```

### 3.3. State Categories

TimeML has an event category for STATE and I-STATE. However, as mentioned in Section 4., we do not consider states or intentional states to be events and therefore present the following schema for categorizing states on more syntactic rather than semantic grounds. The category of states introduced in the schema are declarative (DECL) and descriptive (DESC) states.

- **DECL**: A verb is marked as a declarative state if it provides information about the properties or attributes of a participating entity. They are uniquely identified by copular constructions. For example:

7. yaha gāī lāla raga kī hai
   this car red colour (gen.) is
   This car is red in colour.

- **DESC**: A verbal modifier or participle is marked as a descriptive state when it can be rephrased as a copular, and as a modifier provides information about the entity or event it is describing. For example:

8. khelatā huā baccā pahāri karegā
   playing doing child study will do
   The child who is now playing will study.

### 3.4. Event Categories

The event categories are mostly the same as the TimeML event categories (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a). Therefore, the annotated event categories are:

- **REP**: Reporting events, marked by REP are those events in which an event or state is explained, talked about, spoken, written about or reported. For example:

9. maíne kahā mujhe bhūka lagā hai
   I said I hunger feel is
   I said that I feel hungry.

- **ASP**: Aspectual events, marked as ASP are the events which denote the beginning, ending, continuation or any other aspectual state of another event. For example:

10. maíne khānā ūsurū kara diyā
    I eating start do did
    I started eating.

- **PER**: Perception events are those events which involve the direct sensing of an event or entity, such as sight, sound or taste. Perception events require an experiencer. For example:

11. maíne use dekhā thā
    I him see had
    I had seen him.

- **IAC**: IAction events, marked as IAC are the events which explicitly introduce another event as an argument, but not as the aspectual state of that event. In Hindi, there are two syntactic types of IAC events. Either the IAction occurs as the main verb of the sentence, subordinating the other verb in the sentence, or as the subordinating verb itself. In either case, the IAction is incomplete without another event or state. For example:

12. me padhakara so jāāgā
    I read after sleep will go
    I will go to sleep after reading.

- **OCC**: All other events, which are not categorized above are categorized as occurrences, marked as OCC. All nominal events are inherently occurrences. For example:

13. yuddha me sainika ghāyala hue
    war in soldiers hurt got
    Soldiers were hurt in the war.
3.5. Linking Events and TIMEX3 Annotations

TimeML introduces three links, known as TLINK, SLINK and ALINK, which are described below (Saurí et al., 2006).

- **TLINK**: A temporal link or TLINK is a relationship between two events or states (represented by their instance IDs), or of an event or state with a time. It is categorized into BEFORE, BEFORE-OVERLAP and OVERLAP (O’Gorman et al., 2016).

14. *yuddha me sainika ghāyala hue*

Soldiers were hurt in the war.

\[
\text{<TLINK f_id='e1', s_id='e2', class='OVERLAP' AnnConf='High'/>}
\]

- **SLINK**: A subordination link or SLINK is used to annotate the relations between two events, specifically reporting and other events. We also consider certain intensional events with other events given that the latter event expects or determines the former event. Conditional constructions are annotated as SLINK as well.

15. *rāma kahatā hai kī yuddha me sainika ghāyala hue*

Ram says that the war is serious.

\[
\text{<SLINK f_id='e1', s_id='e2' AnnConf='High'/>}
\]

- **ALINK**: An aspectual link or ALINK shows the relation between an aspectual event and its argument event or state. The ALINK tag had 4 classes viz. INITIATION, TERMINATION, CONTINUATION and CONCLUSION inspired by Pustejovsky et al. (2003a).

16. *rāma ne khānā šurū kara*

Ram started eating.

\[
\text{<ALINK f_id='e1', s_id='e2', class='INITIATION' AnnConf='High'/>}
\]

4. Modifications to ISO-TimeML

In this section, we review some of the basic modifications to the ISO-TimeML event annotation schema and guidelines that have been used to annotate the Hindi TimeBank. The modifications are twofold, one which are language independent or cross-lingual, and can be applied for creating new TimeBanks in other languages as well as extending the Hindi TimeBank, and the second which are particular to Hindi due to the semantico-syntactic nature of its grammar.

4.1. Language Independent Modifications

Pustejovsky et al. (2008) introduces the `<CONFIDENCE>` tag in order to provide the notion of a confidence metric to each attribute of each tag. The confidence tag used was in the range of 0 to 1 and was used to determine the annotator’s confidence in every attribute annotation. However, this notion was found to be too granular. Given the attributes we annotate in the Hindi TimeBank, considering annotator confidence as an attribute rather than a standoff tag seemed more appropriate.

In our system, the annotator confidence metric is a ternary annotation parameter with values HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW, and is meant to signify how confident an annotator is about an annotation. Thus, we found that the annotator confidence metric is a very useful parameter in determining the clarity of definitions to annotators specifically in event and time expression classification.

The annotator confidence parameter helps in justifying the changes over iterations of guideline development, and also serve to point of ambiguous constructions which rely heavily on context, and/or represented a facet of the grammar that can not be captured by the current guidelines, and may pose a problem for further processes done using this data. One significant point based on which annotator confidence proved pertinent is the removal of subjunctives from event representation.

4.2. Language Specific Modifications

There are a number of modifications made to the ISO-TimeML guidelines which needed to be made due to the discourse structure and the grammatical framework associated with the identification and classification of events in Hindi. These changes include the identification of states, modifying the classification of events due to state categorization and a entity-centric event descriptions.

**Identification of States**  TimeML presents events "as a cover term for situations that happen, occur, hold, or take place as well as those predicates describing states or circumstances in which something obtains or holds true” (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a). However, Goud et al. (2019) mentions the difficulties in direct annotation of events and states from a linguistic philosophy perspective as well as from an annotation guidelines standpoint.

As mentioned in Section 1., TimeML’s definition of events seems similar to the syntactically motivated new-Davidsonian definition of an event. However, our analysis of events and states is based on Bach’s definition of events, states and processes (Bach, 1986), which is similar to Panini’s event semantic representation. We present the need for a separate notion of state by showing the following example from Goud et al. (2019):

17. *ijarāila me gaisa māskā ki kamī se unhe takalīpha honī lagī*

Due to a shortage of gas masks in Israel, they began to suffer.
ijarāila me gaisa māskā kī kamī
Israel in gas mask of shortage
hone se unhe takalīpha honī lagī
to-be reason they hardship happen began

Due to a shortage of gas masks in Israel, they began to suffer.

While these sentences are semantically equivalent, the syntactic representation of the subordinate verb clause is very different, as the presence of the verbal auxiliary hone explicitly marks a notion of a telic and adurative situation. According to TimeML, generics and verbal clauses with generic arguments are not to be annotated as events. However, the auxiliary hone is used with generics to construct semantically equivalent sentences. Therefore, according to TimeML annotation guidelines, annotators would not mark kamī as an event, but would mark kamī hone, even though they have been used in the same way in the sentence.

In order to resolve this discrepancy, we turn to the Paninian grammatical framework. The presence of auxiliaries in the verbal predicate are used to denote emphasis, tense and aspect information (Palmer et al., 2009). From the perspective of event and state representation, the auxiliaries are representative of the telic and durative properties of the predicate, which makes both their representation as well as participation of entities different depending on the type of verbal auxiliary used. Therefore:

- Verbal auxiliaries provide syntactic as well as semantic information about the verbal predicate, which is crucial.
- A verbal predicate may therefore be considered either a state or an event if compared to Bach’s notion of eventualities.

Since Bach’s definition helps in the identification and classification of generics, habitual verbal predicates as well as other semantically equivalent but syntactically distinct forms, we adopt its definition for identifying states as a unique concept. Therefore, for the example above, we uniformly mark both kamī and kamī hone as descriptive states which have been described in the annotation guidelines (Section 3.3.). We found that on introducing and defining states, annotator confidence regarding verbal modifiers as well as clauses with ambiguous constructions rose significantly, as it made the guidelines more naturally aligned to the annotator’s understanding of the language. This solidified the inclusion of states into the Hindi TimeBank.

Modification in Classification Mechanism Given that both states and events are being annotated as independent concepts, the classification prescribed by TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a) cannot be used directly. Instead, the STATE and I-STATE event categories have been removed. We have seen that our analysis of states are different from the TimeML representation of states. TimeML defines I-STATE as states that refer to alternate or possible worlds. Hindi only presents these constructions as subjunctives, which explicitly do not include a participant. Therefore, by definition, I-STATE are not annotated as states, but are identified as OCC events.

We introduce a classification schema for states, which are DESC and DECL, the description of which are given in Section 3. For example:

18. khelātā huā baccā bhāgā rahā hai
play doing child run -ing is
The child who is running, is playing.

has the standoff annotations:

```
<STATE id="s1" class="DESC" tokens="1,2" annconf="HIGH" />
<EVENT id="e1" class="OCC" tokens="4,5,6" annconf="HIGH" />
```

using the ISO-TimeML XML schema. The phrase “KelawA huA baccA” translates to “the child who is playing”, but the verb form used is a verbal modifier and not a participle, and therefore it does not change the state of the participating entity, rather describes it.

Modifications to TIMEX3 TIMEX3 in Hindi has been studied (Ramrakhiani and Majumder, 2013; Ramrakhiani and Majumder, 2015) in order to analyze, identify and classify time expressions in Hindi. The procedure for annotating and extracting time expressions manually has been detailed in section 3. We deviate in the annotation of fragmented time expressions by taking only those tokens which give us a local time expression and grouping them under a single TIMEX id. Relative time expressions such as cārā sāla (four years) can only be annotated as a TIMEX only if the duration can be estimated. We also account for dependency and semantic role information when annotating time expressions, which is not considered in TIMEX3.

5. Annotation Pipeline

Goud et al. (2019) proposed an event tagged dataset comprising of 810 news articles, which were primarily from the financial and crime domain, annotated only by the presence of events. We discarded all the articles which had less than 100 tokens, since these files did not contribute to the information base.

We chose a group of 8 annotators for the task of annotation as well as evaluation of the bootstrapped dataset. The annotators are native Hindi speakers, educated in both English and Hindi. All annotations were carried out using the BRAT Annotation Framework (Stenetorp et al., 2012). Figure 1 shows the annotation procedure in detail. There are multiple rounds of annotation in each stage of the pipeline.

5.1. Event and State Identification

Since Goud et al. (2019) only had events identified, the first task at hand was to annotate the states in these articles. The files were annotated by 8 annotators in batches of 100 articles, over 2 rounds of annotation.

Since all the articles from Goud et al. (2019) were from the financial crime domain, this dataset was not balanced well in terms of the types of syntactic and semantic environments in which events and states can occur in Hindi.
Thus, 200 articles were added to the seed dataset, out of which 150 were news articles and the remaining 50 were short fiction stories. We collected these news articles from Navbharat Times\(^3\), a national Hindi daily newspaper with over 2 million copies circulated nationwide. The distribution of these scraped articles can be found in Table 2. The short stories are by Premchand, who is a renowned Hindi author\(^4\). The addition of these articles will allow the models trained on the Hindi TimeBank to be more reliable in detecting events, states, and temporal expressions in Hindi text.

For these 200 articles, they were first tokenized using a freely available tokenizer (Reddy and Sharoff, 2011)\(^5\) and then the identification of both events and states were done by 4 annotators in batches of 50 articles over 4 rounds. Large inter-annotator disparity was found between annotators for reporting verbs with no participating entity, due to which those constructions were removed from the purview of event and state annotation.

### 5.2. Event and State Categorization

The above mentioned 200 articles were annotated for event and state categories by 4 annotators in batches of 50 articles over 4 rounds. The classification guidelines are based on easily identifiable syntactic differences, which made the manual annotation of events and state categories a high-confidence task among annotators. Once these 200 articles were annotated, the dataset of Goud et al. (2019) was annotated for the same by 8 annotators in batches of 100 articles over 3 rounds of annotation.

### Automated Identification

For the first sub-task, our CRF model was trained on the set of 600 articles tagged manually and tested on the remaining 400 articles, in which, time expressions were identified. This CRF used the first 4 features of Table 1 and had a precision of 0.79 in this sub-task. The resultant labeling was evaluated manually by 4 annotators, and the relevant changes to the dataset were made.

### Automated Categorisation

For the second sub-task, which was the categorization of the annotated time expressions, our CRF was trained on the set of 600 articles tagged manually and tested on the remaining 400 articles. For this CRF, the ISTIMEX feature of Table 1 was used in addition to the rest of the features. Our CRF had a precision of 0.84 in this sub-task. The labeled data was then corrected manually by 4 annotators in 2 rounds of annotation.

Finally, the resultant dataset was manually annotated with temporal links (TLINK), aspectual links (ALINK) and and subordination links (SLINK). This phase of annotation required 8 annotators with 4 rounds of annotations in batches of 125 articles each.

---

\(^3\)https://navbharattimes.indiatimes.com/
\(^4\)https://hindisamay.com/premchand%
6. Corpus Statistics

In this section we present some basic statistics of the Hindi TimeBank, such as the number of events, states, categories and links. As mentioned in the Section 5., we annotate 1000 articles from multiple domains. Table 3 shows the total number of events, states, TIMEX and all of the links in the corpus. In the following subsections, we present the ratio of classes of events, states, time expressions and links. We also present the statistics on annotator confidence and the inter-annotator agreement scores.

### 6.1. Event and State Statistics

In this section we provide insight into the distribution of the event and state categories. Table 4 provides the details of the distribution of events in the dataset. We see that the occurrence type (OCC) is the most popular, accounting for 87.52% of the total number of events. The aspectual type (ASP) accounts for 1.62%, the intensional action (IAC) for 3.03%, the perception events (PER) for 1.62%, and the reporting (REP) event 6.19% of the total events.

The occurrence type is the most popular type of event due to limited syntactic and semantic constraints on its classification and the fact that an event was annotated as an occurrence if did not belong to any other category.

We provide a similar analysis of states, with 53.04% of the states being descriptive (DESC) and 46.96% being declarative (DECL) in nature.

In Figure 2, we show the domain wise distribution of Event, State and TIMEX tags. We observe that the number of events are significantly higher than the number of states and time expressions across all domains. For Goud et al. (2019), the number of events, states and time expressions are 21,364, 2,768, and 2,112. These numbers are not represented in Figure 2 as they account for 800 articles (80%) of the dataset.

Table 2: Distribution of Articles by Domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Number of Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial (Goud et al., 2019)</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiction</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National (News)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Analysis (News)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment (News)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports (News)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology &amp; Development</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (News)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Event and State Categories and Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>22,606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REP</td>
<td>1,599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAC</td>
<td>783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PER</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>25,829</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESC</td>
<td>1,865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECL</td>
<td>1,651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,516</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Count of Event, States, TIMEX and all types of links

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Tokens</td>
<td>292,517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Events</td>
<td>25,829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of States</td>
<td>3,516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of TIMEX</td>
<td>2,396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of TLINK</td>
<td>7,289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of SLINK</td>
<td>4,741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ALINK</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2. Time Expression Statistics
In this section, we look into the time expressions in the Hindi TimeBank. We see in Table 5 that a majority of the time expressions belong to the DATE class.

6.3. Annotator Confidence and Inter-Annotator Agreement Scores
In this section, we calculate the inter-annotator agreement scores for the event and state detection. This is done by Fleiss’ Kappa metric (Fleiss and Cohen, 1973) as:

\[ \kappa = \frac{P - P_e}{1 - P_e} \]  

where \( P - P_e \) is the actual degree of agreement achieved and \( 1 - P_e \) is the degree of agreement above chance. Given \( N \) tokens to be annotated and \( n \) annotators, with \( k \) categories to annotate the data. We first calculate the proportion of annotations in the \( j^{th} \) domain as:

\[ p_j = \frac{1}{Nn} \sum_{i=1}^{N} n_{ij}, \quad 1 = \sum_{j=1}^{k} p_j \]  

We then calculate \( P_i \), the degree of agreement with the \( i^{th} \) annotator as:

\[ P_i = \frac{1}{n(n-1)} \sum_{j=1}^{k} n_{ij} (n_{ij} - 1) \]

\[ = \frac{1}{n(n-1)} \left[ \left( \sum_{j=1}^{k} n_{ij}^2 \right) - n \right] \]

Finally we calculate \( \bar{P} \) and \( \bar{P}_e \) as:

\[ \bar{P} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} P_i \]  

\[ \bar{P}_e = \sum_{j=1}^{k} p_j^2 \]

We also provide the domain wise breakdown of annotator confidence in the final corpus in Table 7. We do not remove annotations which are marked as MEDIUM or LOW by the annotators. Annotator confidence variations are seen most for events which have some ambiguity of being considered states. Lower confidence is associated with those verbal predicates which have only tense auxiliaries but either belong to a fragmented event or are in light verb constructions. State annotations show low confidence for descriptive states which are emphasized. TIMEX classification has no low confidence scores. Classification causes some low and medium confidence scores among TLINKS and ALINKS. In the case of SLINKS, subordination of OCC–OCC links are most ambiguous and result in low confidence among the annotators.

In the future, we hope this effort can help in the development of TimeBanks for other languages. The current corpus can also be enriched with the annotation of relations between the events and states based on causality and correlation. In its current form, the corpus can be used for generating a minimal knowledge graph which may also be enriched by entity and event linking.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we present the Hindi TimeBank, a large event, state and time expression annotated corpus. We describe the annotation mechanism and modifications we made to the ISO-TimeML guidelines in order to annotate the data. We provide extensive analysis of the annotation methodology, so that the process of creating TimeBanks for other languages can be a structured effort, especially for languages with similar syntactic and semantic constraints as Hindi. We also present a detailed analysis of the corpus itself, including the distribution of events and states, their categories and the links between them, as well as the distribution of extents and types of time expressions.

The Hindi TimeBank has been created such that it can be used to further event annotation and detection research in Hindi, and the modifications to ISO-TimeML can be used to annotate TimeBanks for other Indo-Aryan languages. The current corpus can also be enriched with the annotation of relations between the events and states based on causality and correlation. A better annotation by nuanced clustering of dates as a duration, and the analysis of TIMEX types such as duration and set is also a direction for further exploration. In its current form, the corpus can be used for generating a minimal knowledge graph which may also be enriched by entity and event linking. The corpus can also act as a gold standard dataset for machine learning applica-
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Abstract
The paper presents an annotation schema with the following characteristics: it is formally compact; it systematically and compositionally expands into fullfledged analytic representations, exploiting simple algorithms of typed feature structures; its representation of various dimensions of semantic content is systematically integrated with morpho-syntactic and lexical representation; it is integrated with a ‘deep’ parsing grammar. Its compactness allows for efficient handling of large amounts of structures and data, and it is interoperable in covering multiple aspects of grammar and meaning. The code and its analytic expansions represent a cross-linguistically wide range of phenomena of languages and language structures. This paper presents its syntactic-semantic interoperability first from a theoretical point of view and then as applied in linguistic description.
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1. Introduction

Semantic annotation can cover, amongst others, semantic argument structure; situation structure; quantifier scope; perspective of wording (transparent vs. oblique); anaphora; turns in discourse and types of moves or states within larger texts. Semantic annotation necessarily applies to linguistic expressions or texts, and the assigned content is often dependent on grammatical or lexical analysis, calling for grammatically/lexically interoperable annotation designs. This means that a natural format for semantic annotation is one where it interacts with grammatical or lexical representation more generally. In most areas the degree of complexity of the semantic representation, combined with the complexity of lexical or grammatical specification of the phenomena to which it is applied, is so high that it is reasonable to use a system of compact semantic tagging.

We here present a system of integrated morpho-syntactic and semantic tagging applicable to large constructs such as verb valence lexicons and corpora tagged for valence. The tagging system we present is an extension of the system Construction Labeling (CL) described and applied in Hellan and Dakubu 2010 and Dakubu and Hellan 2017. In this extended system, the CL code is mapped to a a Typed Feature Structure (TFS) formalism sustaining computational ‘deep’ parsers assigning both morphosyntactic and semantic analysis to the sentences parsed. The formalism of the system comes close to the HPSG formalism, but with important exceptions (see below), and alternatives can be explored relative to other frameworks as well, such as, in all likelihood, LFG. The first part of the paper is devoted to the overall formal architecture of the system, in particular presenting its semantic components both inside of the TFS system and in the tagging formalism (sections 2-4). In the second part (section 5) we describe how the overall tagging formalism can be employed in semantic specification in large resources such as valence lexicons and valence corpora, first addressing a valence lexicon and corpus for the West African language Ga (Kwa, spoken in Ghana), and then valence resources for Norwegian. In the third part (section 6) we mention possible extensions of the system from the argument structure domain to quantifier scope and other scopal phenomena.

2. Annotation related to semantic argument structure of verbal constructions

The Construction Labelling (CL) code provides construction-level annotation tags which in one-line strings provide much of the information that could otherwise be expressed in multi-tier syntactic and semantic annotation. The strings are subject to semi-automatic consistency control, and can also be applied in valence specification in lexicons and in grammatical parsing. It has the added capacity of serving as types in a TFS system, enabling the consistency control and the parsing functionality. Following the overall left-to-right order indicated in (1), CL valency annotations are written as illustrated in (2):

(1) head – valenceFrame – special properties of syntactic constituents – semantic roles of constituents – aspect, Aktionsart – situation type
(2) v-tr-suAg_obAffincrem-ACCOMPL
   [Ex. John ate the cake]

The string in (2) reads: ‘a verb-headed transitive syntactic frame where the subject carries an agent role and the object an incrementally affected role, and the situation type expressed is ‘accomplishment’.

The example (3) from Citumbuka (Bantu) instantiates verbal derivation underlying the expression of causation, illustrating interplay between morpho-syntax and semantics:
The CL-string \( v\text{Caus} \) means that the head is a verb and has a causative morpheme, and \( \text{dbobCs} \) means that the construction is a double object construction 'derived' through causativization. The derivation can be further indicated through specifications of the arguments of the derived verb, in terms of their derivational histories, thus extending the formula \( v\text{Caus-dbobCs} \) to

\[(4) \quad v\text{Caus-dbobCs-suC-obCsu-ob2Cob} \]

where the added items read as follows:

- \( \text{suC} \) - subject is created by Causativization
- \( \text{obCsu} \) - object is derived ('demoted') from subject by Causativization
- \( \text{ob2Cob} \) - second object is derived from object by Causativization

Expanding from what was said above (cf. (1)), each CL tag is a string consisting of, first, a label specifying POS of head of the construction and salient morphological marking (like \( v\text{Caus} \) in (3)), second, a label designating the overall structure of a construction (encoding notions like intransitive, transitive, ditransitive/double object, etc. (such as \( \text{dbobCs} \) in (3)), third a string of labels classifying features of the arguments such as the added tags above - first syntactic features and then semantic features -, and finally a string of labels for TAM features and situational content.

Whenever a putative CL string is composed, the labels of the string have to match with each other – for instance, if one label is \( \text{intr} \), for ‘intransitive’, then there cannot be an argument label prefixed by \( \text{ob} \), since \( \text{intr} \) is not defined for such a label. A processing mechanism enforcing such consistency is provided using a unification-based TFS system, in which the CL tag labels are defined as types. This TFS system is at the same time what underlies the automatic interoperability.

Information in such a system is generally exposed through Attribute Value Matrices (AVMs), where each AVM belongs to a type, and attributes are introduced (declared) according to the following conventions:

\[(5) \quad [A] \quad \text{A given type introduces the same attribute(s) no matter in which environment it is used.} \]

\[(B) \quad \text{A given attribute is declared by one type only (but occurs with all of its subtypes).} \]

Among the types in the present system are types for grammatical functions represented as values of the attribute 'GF' (which constitutes an addition to the standard array of formal notions in HPSG) \(^4\), and roles in semantic argument structure represented as values of the attribute 'ACTNT' (see further in section 4 for types for situation structure). The type \( \text{gramfct} \) has subtypes declaring GF attributes such as 'SUBJ' and 'OBJ' (cf. (6a)), and the type \( \text{actnt} \) has subtypes declaring semantic participant attributes, such as 'ACT1' and 'ACT2' (cf. (6b)):

\[(6) \begin{align*}
\text{a.} \quad & \text{gramfct} \\
& \text{su-gf} \quad \text{ob-gf} \quad \text{act1-rel} \quad \text{act2-rel} \\
\text{b.} \quad & \text{actnt} \\
& \text{SUBJ sign} \quad \text{OBJ sign} \quad \text{[ACT1 index]} \quad \text{[ACT2 index]} \\
& \text{su-ob-gf} \quad \text{act1-rel} \\
\end{align*} \]

With such features as basis, one can represent, e.g., (3) as in (7), which is an AVM representing a construction. This involves a specification of grammatical functions and actants acting together, identified through the attributes GF and ACTNT, introduced at the level of constructions through a declaration 'cp := top & [GF gramfct, ACTNT actnt]', where the type label cp stands for 'construction profile'. It has dbobCs as one of its subtypes, comprising the notion of causation through the PRED value 'cause' inside the ACTNT specification; the attribute 'D-BASE' stands for 'derivational base' (or 'input'):

\[(7) \quad \text{AVM for double object construction with causative semantics and causative derivation (cf. (3))}: \]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{dobbCs} \\
\text{GF} [\text{INDEX 1}] \\
\text{OBJ} [\text{INDEX 2}] \\
\text{SUBJ} [\text{INDEX 3}] \\
\text{PRED 'cause'} \text{ACT1 [INDEX 1]} \\
\text{ACT2 [INDEX 2]} \\
\text{D-BASE sign} \\
\text{GF} [\text{INDEX 1}] \\
\text{OBJ} [\text{INDEX 2}] \\
\text{ACTNT [INDEX 3]} \\
\end{array}
\]

We then outline how, in their capacity as types in the TFS grammar, CL labels define AVMs at the formal level of constructions. As subtypes of \( \text{cp} \), definitions sustaining the type \( \text{tr} \) ('transitive') are shown in the following, achieved through a join of two \( \text{cp} \) subtypes, one defined with regard to GF, the other with regard to ACTNT:

\[(8) \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{cp} \\
\text{cpSuOb} [\text{GF su-ob-gf}] \\
\text{cpAct12 [ACTNT act12-rel]} \\
\text{GF su-ob-gf} [\text{INDEX 1}] \\
\text{OBJ [INDEX 2]} \\
\text{ACTNT act12-rel [INDEX 3]} \\
\text{ACT1 [INDEX 1]} \\
\text{ACT2 [INDEX 2]} \\
\end{array}
\]

\(^4\) For discussion and motivation for the employment of GF notions in an HPSG-based formalism, see Hellan (2019a) and Hellan (2020).
tr is thus formally defined as a type of construction. Similar depths of specification are required for all CL labels. When CL labels occur in a string, they unify. To illustrate with some types relevant also for English, the types to which the labels in (2) correspond are indicated in (9), and their unification is (10):

(9)
\[ v \rightarrow \rightarrow \text{[HEAD} \text{verb]} \]

\[ suAg \rightarrow \rightarrow \left[ GF \left[ \text{SUBJ} \left[ \text{INDEX} \left[ 2 \right] \right] \right] \right] \]

\[ obAffincrem \rightarrow \rightarrow \left[ GF \left[ \text{OBJ} \left[ \text{INDEX} \left[ 2 \right] \right] \right] \right] \]

\[ \text{ACCOMPL} \rightarrow \rightarrow \left[ \text{SIT} \text{accomplishment} \right] \]

(10)
\[ \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{HEAD} \text{verb} \\
\text{GF} \left[ \text{SUBJ} \left[ \text{INDEX} \left[ 2 \right] \right] \right] \\
\text{OBJ} \left[ \text{INDEX} \left[ 3 \right] \right] \\
\text{ACTNT} \left[ \text{ACT1} \left[ 2 \right], \text{ACT2} \left[ 2 \right] \right] \\
\text{SIT} \text{accomplishment} \left[ \text{ACTOR} \left[ 2 \right], \text{AFFECTED} \left[ 2 \right] \right]
\end{array} \right] \]

The semantic roles corresponding to the labels suAg and obAffincrem are represented in a space of semantics called Situation Structure (‘SIT’) through the attributes ACTOR and AFFECTED, both relevant within the situation type accomplishment; cf. section 4 below.

Returning to the label in (4), the AVMs for the ‘derivational histories’ will be as in (11), the unification with the structure for dbobCxs is the structure in (7).

(11)
\[ \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{suC} \\
\text{GF} \left[ \text{SUBJ sign} \left[ \text{INDEX} \left[ 2 \right] \right] \right] \\
\text{ACTNT} \left[ \text{PRED} \left[ \text{‘cause’} \right] \right] \\
\end{array} \right] \]

\[ \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{obCsu} \\
\text{GF} \left[ \text{OBJ} \left[ \text{INDEX} \left[ 2 \right] \right] \right] \\
\text{ACTNT} \left[ \text{PRED} \left[ \text{‘cause’} \right], \text{ACT2} \left[ 2 \right], \text{ACT1} \left[ 2 \right] \right] \\
\text{D-BASE sign} \left[ \text{GF} \left[ \text{SUBJ} \left[ \text{INDEX} \left[ 2 \right] \right] \right] \right] \right] \]

\[ \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{ob2Cob} \\
\text{GF} \left[ \text{OBJ2} \left[ \text{INDEX} \left[ 3 \right] \right] \right] \\
\text{ACTNT} \left[ \text{PRED} \left[ \text{‘cause’} \right], \text{ACT2} \left[ 2 \right], \text{ACT1} \left[ 2 \right] \right] \\
\text{D-BASE sign} \left[ \text{GF} \left[ \text{OBJ} \left[ \text{INDEX} \left[ 2 \right] \right] \right] \right]
\end{array} \right] \]

Here each type represents the part of the whole AVM corresponding to the content of the (derived) subject, object, and second object (‘ob2’). Unification presupposing feature compatibility, being the formal point illustrated here, the control of consistency in the CL string (4) is thereby built in the formalism. We have at the same time introduced two aspects of semantic analysis represented by the attributes ACTNT and SIT, to which we turn further below. First we consider semantic relations carried by structures internal to NPs.

3. Annotation for semantic relations of nominal constructions

The sentence in (12) is a construction from Ga:

(12)
Mi-yitso mii-gba mi
1S.POSS-head PROG-split 1S
N V PN
"My head is aching," (literally: ‘my head aches me’)

Here we want to represent the subject as a possessive phrase, where the referent of the whole phrase is a (body)part of the specifier ‘mi’, and this specifier is also identical to the object; in terms of semantics, the situation as a whole has the label ‘EXPERIENCE’, the role of the subject is that of ‘locus’ of the experience, and the ‘experience’ is expressed by the object. In terms of the CL formalism this can be stated as follows:

(13)
\[ v-tr-suPossP_suBPsuSpec_suSpecIDob-suLocus_obExp\text{-EXPERIENCE} \]

The part suBPsuSpec is a type representable as (14), where ‘is-bodypart-of-rel’ spells out ‘BP’, and the part suSpecIDob is spelled out as (15), where identical indices reflect the part ‘ID’:

(14)
\[ \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{suBPsuSpec} \\
\text{GF} \left[ \text{SUBJ} \left[ \text{INDEX} \left[ 2 \right] \right] \right] \\
\text{ACTNT} \left[ \text{PRED} \left[ \text{‘is-bodypart-of-rel’} \right] \right]
\end{array} \right] \]

(15)
\[ \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{suSpecIDob} \\
\text{GF} \left[ \text{SUBJ} \left[ \text{GF} \left[ \text{SPEC} \left[ \text{INDEX} \left[ 2 \right] \right] \right] \right] \right] \\
\text{OBJ} \left[ \text{INDEX} \left[ 2 \right] \right]
\end{array} \right] \]

Unification of (14) and (15) yields (16), adding the eventual contribution from the meaning specification of

\[ \text{From Dakubu (Unpublished a).} \]
the verb, and the semantic CL specifications, where ‘locus’ has a meaning close to ‘stimulus’ but in addition indicates the location of the ‘stimulus’:

(16) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{GF} \quad \text{SUBJ} \quad \text{OBJ} \\
\text{ACTNT} \quad \text{PRED} \quad \text{INDX} \quad \text{GF} \quad \text{SPEC} \\
\end{array}
\]

We now comment on ‘Situation structure’ as a semantic concept, and compare it with the attribute ‘ACTNT’.

4. Situation Structure

A more detailed SIT-representation of a verb like run is given in (17). Here run is a situation type.

(17) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{GF} \quad \text{SUBJ} \quad \text{OBJ} \\
\text{ACTNT} \quad \text{INRX} \quad \text{END} \\
\text{DYN} + \quad \text{PROTR} +
\end{array}
\]

Types like these sit in an ontology of situational content as outlined in Hellan (2019a, b), where each label corresponds to a node in a situation type hierarchy. Figure 1 illustrates part of such a hierarchy (also obeying the conventions in (5)).

This hierarchy hosts both general situation types and types sorting under the notions ‘Aspect’ or ‘Aktionsart’, as developed in, e.g., Vendler 1967, Smith 1991, 1997, Verkuyl 1996, and many others. Attributes declared by its types can have either ‘+/−’ as their value, or types defined within another hierarchy, instantiated by running-participant in (17), whose attributes represent aspects of the behavior of a participant filling the outer attribute in question (such as ‘MOVER’ in (17)). Run, together with walk, count as subtypes of the type actorLocomotion, which, in joins with general types for reaching endpoints or going by via-points, also dominates situation types for ‘running to’ a certain point or ‘running via’ a certain point, as indicated in the figure.

As an inheritance hierarchy, an attribute introduced for a given type will belong to all of its subtypes. Top types often introduce attributes with a value still unspecified, such as aktionsart, but once a value is set, that value holds for all the subtypes. In this way, for instance, the type actorLocomotion has the full structure (18), with the inherited values.

(18) actorLocomotionEndpt

A CL label can in principle relate to any node at any ‘height’ in such a hierarchy. For instance, the type actorLocomotion in Figure 1 corresponds to the CL label MOTIONDIRECTED, and its subtype actorLocomotionEndpt corresponds to MOTIONtoENDPT; thus, the Situation Structure assigned to a sentence like They run to the town will be (18), and a CL representation for the construction as such will be (19).

(19) v-intr-suDir-suEndpt-MOTIONtoENDPT

Labels such as suAg and obExp also refer into the SIT hierarchy, then into situation types sharing the attribute in question. Thus, when for instance suMover and
**MOTIONDIRECTED** occur in the same CL string, then the attribute MOVER is declared by a type also dominating actorLocomotion.

The expressiveness of this format of representation may be compared with formats of representation in Lexical Semantics using predicate-argument style notation, for instance considering the notation for lexical semantics developed in Jackendoff 1990, called ‘Lexical Conceptual Structure’ (LCS), (see also Dorr 1993). Here a sentence like John ran into the room will have the representation (20), where the predicate ‘GO’ represents dynamic directional movement:

(20) \[\text{GO ([JOHN]THING, [TO ([IN (ROOM)PLACE])PATH]EVENT}\]

Relative to this LCS formula, the type actorLocomotion corresponds to ‘GO’, and reachEndpoint corresponds to the predicate ‘TO’. The dominance by dynamic corresponds to the bracket label ‘EVENT’, and orientedSit corresponds to ‘PATH’. What in LCS corresponds to ACTOR in (18) is not stated in (20) but at an extra tier of representation displaying force relations, a bit like the function of effort in Figure 1. The formats thus seem to allow for comparison in a possibly tractable manner, and possibly with the conclusion that the information which can be displayed in them is essentially the same (both can in principle also be enriched to display more fine-grained information).

While the information of SIT thus in principle unfold the universe of what can be represented within approaches such as Lexical Semantics or Conceptual Semantics, the attributes defined within the attribute ACTNT are extremely few, and reflect only an enumeration of the arguments which are grammatically manifest in the sentence in question, and their numbering (as ACT1, ACT2, etc., up to maybe ACT4) only reflects an ordering between them particular to that sentence or predicate, based vaguely on a dimension of agentivity or ‘proto-role’, and respecting a conception of stages in a derivation. Thus, although the sentence in (3) has three syntactic arguments, the ACT-roles are just ACT1-ACT2 relative to the cause-predicate, and ACT1-ACT2 relative to the cook-predicate, as displayed in (7), in both cases such that what would be a subject in a closest paraphrase is ACT1. In the case of a passive construction, the role ACT1 will belong to the ‘highest-ranking’ item in the conceivable active form, which is again to say the subject in this active structure, so that the subject in the passive version may represent ACT2 or ACT3 as a role. This is a design familiar in formal grammars, corresponding to what is called ‘Semantic Argument Structure’ in Grimshaw (1992) and related work, to argument structure as common in Predicate Logic, and with a semi-shallow robustness which makes it suitable for ‘Deep’ computational grammars such as those based on HPSG, where the level of logical representation called ‘Minimal Recursion Semantics’ (MRS; cf. Copestake et al. 2005) displays sentential semantic content in this form. The CL code does not directly display ACTNT structure, but given the GF specifications of all items, and the formal tractability of derivational structure as illustrated in (4)-(7)-(11) for the Bantu derivational form, the ACTNT roles of any derived sentence structure are tractable, and in plain non-derived structures the subject is the ACT1, the direct object the ACT2, and an indirect object the ACT3. For oblique objects one can use ACT4, ACT5, etc., or ACTobl. Although superficially similar to the system using ARG1, ARG2, etc in PropBank, the ACTNT system differs from that of PropBank in that none of the attributes ACT1, ACT2, etc represents a specific semantic value – ARG1 in PropBank, in contrast, is agent. In this way, semantic richness is represented in the SIT system, whereas the kind of semantics that very closely follows grammatical structure is represented in the ACTNT system.

Having now introduced the annotation system Construction Labeling, the components of the TFS to which it can be mapped, and in particular the semantic components, what we call the grammatical interoperability of the CL notation has been demonstrated. We now turn to uses and applications of the system.

5. **Semantic annotation in valence lexicon and valence corpora**

The CL annotation code is used in three types of applications – corpora, lexicons, and computational grammars, and in addition in the compilation of language valence profiles, which in a compact format represent the construction types and valence types available in a language.7 We now describe the role of the semantic labels relative to such systems, first a construction and valence inventory of Ga, and then of Norwegian.

5.1 **Situation types in a Ga construction and valence inventory**

A valence resource for Ga was developed by Prof. Mary Esther Kropp Dakubu as an extension of the Toolbox lexicon underlying her Ga-English Dictionary Dakubu (2009). In this extension, valence specification using the CL code was added systematically, resulting in about 2000 entries such that each entry of a verb represents one valence frame. Each such entry is illustrated by a fully annotated sentence, which means that the lexicon is at the same time a valence corpus of about 2000 short sentences. An edited version of this resource is found at Ga Valence Profile in the downloadable text file Ga_valence_dictionary_for_digital_processing, cited as Dakubu (unpublished a), to which we refer in the following; a larger extension is available in Dakubu (unpublished b).

Ga makes little use of prepositions and adjectives, so that constructions involving nouns and verbs may be seen as playing a relatively large role, the latter for instance

---

6 Cf. [https://probank.github.io](https://probank.github.io); Palmer et al. (2005).

7 See [Ga Valence Profile](https://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Construction_Label_tags), and with examples, on Ga Appendix. For a valence profile for Norwegian, see [Verbconstructions Norwegian - all types](https://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Construction_Label_tags). Further examples are [Valence Profile Kistamöya](https://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Construction_Label_tags), [Valence Profile English](https://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Construction_Label_tags), and [Gurene verb constructions](https://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Construction_Label_tags). An inventory of CL tags in total is found at [https://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Construction_Label_tags](https://typecraft.org/tc2wiki/Construction_Label_tags).
through *multiverb expressions* subsuming *Serial Verb Constructions (SVCs)*, *Extended Verb Complexes (EVCs)* which are sequences of preverbs preceding a main verb, heading a clause by itself or partaking in an SVC, and *VerbId Constructions (ViD)*, where verb phrases play a role of adverbials. The use of complex pre-nominal specifiers within noun phrases is another predominant feature, briefly summarized in terms of number of entries exhibiting them in Table 1 below, and exemplified in (12). 

Table 1 Nominal specifications in terms of number of verb entry specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodypart relation</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity relation</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject headed by relational noun</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object headed by relational noun</td>
<td>690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object's specifier headed by relational noun</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The array of Situation Types used was conceived in parallel with the process of annotation of the data, rather than being built on any pre-existing inventory. The frame types used in FrameNet were consulted but found to be too English-biased for the purpose. As a result the situation types are at a somewhat general level, but also not very abstract – relative to types like those in Figure 1 they occupy the lower half, but not as far down as matching lexically-specific meanings; they thus may be said to classify construction type meanings rather than verb meanings. Table 2 renders the most frequently used type labels, ordered alphabetically and with indication of the number of entries exhibiting them:

Table 2 Situation Type labels most frequently applied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABSENT</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIONDIRECTED</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACQUISITION</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHENOMENON</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARETAKING</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLACEMENT</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUSATIVE</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSTURE</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUSED</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPERTY</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSING</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC PROPERTY</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COGNITION</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSYCHSTATE</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATION</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVAL</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPARISON</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENSATION</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPLETED-MONODEVMNT</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSFER</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USINGVEHICLE</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREATION</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTTING</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJECTION</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMOTION</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPERIENCING</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINTAINPOSITION</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTION</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the set of 2000 entries classified by CL strings, one can investigate the frequency of frames used, the correspondence between syntactic and semantic structure, the clustering of certain valence types for sets of verbs (constituting ‘Verb Classes’, see below), and more. To exemplify, the layout of information illustrated in (21) indicates the entry ID, the full CL construction specification, and the gloss of the verb heading the construction. The ID links to a parallel display where the instantiating sentence is given. The entries exemplified all have the situation type MOTIONDIRECTED:

(21)

```
fa_212 := v-tr-obNomvL-suAg_obLoc-INCHOATION-MOTIONDIRECTED (appx. gloss: "start up")
fo_338 := v-tr-obPostp-suAg_obPath-REFLEXIVE-MOTIONDIRECTED (appx. gloss: "turn around")
ke_737 := sv_suAspID-suAg-v2tr-v2p1Pro-v2obLoc-MOTIONDIRECTED (appx. gloss: "proceed")
ks_757 := v-intr-suAg-MOTIONDIRECTED (appx. gloss: "climb")
kepleke_841 := v-tr-obPostp_obSpecThAbst-suAg_obTh-MOTIONDIRECTED (appx. gloss: "land")
```

The glosses of the 55 entries with this situation type involve the following items as gloss of the head verb, listed by number of occurrence:

(22)

```
"go" – 12, "come" – 7, "push away" – 6, "arrive at" – 3, "land" – 3, "go before" – 3, "start" – 2, "run" – 2, "visit" – 2, "forget/leave" – 2, "push" – 2, "climb" – 2, "repent/turn away from" – 2, "travel" – 1, "turn around" – 1, "proceed" – 1, "depart" – 1, "strike" – 1, "paddle" – 1, "trail" – 1
```

For one thing, this illustrates that Situation Types and lexical meanings are distinct. For investigations into verb classes, such numbers, paired with the grammatical structures of the constructions involved, provide a good starting point. As for the grammatical structures involved in the 55 entries, most total strings are unique, only one applies to 5 entries, one to 3 entries, and three to 2 entries. However, the CL code allows one to compare also with regard to substrings, which allows for a flexible methodology of establishing correspondences in these domains.

The literature on Valency Classes (aka Verb Classes) starts with Levin 1993, which is an attempt to find correlations between verb meanings and the arrays of valency frames available for given verbs. Levin’s approach has been pursued for English during VerbNet at a large scale, which is a resource featuring more than 6000 verbs divided into nearly 300 verb classes. In the *The Leipzig

---

8 See Dakubu 2004a,b, 2008, Dakubu et al. 2007.
9 Conducted by Prof. Dakubu, with a few consultants.
10 https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/frndrupal/ ‘Frame’ in the FrameNet system corresponds to what we here call situation type.
11 For instance, for the ‘spray-load’-alternation verbs in English, as exemplified in *spray paint on the wall vs spray the wall with paint*, a characterizing feature is the expression of two incremental dimensions at the same time (here the amount of paint and the area of wall covered), whereby either one or the other can be expressed by an NP inducing completeness of that dimension, reflected in the alternating frames (the ‘non-completed’ dimension represented by the PP).
Valency Classes project (Malchukov and Comrie 2015) and the accompanying valency database ValPaL, the arrays of frames for 80 verb meanings are compared across 30 languages; here one uses English verbs as ‘names’ of verb meanings – for instance, the ‘kill’ verb is treated as a constant entity ‘KILL’ across the languages. This gives, for each of the 80 verbs, a view of the frames that the verb can take across these languages.

The current enterprise is mostly in the spirit of VerbNet, since we are dealing with a large number of verbs. Apart from size differences, what is particular to the present approach is the way in which it allows the annotation code to serve as a key instrument of representation. In the VerbNet entry illustrated in Figure 2 below, the syntactic specification consists of a dependency tree (not shown here) and a line combining POS and semantic role in an order matching the linear order in which the relevant constituents occur. In our approach, a syntactic format linked to the linear order of the constituents in the analyzed string is given in the example sentences, while the ordering within the CL string is independent of linear order in the examples. The CL syntactic code nevertheless comes close to representing a dependency analysis (and a full-fledged syntactic and semantic parse can in principle be called upon). The display under SEMANTICS has a richness of content comparable to our Situation Structure, but closer in style to the predicate-argument structure exemplified in (20) than to the AVM format used here.

« Jessica loaded into boxes the wagon. »

SYNTAX: Agent VERB Theme | PREP | Destination

SEMANTICS:
HAS LOCATION(e1, Theme, _Initial_Location)
MOTION(e2, Agent)

FORCE DYNAMICS:
Volitional Apply ID representation

Figure 2 Copy from VerbNet view of ’spray-9.7’ (March 27, 2020)

The design used in VerbNet has counterparts in most other valence-related applications, so on a comparative note, we may say that the present analytic apparatus offers counterparts to all of the representations found in the standard applications. What the CL notation provides in addition is a compact one-line view of all of the relevant factors brought together, and an algorithm by which this compact notation is linked to the analytically full representations.

A further comparative aspect lies in the use of hierarchical organization: FrameNet to a mild extent uses this for frames, i.e., situation structures, but not with the efficiency of TFS as illustrated in Figure 1. In return, though, an argument structure than to the AVM format used here. in (20) than to the AVM format used here.

5.2 CL code in a verb valence lexicon and a valence corpus for Norwegian

A cluster of resources for Norwegian has been created where the CL code plays a pivotal role in (i) encoding the lexical types of verbs as represented in the HPSG-type computational grammar NorSource, (ii) constituting the valence specifications in a valence lexicon of about 13,000 valence entries, organized using the tags as lexical types coextensive with the verbal part of the grammar lexicon, and (iii) serving as valence tags in a verb valence corpus generated by the grammar. In the latter, valence and construction tags are thus assigned to verbs in 22,000 sentences, illustrated in Figure 4 below: here valence annotation labels supplement a standard IGT annotation, with the CL notation accompanied by two other formats of valence labelling, ‘SAS’ for ‘syntactic argument structure’

NorSource (cf. Hellan and Bruland 2015) has been maintained since 2001. Code files are downloadable from GitHub: https://github.com/Regdili-NNTN/NorSource/tree/master.

The valence lexicon, called NorVal, is under development, cf. Quashtoff et al. (2020). An earlier version can be seen at http://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:8081/multilanguage_valence_demo/multi_valence, called MultiVal, described in Hellan et al. (2014), where four lexicons based on computational HPSG grammars for Norwegian, Ga, Spanish, Bulgarian are brought together using the same types of valence frame labels.

13 http://valpal.info/
16 NorSource (cf. Hellan and Bruland 2015) has been maintained since 2001. Code files are downloadable from GitHub: https://github.com/Regdili-NNTN/NorSource/tree/master.
17 The valence lexicon, called NorVal, is under development, cf. Quashtoff et al. (2020). An earlier version can be seen at http://regdili.hf.ntnu.no:8081/multilanguage_valence_demon/multi_valence, called MultiVal, described in Hellan et al. (2014), where four lexicons based on computational HPSG grammars for Norwegian, Ga, Spanish, Bulgarian are brought together using the same types of valence frame labels.
19 Using the glossing system and interface of TypeCraft (https://typecraft.org/; cf. Beermann and Mihaylov (2014)).
and ‘FCT’ for ‘functional label’; the valence frames of both the main verb (vitel (‘know’)) and the subordinate verb (forbause (‘surprise’)) are specified:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>String:</th>
<th>Jeg vet at hun forbauset Ola</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free translation:</td>
<td>I know that she surprised Ola</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **Jeg** (1.SG.NOM) | **vet** (PRES) | **at** (DECL) | **hun** (3.SG.FEM) | **forbause** (PAST) | **Ola** (PN) |

**forbause:** SAS: NP4+SDcl
FCT: transWithSentCompl
CL: v-tr-obDECL

**vite:** SAS: NP4+SDcl
FCT: transWithSentCompl
CL: v-tr-obDECL

Figure 4 Sample representation of valence annotation in a valence corpus combined with morphological glossing

To the CL expressions, which here lack role and Situation Type labels, one could easily add such labels, but in the current state their absence reflects the circumstance that most of the valence specifications in the underlying grammar, which uses CL code, do not have such specifications. Among reasons why this is so is that the introduction of semantic features in a large scale grammar is not only time consuming in linguistic respects but also requires the balancing of combinatorial complexities arising with the introduction of new dimensions of specification. Within limited domains like that of location and direction it has however been done, through the specification of lexical items and combinatorial rules of the relevant kinds. Here a large part of the specifications are tied to prepositions and adverbs, so that for instance in the lexical specifications operative for the sentence De løper til byen (‘they run to the town’), løpe is encoded as intransitive directional and til is encoded as an end-point preposition. The resulting parse will in Situation Type terms have the label MOTIONtoENDPOINT, while the verb by itself belongs to the type MOTIONDIRECTED. To the extent that a display like that in Figure 4 is generated through a grammar, thus, it cannot represent the verb as such as being of the type MOTIONtoENDPOINT. This illustrates a further factor by which a grammar-generated corpus can fail to be as specific as a ‘hand-made’ corpus. Still, the CL formalism being one where semantic specifications can be seamlessly added to the grammatical ones, it leaves room for incrementally adding such specifications in the corpus.

Figure 5 illustrates this interplay between verb and preposition. In the NorSource parse tree to the left one sees the critical specifications of the items løpe and til, and in the MRS to the right the specification ‘Role: endpoint’ is induced through the semantic specifications of the preposition and the verb together:

Figure 5 NorSource parse tree and MRS for De løper til byen (‘they run to the town’), with encodings relevant for directionality in italic boldface. (Copied from the web demo http://regdili.hi.ntnu.no:8081/linguisticAce/parse on March 20, 2020.)

The MRS construction is based on what corresponds to the ACTNT component described in section 4 (but here with ‘ARG’ rather than ‘ACT’), thus a fairly shallow level of semantic description, however with the possibility of specifying the ARG/ACT for semantic roles, which is done in the grammar, although at an earlier point.²⁰

6. **Labeling for scope**

Here we consider a possible extension of the CL style of specification to phenomena standardly analyzed in terms of scope. First addressing quantifier scope,²¹ we may build on the CL designs used for NP internal structures, illustrated in section 3. In a sentence like (23), one commonly recognizes two scoping possibilities, for which the CL-style strings in (24) provide a labeling, with QS understood as ‘quantifier out-scoping’; (a) represents two men as having wide scope, with suQSob read as ‘subject outsourcing scope’, and (b) represents every book as having wide scope:

(23) Two men read every book.

(24) a. v-tr-suQSob
    b. v-tr-obQSsu

In the more complex (25), plausible scope relations are probably restricted to those in (26), with adj interpreted as ‘adjunct’, here every evening (thus, any construal implying a man as reading a book over again counts as implausible):

(25) Two men read every book every evening

(26) a. v-tr- suQSob_adjQSsu
    b. v-tr-obQSsu_adjCSob

²¹ See Bunt (2020) for an overview of issues relating to the annotation of quantifier scope.
A notation like this may be useful for corpus annotation with the goal of finding patterns as to when multiple scopings are possible. Given that syntactic subjects can probably by default be counted as outscoping everything that they c-command, the (a) versions of (24) and (26) may count as redundant. The link into the AVM formalism can follow the design of the feature structure input to MRS representations in HPSG grammars, as outlined in Copestake et al. 2005.

Although quantifier scoping is per se perhaps a strictly semantic matter, the participants in scoping relations are generally syntactically identifiable, which makes the general design of the present notation possible. Among phenomena manifest in a wider domain of configurations is ‘reported speech’, as studied (a) in their role in determining morpho-syntactic patterns across languages, for instance in phenomena like subjunctive mood and logophoricity, and (b) in their role in various kinds of apparent analytic paroxysms in formal representation. A common denominator of many instances of both types is the choice of whose construal is reflected in the piece of text concerned: either the construal of the wording as that of the speaker, or the construal of the wording as that of one of the participants, mostly the subject.

A typical example from the (b) domain is (27),

(27)  John thinks that the statue is taller than it is.

(28)  spkCSobDECL.sc

(27)  John thinks that the statue is taller than it is.

where the wording taller than it is is most reasonably attributed to the speaker, not to John. Exploring the annotation format used above, speaker construal relative to a text piece ‘…’ can conceivably be annotated as ‘spkCS…’, with spk for ‘speaker’, and subject construal as ‘suCS…’, with su as before, and CS in both cases understood as construal scope. The fruitfulness of the format may depend in part on how easily what is indicated by ‘…’ can be identified for given constructions. As exemplified in (13) above, the notation allows for the specification of paths ‘down’ into constituents, and in principle, as long as a text piece coincides with what can be syntactically motivated as a constituent, a path can be defined; (28) illustrates the point for speaker construal relative to the example in (27), for a path specification into the object clause’s predicate (marked as sc, for ‘secondary predicate’).

7. Conclusion

The semantic annotation system presented is an integral part of a grammatically complete annotation system, used both in corpus annotation, verb valence lexicons and formal and computational grammars. It is linked to a Type Feature Structure system sustaining formal grammars in general, and in the present system with a component of Situation Structure as an integral part. This component content-wise represents what is often referred to as lexical or conceptual semantics, but unlike most formal systems in this domain, the present version is constructed fully in terms of Typed Feature structures, whereby it has been fully integrated with the overall grammatical system. Apart from the formal interest in constructing such an architecture, the integration also gives formal expression to the circumstance that meaning, as the subject of semantics as a linguistic field, is inextricably carried by grammar, the co-construal of semantics with grammar thus being a desideratum of any formal framework of language. Thus, although representations within Situation Structure can be viewed by themselves, aspects which have a grammatical exponence can be represented with an explicit link to the exponence factor (where grammatical functions are main ‘navigation points’ relative to grammatical structure).

That being said, outlining the algorithms of such a co-construal in principle is one thing, realizing it in a large scale representation of a language is another; our description of the resources for Ga suggest that this is fully possible. The Construction Labeling (CL) formalism for annotation can help in attaining significant coverage of linguistic material, as it can be used on a purely descriptive basis (thus not in tandem with formal analysis), and especially when done in parallel with (or posterior to) more elementary grammatical analysis and glossing. This is what has been demonstrated for Ga. For Norwegian we have demonstrated that the CL code can be used in an effective interplay between grammar, valence lexicon and valence corpus, providing language-wise full scale analytic structures to which situation structure semantic information can be incrementally added.

What has here been outlined resides partly in work done over the last decade, but with the formal integration of the CL system with the grammatical type representation as a novel step. With sentence analysis and sentence annotation being consolidated, we have indicated directions in which the annotation formalism can be brought into scopal analysis, and hopefully next into the analysis of larger text units representing further dimensions of analysis. The compactness of the code facilitating the annotation of large corpora for valence- and construction type, and for the construction of large valence lexicons, this holds not only from the perspective of attaining complete coverage relative to a given language, but also from cross-linguistic perspectives concerning the presence of given construction-/valence types across languages. These are the main perspectives for the use of the annotation system into cross-linguistic construction-and-valence description and typology.

---

22 Wide scope readings of implicit arguments and null pronouns are not commonly encountered.
24 A medium of text representation where examples can be searched relative to strings of annotation code (as, e.g., in TypeCraft valence specifications, as exemplified in Figure 4), could allow for a search query such as ‘suCSobDECL’, which would lead to all examples annotated for subject construal into a declarative clause, including those annotated with ‘spkCSobDECL.sc’ and for other embedded constituents as well.
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Abstract
People’s visual perception is very pronounced and therefore it is usually no problem for them to describe the space around them in words. Conversely, people also have no problems imagining a concept of a described space. In recent years many efforts have been made to develop a linguistic scheme for spatial and spatial-temporal relations. However, the systems have not really caught on so far, which in our opinion is due to the complex models on which they are based and the lack of available training data and automated taggers. In this paper we describe a project to support spatial annotation, which could facilitate annotation by its many functions, but also enrich it with many more information. This is to be achieved by an extension by means of a VR environment, with which spatial relations can be better visualized and connected with real objects. And we want to use the available data to develop a new state-of-the-art tagger and thus lay the foundation for future systems such as improved text understanding for Text2Scene Generation.

Keywords: ISOSpace, ISOTimeML, Unity3D, Annotation, Virtual Reality

1. Introduction
Humans have a strong spatial perception. This is reflected not only in how well people can adapt to new spatial environments, but also in their language (Haun et al., 2011). In recent years there have been increased efforts to create a linguistic model for these spatial references. This led to new linguistic models, like ISOSpace (ISO, 2014a) and SceneML (Gaizauskas and Alrashid, 2019) and new tasks, such as Spatial Role Labeling (Kordjamshidi et al., 2010) or SpaceEval (Pustejovsky et al., 2015). Nevertheless, these annotation schemes have not really been able to establish themselves in applications so far. This could be due to the models’ complexity, the availability of annotated training data and the lack of automated taggers. There were indeed approaches to apply such models to image descriptions (Pustejovsky and Yocum, 2014), but to our knowledge there were no efforts to transfer the corresponding annotation schemes into three-dimensionality. For the latter, the language model would be particularly interesting, for example, to reconstruct scenes from speech and text three-dimensionally.

In this paper we present our project plan on a 3D VR framework that addresses the problems mentioned above and offers a direct application. In Section 2 we describe the models and systems we refer to in our project, and in Section 3 we explain how we build on these models to create a framework that supports both annotation and application of these language models.

2. Related Work
In recent years, much work has been spent on the development of linguistic models for the semantic understanding of language. The largest of these is probably the Semantic Annotation Framework (SemAF), published under ISO/TC 37/SC 4/WG 2 Semantic Annotation. This consists of individual modules that relate to specific semantic units and are compatible with each other (Ide and Pustejovsky, 2017, Chapter 4). The most widespread model of SemAF is ISO-TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2010; ISO, 2012a), a scheme for the annotation of time and time dependencies of events based on TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2005). Such dependencies are important for text understanding, because without them text contents can hardly be fully understood (Ide and Pustejovsky, 2017, p. 942).

There is also a model that focuses more on spatial and spatial-temporal structures, the ISOSpace (Pustejovsky et al., 2011; ISO, 2014a). The focus is on spatial and spatial-temporal relations between (spatial) entities and the connection via motion events. Spatial Entities are marked and connected to each other via different spatial connections. QSLinks (Qualitative Spatial Links) are for topological relations, OLinks (Orientation Links) for non-topological relations and MoveLinks for movements of entities in space. This scheme was the basis of SpaceEval (Pustejovsky et al., 2015) and was successfully applied to image descriptions to differentiate between content and structural statements (Pustejovsky and Yocum, 2014). ISOSpace in particular is being further improved (ISO, 2019) and serves as a basis for more specialized models, such as SceneML (Gaizauskas and Alrashid, 2019) for scene descriptions. In addition, SemAF contains schemata such as Semantic Roles (ISO, 2014b), Dialog Acts (ISO, 2012b) and other modules are under development, e.g. QuantML (Bunt et al., 2018).

As the requirements for the annotation of text contexts are constantly changing, flexible and dynamic annotation environments are required to enable the efficient annotation of complex situations. This challenge is addressed by TEXT-ANNOTATOR (Abrami et al., 2019), a browser-based and therefore platform-independent annotation tool for collaborative multi-modal annotation of texts. Using TEXTANNOTATOR, NER annotations can be created in texts in a short execution time as well as the annotation of rhetorical (Helfrich et al., 2018), time, propositional and even argument structures can be graphically visualised and executed. Furthermore, texts can be linked to ontological resources (e.g.
His room, a proper room for a human being, only somewhat too small, lay quietly between the four well-known walls, above the table on which an unpacked collection of sample cloth goods was spread out, hung the picture which he had cut out which he had set in of an illustrated magazine a little while ago and set in the room.

QSLINK(p1, se1, ss1, between)
QSLINK(se3, se2, ss3, EC)
OLINK(se3, se2, ss3, above)
OLINK(se4, se2, ss2, above)
MOVELINK(m1, se4, se6, se4)
MOVELINK(m2, se4, se4, se7)

Figure 1: On the left side a (simplified) annotation of an abridged section of Kafka’s: The Metamorphosis according to the ISOSSpace (2014) scheme. On the right side a 3D representation. Each entity in the text is linked to the corresponding 3D object from ShapeNetSem and we linked the two clothing to one object group. The relationship between the table and the room is not explicitly mentioned, but is implied by the placement of the table in the room.

p: place, se: spatial entity, ss: spatial signal, m: move event.
QSLINK/OLINK (figure, ground, signal, relation). MOVELINK(move, mover, source, goal).

3. Our Current Project

ISOSSpace is a very expressive model, but its complexity makes it difficult to use it as a basis for annotation. Work is not made easier when 3D information is annotated on a 2D surface. This becomes particularly clear in the annotation of spatial relations between entities, where, e.g., in the case of SpaceEval data, the inter-annotator agreement was only 33% for QSLINKs and 39% (Pustejovsky et al., 2015) for OLINKs. These are hardly values that guarantee high data quality. Here an extended visualization, as our project aims at, could significantly support these annotation tasks.

To this end, our aim is to integrate ISOSSpace and other SemAF models such as ISOTimeML into TEXTANNOTATOR. Since TEXTANNOTATOR is based on UIMA (Unstructured Information Management Applications) (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004), its annotation schemes are defined as UIMA TYPE SYSTEM DESCRIPTORS (TSD). Before the ISO models can be used in UIMA, they have to be transferred to TSD. This is the first step towards collaborative annotation in a visually supporting interface. The annotation can then be enriched by TEXTANNOTATOR embedded into V-ANNOTATOR. This enables spatial annotations with a 3D interface in VR. In addition, spatial entities can be directly linked to 3D objects via a large number of categorized objects from ShapeNet (Chang et al., 2015), the slightly deeper annotated objects from ShapeNetSem (Savva et al., 2015), objects annotated using VoxML notation (Pustejovsky and Krishnaswamy, 2016) (under development) or via abstract representations (as exemplified in Figure ??).

Simply by placing the objects in space, conclusions can be drawn about the relationships between them (and thus also about QSLINKs and OLINKs) because the information bandwidth of annotation acts in VR is much larger than with pure text annotation. For example, if a book is placed on the desk in VR, the corresponding QSLINK and OLINK can be set automatically with their relevant attributes. Such concrete pictorial representations are not always unambiguous, but in conjunction with the corresponding sentence, classifiers can be trained to solve this (Hürlimann and Bos, 2016). This can also be extended to MoveLINKs, which are set automatically when, for example, the book is carried through the room and placed on a shelf. Or the annotator can follow a direction described in the text in the VR environment. Such actions are much more natural and easier for humans to perform than abstract annotations in a 2D display. Missing links can thus be more easily identified and in some

\[^1\text{https://unity.com/}\]
cases automatically predicted and attributed, e.g., by examining transitive relations. Such support has also been successfully applied to the annotation of the TimeML standard (Setzer et al., 2005; Verhagen et al., 2006; Verhagen, 2007). The underlying workflow is shown in Figure 2.

A central challenge will be the underspecification of scene descriptions. Related issues concern descriptions containing negations. Though we do not yet have a solution to solve the problems involved, we assume that by combining spatial experience in VR with annotation services provided by annotators, for example, underspecified reference relations can be annotated by exploring additional information with regard to the annotators’ positions in relation to referred objects. In examples such as “There is no book on the table” a corresponding book object can be highlighted to indicate the negation (as done, e.g., in WordsEye (Coyne and Sproat, 2001)). In the case of underspecified relations, as expressed in examples of the sort of “The pencil is next to the book”, there is the possibility of assigning relative or variable positions to objects (so that they take up tipping states in the visualization).

The next step is the stepwise extension of our annotation system by further (e.g. ISOSpace) and future (e.g. QuantML (Bunt et al., 2018)) SemAF modules. In this way we create a multi-modal, virtualized annotation system capable of mapping text to abstract or concrete spatial representations of a very broad complexity. The available ISOSpace data will then be used to develop and train taggers that automatically perform or largely support this annotation. The taggers can support annotators with annotation suggestions, which the annotators then only have to accept or minimally correct.

Figure 2: Workflow for ISOSpace Annotation. Blue borders stand for the original annotation steps (Pustejovsky et al., 2015). Red filled for VR support and orange for machine learning support. Span tagging can be supported with a sequence labeling system. And the link inference engine learns through annotations.

4. Conclusion

We argued that ISOSpace, despite its expressiveness, has not yet reached the application density that is essential to provide training data for tools for automatically annotating spatial language. To fill this gap, we plan to integrate ISOSpace into VANNOTATOR to enable 3D annotations of spatial language. This will also include other SemAF models in order to ultimately provide the data basis for the creation of Text2Scene systems.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a semantics ABS for the model-theoretic interpretation of annotation structures. It provides a language ABSr that represents semantic forms in a (possibly λ-free) type-theoretic first-order logic. For semantic compositionality, the representation language introduces two operators ⊕ and ⊗ with some subtypes for the conjunctive or distributive composition of semantic forms. ABS also introduces a small set of logical predicates to represent semantic forms in a simplified format. The use of ABSr is illustrated with some annotation structures that conform to ISO 24617 standards on semantic annotation such as ISO-TimeML and ISO-Space.

Keywords: annotation structure, semantic forms, logical predicates, conjunctive or disjunctive composition

1. Introduction
This paper has two aims: [i] to formulate a semantics, called Annotation-based Semantics (ABS), for the model-theoretic interpretation of annotation structures and [ii] to recommend it as a semantics for ISO 24617 standards on semantic annotation frameworks such as ISO-TimeML (ISO, 2020) or ISO-Space (ISO, 2020). As a semantics for these annotation frameworks, ABS has two roles. One role is to validate the abstract syntax that formally defines each annotation framework in set theoretic terms (Bunt, 2010). The other is to interpret the annotation structures that are generated by, or conform to, a relevant annotation framework (see (Lee, 2018) and (Pustejovsky et al., 2019)).

ABS is a structurally simple semantics, consisting of [i] a representation language ABSr and [ii] a finite set of logical predicates that are used in ABSr, but are defined as part of a model structure like meaning postulates or word meanings as introduced by Carnap (1947, 1956) and Montague (1974), as shown in Figure 1, and further developed by Dowty (1979) and Pustejovsky (1995).

The rest of the paper develops as follows: Section 2 provides some motivations for ABS. Section 3 describes the basic design of ABS. Section 4 defines the type-theoretic first-order predicate logic-based representation language ABSr. Section 5 briefly outlines some characteristics of an interpretation model structure for ABS. Section 6 shows how the composition rules of ABSr apply to the annotation structures that conform to some of the ISO 24617 standards on semantic annotation. Section 7 introduces some related works and discusses the convertibility of semantic forms of ABS to DRSs or λ-formulas. Section 8 makes some concluding remarks.

2. Motivation for ABS
The main motivation of ABS is to lighten the burden of automatically generating intermediary interpretations, called semantic forms or logical forms, of semantic annotation structures for both human and machine learning or understanding. For this purpose, ABS and its representation language ABSr introduce two minor operational modifications into the two well-established and model-theoretically interpretable representation languages, the type-theoretic λ-calculus, used for Montague Semantics (MS) (Montague, 1974), and Kamp and Reyle (1993)’s Discourse Representation Theory (DRT). The representation language ABSr of ABS is designed to be free from λ-operations, especially involving higher-order variables, by replacing the operation of substitution through the λ-conversion with an equation solving approach (see Lee (1983)), or to convert its semantic forms into visually more readable Discourse Representation Structures (DRSs) preferably without introducing embedded or stacked structures into them. From a theoretical point of view, neither ABS nor ABSr is totally different from Bunt (2020b) or his earlier efforts to develop an annotation-based semantics with the interpretation function l to convert or annotation structures, defined in abstract (set-theoretic) terms, to DRSs based on Kamp and Reyle (1993)’s Discourse Representation Theory (DRT). From a practical point of view, ABS is characterized by dividing the task of interpreting annotation structures between the representation of simpler or abbreviated semantic forms and their interpretations enriched with lexical meaning in the form of meaning postulates that constrain the set of possible interpretation model structures.

Based on a type-theoretic first-order predicate logic (FOL), ABSr is augmented with [i] a small set of operators and [ii] a set of logical predicates. As is developed in Section 3, for any a that refers to the abstract specification of an annotation structure or its substructures, either an entity or a link structure, preferably through its ID, the operator σ maps a to a semantic form σ(a), represented in a first-order logic, while the two non-Boolean operators ⊕ and ⊗, with their finer-grained subtypes of merging, each relate σ(a) to another semantic form, constrained by their semantic type. Without much depending on the particular syntactic analysis of each input, these operators combine, in a compositional manner, the pieces of information conveyed by each annotation structure or its substructures into a model-theoretically interpretable logical form, called semantic form, in FOL. Besides the Boolean connectives in FOL, these non-Boolean operators are needed to combine semantic forms that are not of type t (sentential type) as bridges that connect annotation structures to logical forms: for instance, to combine σ(Fido) of individual entity type e with σ([runs(e) ∧ agent(e, x)]) of type e → (v → t) without using λ-operations in an overt way.
As is elaborated in Section 3, \textit{ABS} also introduces a small set of \textit{logical predicates} into its representation language \textit{ABSR} and treats them as meaning postulates that constrain a model structure (see Montague (1974) and Dowty (1979)). There are at least two reasons for the introduction of a small set of logical predicates. One reason is \textit{representational simplicity}: it can, for instance, represent the semantic form of the past tense of a verb in English as \textit{past}(e), where \textit{past} is a predicate to be defined as part of an interpretation model and \(e\) is a variable of type \(v\) for eventualities, instead of introducing one of its definitions, which is the most common one \(\tau(e) \subseteq t \land t < n\) into the semantic form. This semantic form requires the introduction of a real-time function \(\tau\) from events to times, two temporal relations, those of inclusion \(\subseteq\) and precedence \(\prec\), and the notion of the present time \(n\). Furthermore, it is a straightforward process to translate an entity structure like \textit{event}(e1, ran, \textit{pred}1, \textit{tense:} \textit{past}) into a semantic form \([\textit{run}(e_1) \land \textit{past}(e_1)]\).

Another reason is \textit{representational flexibility}. \textit{ABS} can first choose an appropriate definition or meaning from a set of possible definitions given in a model structure and then decide on an appropriate model \(M\) and an assignment \(g\) that together satisfy a semantic form like \([\textit{run}(e_1) \land \textit{past}(e_1)]\). This would be the case particularly if the past tense needs to be interpreted in a deictic or situational sense, as discussed by Partee (1973) and Quirk et al. (1985).

\textit{ABS} upholds the principle of minimalism and partiality in its representation. It does not aim nor claim to treat the total interpretation of natural language expressions. Being based on a restricted set of markables in data, either textual or audio-visual, and their annotation, the task of annotation and that of its semantics such as \textit{ABS} are bound to be restrictive: the semantics can be either simple or complex depending on what needs to be annotated. The granularity or complexity of semantic forms only depends on that of the input annotation structures and their substructures. The granularity of perceiving and constructing these structures, especially involving spatio-temporal information, is controlled or modulated through common-sense logic by the need of their applications, as is discussed by Miller and Shanahan (1999) and Gordon and Hobbs (2017)).

3. Basic Design

3.1. Basic Assumptions

The main characteristics of \textit{ABS} are the following. First, \textit{ABS} is based on annotation work, making use of the semantic annotation of communicative linguistic data for their semantic interpretation. Without relying on a pre-defined syntax, it manipulates minimally what is encoded in annotation structures and their substructures and converts these structures to logical forms that can be interpreted model-theoretically. \textit{ABS} is, for instance, designed to support spatio-temporal annotation by validating the abstract syntax of ISO-Space (ISO, 2020), as proposed and outlined by Lee (2016), Lee (2018), and Lee et al. (2018) as well as ISO-TimeML (ISO, 2012) and Pustejovsky et al. (2010).

Second, \textit{ABS} only provides \textit{partial} information on a restricted set of markables for semantic annotation. Unlike ordinary semantics like Montague Semantics (Montague, 1974) or even Minimal Recursion Semantics (Copestake et al., 2005), \textit{ABS} is not a general semantics that attempts to treat all aspects of language in an abstract way.

Third, \textit{ABS} leaves much of the information \textit{unspecified}. It allows, for instance, some variables to occur unbound in well-formed semantic forms, as in the interval temporal logic of Pratt-Hartmann (2007), while their scopings are left unspecified till the last stage of composing semantic forms or being interpreted (model-theoretically), unless the scope is specified as part of annotation. As a result, the semantic type of semantic forms is partially non-deterministic: it can be interpreted either as of type \(t\) potentially denoting a proposition or a truth-value or of a functional type \(\alpha \rightarrow t\), where \(\alpha\) is a well-defined type, denoting a set of individual objects or of higher-order objects.

Fourth, \textit{ABS} introduces a small set of predicates such as \textit{past} and \textit{perfective} for the specification of tense and aspect. It can also introduce the predicates \textit{holds} and \textit{occurs}, as defined in Allen (1984) and others, for the event-type dependent temporal anchoring into semantic forms. All these predicates that occur in semantic forms are defined as part of an interpretation model or leaving room for various uses of grammatical concepts or their contextually dependent interpretations.

Being based on annotations, \textit{ABS} must deal with complex issues in semantic annotation such as quantification, for instance, as raised by Bunt (2020a) and Bunt (2020b) or the meaning of determiners that include numerals as in “two donkeys” in language in general. It may also have to deal with the structure and substructures of eventualities, especially dealing with dynamic motions, as discussed in Mani and Pustejovsky (2012). The complexity or granularity of \textit{ABS} thus totally depends on that of annotation structures or the type of annotations.

In addition, \textit{ABS} upholds a couple of well-established basic assumptions as its theoretical basis:

1. Semantics is constrained by a type theory (Montague semantics: Montague (1974) and Dowty et al. (1981))
2. Events are viewed as individuals (Neo-Davidsonian semantics: Davidson (1979), Davidson (2001), Parsons (1990), Pustejovsky (1995))
3. Variables are linked to discourse referents (Discourse representation theory: Kamp and Reyle (1993))

3.2. Metamodel

Figure 1 shows the general design of \textit{ABS}, which consists of (1) a representation language \textit{ABSR} and (2) an interpretation model \(M\) with logical predicates defined. \textit{ABS} is an annotation-based semantics, meaning that its representation language \textit{ABSR} translates each \(a\) of the abstract specification of entity or link structures that constitute annotation structures to a well-defined semantic form \(\sigma(a)\). \textit{ABS} then interprets each semantic form \(\sigma(a)\) with respect to a model \(M\), a list \(D\) of definitions of logical predicates, and an assignment \(g\) of values to variables, \([\sigma(a)]^{M,D,g}\).

Each \(\sigma(a)\) in \textit{ABSR} is an expression of first-order logic, but each of the logical predicates that my occur in \(\sigma(a)\) may be defined in terms of higher-order logic as part of the model structure.
4. Syntax

ABS\(r\) subsumes a type-theoretic first-order predicate logic (FOL). This means: [i] every well-formed (semantic) form in \(\text{ABS}r\) is assigned one of the types, as specified in 4.1, and [ii] every well-formed formula in FOL is well-formed and of type \(t\) (having a truth-value) in \(\text{ABS}r\).

4.1. Basic and Functional Types

\(\text{ABS}\) adopts the system of semantic types which Kracht (2002) and Pustejovsky et al. (2019) have developed. They extend the list of basic types from Montague (1974)'s basic set of types \(\{e, t\}\) to an enlarged list, as specified in (1).

Figure 1: metamodel of \(\text{ABS}\)

(1) Extended List of Types:

[i] Basic Types:
- \(t\), the type of truth-values
- \(e\), the type of individual entities
- \(v\), the type of eventualities
- \(i\), the type of time points
- \(p\), the type of spatial points
- \(m\), the type of measures
- \(\text{int}\), the type of intervals
- \(\text{vec}\), the type of vectors

[ii] Functional Types:
- If \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are any types, then \(\alpha \rightarrow \beta\) is a type.

Type constructors such as \(\rightarrow\) are introduced to define functional types: e.g., \(e \rightarrow t\), \(v \rightarrow t\), \(i \rightarrow t\), \(p \rightarrow t\) or \(e \rightarrow (e \rightarrow t)\).

Eventuality descriptions such as \(\text{run}\) or \(\text{love}\) are of type \(v \rightarrow t\), which is abbreviated to \(E\) (see Pustejovsky (1995)), while the same symbol \(E\) is also used as a symbol for a variable ranging over a set of eventualities or instances of an eventuality. The functional type \(p \rightarrow t\) denotes a type of a spatial point, is often represented by a type \(r\) of regions. A path \(p\) may call these functional types \(E\) and \(r\) pseudo-basic types, for they are seldom analyzed as functional types. As introduced by Pustejovsky et al. (2019), path types are defined on the basis of the type of intervals \(\text{int}\), which is defined \([0, 1] \subset R\), where \(R\) is a set of reals. A path \(p\) will be that function \(\text{int} \rightarrow p\), which indexes locations on the path to values from the interval \([0, 1]\) (see Pustejovsky et al. (2019)). A vector path \(\pi_v\) can also be defined as \(\text{int} \rightarrow \text{vec}\).

An event path \(\pi_v\) will be defined as \(v \rightarrow \pi_v\) as the function from eventualities to the vector path. Kracht (2002) and Pustejovsky et al. (2019) also introduce the group operator \(\bullet\) to form group types, for example, \(P\) for the group of spatial points. Link (1998) introduces two symbols \(\wedge\) and \(\circ\) and prefixes them to a predicate \(P\) to generate the group predicate \(\wedge P\) and the plural predicate \(\circ P\), both based on the predicate \(P\).

Corresponding to each of the IDs of annotation structures or its substructures, entity or link structures, and of each of the types as defined in (1), there is a list of variables. Some of them are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Ids</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>annotation</td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(t)</td>
<td>(a_1,\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entity</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>(x, x_1,\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>event</td>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>(E)</td>
<td>(e, v \rightarrow t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timex3</td>
<td>(l)</td>
<td>(\mathcal{L})</td>
<td>(l \rightarrow t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>place</td>
<td>(p)</td>
<td>(r)</td>
<td>(p, p_1,\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>path</td>
<td>(p)</td>
<td>(\pi)</td>
<td>(p, p_1,\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>event-path</td>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>(\pi)</td>
<td>(v \rightarrow \pi_v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measure</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>(m, m_1,\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link</td>
<td>(l)</td>
<td>(t)</td>
<td>(t)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The list of variables is just a conventionally used list. To be precise, for each entity structure \(E\) that confirms to a recognized annotation scheme such as ISO-TimeML or ISO-Space, a variable is defined as a pair \(<\text{var}, \tau>\), where \(\text{var}\) is a variable and \(\tau\) is a type. Conventionally, any lower-case Latin characters such as \(x, y,\) etc. or \(e\) and \(s\) are used as variable for any one of the basic types provided that its type is specified: for example, \(x: <\text{var}, \tau, p \rightarrow t>\) to use \(x\) as a variable ranging over regions of type \(r\), or \(p \rightarrow t\). Upper-case Latin characters or special characters like \(E\) are used for functional types: \(E\) is a variable for eventuality descriptions such as what is denoted by a verb like “run”. Note that \(\text{run}(e)\) is of type \(t\), while the eventuality description \(\text{run}\) is of type \(v \rightarrow t\) and its argument \(e\) is a variable of eventuality type \(v\).

4.2. Syntax Proper

The part of \(\text{ABS}r\) that introduces the \(\text{merge}\) operators and their use is defined by \(\text{Syntax}_{absr}\). This syntax specifies what constitutes \(\text{ABS}r\) and how its constituents are formed. Some preliminary remarks are made before specifying the syntax of \(\text{ABS}r\).

4.2.1. Preliminary Remarks

Just like any language, the representation language \(\text{ABS}r\) is a language that consists of a non-empty set of strings of character symbols. Each of such character strings in

\(^{1}\)(g) and (h) are my own additions to the list of basic types.

\(^{2}\)See Mani and Pustejovsky (2012) for the discussion of 3.2.2 regions as primitive objects vs. 3.2.3 regions as sets of points.

\(^{3}\)Here, it is a bit confusing to use \(e\) as standing for a basic type for individual entities and use it as referring to an eventuality of type \(v\); e.g. \([\text{run}_{v \rightarrow t}(e), e, v \rightarrow \pi_v]\).
**ABSr** is called a semantic form because it serves as an intermediary form for the model-theoretic interpretation of annotation structures. Further to clarify what **ABSr** is, I make some technical remarks.

**Remark 1:** Mapping **σ**

For any **a** that refers to the abstract specification of each of the entity or link structures which together constitute an annotation structure, independent of how these structures are represented, **σ** maps **a** to a semantic form in **ABSr**. **σ**(**a**) is read as “the semantic form of **a**” in **ABSr** and is a well-formed form (wff) of **ABSr**.

**σ**(**a**) is considered independent of the format that represents it, but has to check the abstract syntax that validates the abstract specification **a**. Hence, **a** must be the same as the interpretation function **I** that is introduced in Bunt (2020b) and Bunt (2020a).

**Remark 2:** Model-theoretic Interpretation

The symbol **I** is used to represent a (model-theoretic) denotation. Given any semantic form **σ**(**a**) in **ABSr**, its denotation with respect to a model **M**, an assignment **g** of values to variables, and a set **D** of definitions for logical predicates is represented by **I[σ(α)]M,g,D**.

**Remark 3:** Typing 

**ABSr** is a type-based language. Hence, every well-formed (semantic) form **A** and any **c** of its constituents such as variables in **ABSr** is assigned a type. The type **τ** of **A** or **c** is represented as a pair: e.g., **<A;τ>**, **<τ;τ>**, **<τ;var;τ>**, or as a subscript to **A** or one of its constituents: **Aτ**, **cτ** or **xτ**.

### 4.2.2. Formulation of Syntactic Rules

Like the syntax of an ordinary language, **SyntaxabsR** consists of a vocabulary and a set of formation rules, as specified in (2).

(2) **SyntaxabsR** = **<V;R>** such that

a. **V** is a vocabulary that includes binary merge operators {⊕, ⊕p} over the set of semantic forms in **ABSr** and their subtypes, and

b. **R** is a set of composition rules for merging, as formulated in (7).

There are two sorts of well-formed semantic forms (swff) in **ABSr**: basic and composed, each defined by a rule in **R**. a list of rules, in (4.2.3) and (7).

### 4.2.3. Atomic Semantic Forms

Atomic semantic forms are defined by Rule A.

(3) **Rule A** for Atomic semantic forms:

For any abstract specification **aEc** of an entity structure **E** of category **σc**, and a type **τ** associated with **cot**, **σ(aEc)τ** is a well-formed form of type **τ** in **ABSr**.

**Remark 4:**

**aEc** in **σ(aEc)τ** is replaced by the ID of **Ec**.

Following DRT (Kamp and Reyle, 1993), the new occurrences of variables in a semantic form are registered.

---

5In a concrete syntax, this category is often called tag or element.

4For the formulation of composition rules, it is assumed that these rules hold for any well-formed semantic forms **Aα**, **Bβ**, and **Cγ**, each of which is typed as **α**, **β**, and **γ**, respectively. For these semantic forms, there are two major types.

---

(4) **Rule A.1** for Variable Registry:

Any variable that is newly introduced to **σ(aEc)** is listed in the preamble: i.e., **Σvar-type**. **σ(aEc)**.

**Note:** These variables may not be registered if they can be recognized contextually.

The variables in the preamble **Σvar-type** are treated as discourse referents, to which each occurrence of the variables in **σ(aEc)** is bound.

Consider an example, annotated as in (5):

(5) a. Fido ran away at 3.

b. Annotation(id=a5)

- Event(e1, w2-3, pred:run, tense:past)

c. Semantic form:

**σ(e1.e) := {e1.e}run(e1.e) ∧ past(e1.e)}a**

where “:=” is a meta-symbol standing for “is”.

Some notes are needed here. (1) For now temporally, the type of **σ(e1)** is left unspecified: it is only marked with **α**, whereas the type of **e1** in the registry is specified as the individual type **e**. (2) The ID “e1” in **σ(e1)** does not refer to the entity structure of category event, but its abstract specification that conforms to the abstract syntax of the relevant annotation scheme. (3) The representation of **Σvar-type** **σ(aEc)** is exactly the same as DRS except that **σ(e1)** in **ABSr** is typed, as in Bos et al. (2017)'s Groningen Meaning Bank (GMB). The semantic form in (5) can be converted to a type-based DRS except that the type of the entire DRS is not specified.

(6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e1</th>
<th>ε</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>run(e1)e</td>
<td>past(e1)e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.4. Composed Semantic Forms

The current version of **ABSr** introduces two merge operators, **⊕** and **⊕p**, and their subtypes each marked with a different superscript to represent the merging of (1) two semantic forms or (2) a pair of semantic forms with a function-like semantic form. The second type of merging is motivated by the treatment of tripartite link structures of the form **<(η,E,ρ)>**, where **ρ** is a type of relation between an entity **η** and a set **E** of entities, in **ABSr**.

These operators are non-Boolean connectives. They are needed to be able to merge semantic forms of type other than the truth-type **t**. More operators may need to be introduced to treat finer-grained compositions, especially involving the semantics of determiners that include generalized quantifiers, plurals, and the merging of scopes. As suggested by Bunt (personal communication), different symbols will be introduced to represent various subtypes of composition.6

For the formulation of composition rules, it is assumed that these rules hold for any well-formed semantic forms **Aα**, **Bβ**, and **Cγ**, each of which is typed as **α**, **β**, and **γ**, respectively. For these semantic forms, there are two major types.

---

6Bunt (2020b), for instance, introduces the scope merge operator **⊕f** and the possessive scoped merge operator **⊕p**.
of composition, conjunctive (⊕) and distributive (⊘), and then their subtypes:

(7) Types of composition:
Conjunctive composition (⊕):
Rule 1\textsuperscript{bo} Boolean conjunctive composition (⊕\textsuperscript{bo})
Rule 1\textsuperscript{fa} Functional conjunctive composition (⊕\textsuperscript{fa})
Rule 1\textsuperscript{sub} Substitutive conjunctive composition by substitution (⊕\textsuperscript{sub})
Rule 1\textsuperscript{eq} Equative conjunctive composition by equation solving (⊕\textsuperscript{eq})
Disjunctive composition (⊘):
Rule 2 Disjunctive composition (⊘)
Rule 2\textsuperscript{int} Intensional disjunctive composition (⊘\textsuperscript{int})
Rule 2\textsuperscript{imp} Implicational disjunctive composition (⊘\textsuperscript{imp})

Rule 1\textsuperscript{bo} Boolean conjunctive composition (⊕\textsuperscript{bo}) is the most common type of composition, as formulated in

(8) Rule 1\textsuperscript{bo} Boolean conjunctive composition:
\begin{align*}
a. \; [A, \; \oplus^\text{bo} C_1]_{\alpha} & := [A \land C_1]_t \\
b. \; [(A, \; B_1)]_{\alpha} \oplus^\text{bo} C_1 & := [A \land B_1]_t \land C_1
\end{align*}

Rule 1\textsuperscript{bo} applies to most of the annotation structures in ISO-TimeML (ISO, 2012), ISO-Space (ISO, 2020), and ISO standard on semantic role annotation (ISO, 2014). For illustration, consider (9):

(9) a. Fido is barking.

b. Entity Structures:
entity(x1, w1, type:dog, form:nam)
event(e1, w2-3, pred:bark, tense:present, aspect:progressive)

c. Link Structure:
\textit{srlink}(e1, x1, agent)

The annotation of text fragment (9a) consists of a list of entity structures in (b) and a link structure (c) over them. Here, \textit{srlink} specifies the semantic role of the participant \textit{x1} as an agent participating in the event \textit{e1} of barking, as illustrated in (10).

(10) a. Semantic forms of the entity structures:
\begin{align*}
\sigma(x1)_t & := \{x1:e\}[\textit{dog}(x1) \land \textit{named}(x1, \textit{Fido})] \\
\sigma(e1)_t & := \{e1:v\}[\textit{bark}(e1) \land \textit{presProg}(e1)]
\end{align*}

b. Semantic form of Semantic role link:
\begin{align*}
\sigma(\textit{srlink})_t & := \{x1:e, e1:v\} [\textit{agent}(e1, x1)]_t \\
& := \{x1:e, e1:v\} [\textit{agent}(x1, e1)]_t \land \textit{bark}(e1) \land \textit{presProg}(e1)
\end{align*}

c. Semantic form of annotation structure:
\begin{align*}
\sigma(\alpha0) & := \{x:e, c:v\}\sigma(\textit{srlink}) \\
& := \{x:e, c:v\} [\textit{dog}(x) \land \textit{named}(x, \textit{Fido})] \land \textit{bark}(e) \land \textit{presProg}(e) \land \textit{agent}(e, x)
\end{align*}

The functional composition with the operator ⊕\textsuperscript{fa} is equivalent to the functional application in λ-calculus, as shown by (13):

(13) a. Arguments:
\begin{align*}
\sigma(x1)_{e \rightarrow t} & := \lambda x1[\textit{dog}(x1) \land \textit{named}(x1, \textit{Fido})] \\
\sigma(e1)_{v \rightarrow t} & := \lambda e1[\textit{bark}(e1) \land \textit{presProg}(e1)]
\end{align*}

b. Functor for Semantic role link applying to the two arguments in (a):
\begin{align*}
\sigma(\textit{srlink}) & := [\lambda Q(\lambda P(\textit{P}(x1) \land \textit{Q}(e1)) \land \textit{agent}(e, x))] (\sigma(x1)_{e \rightarrow t})
\end{align*}

By applying four λ-conversions to (13b), we obtain the same result as (12c). One noticeable problem with the functional application in λ-calculus is the placing of the arguments in the right order when the functor applies to them.
Rules $1^{sub}$ and $1^{eq}$, subtypes of conjunctive composition, are needed when one of the inputs to links is treated as of some basic or pseudo basic type. Consider the same example (9) but with a different semantic treatment.\footnote{In practice, the semantic treatment of names is much more complicated than treating it merely for its referential use. Kamp and Reyle (1993) treat names like “John” as a predicate, thus representing it as $John(x)$ in a DRS.}

(14) a. $\sigma(x)_c := fido_c$
\hspace{1cm} $\sigma(e, v_{-c}) := \{e:v[\text{bark}(e_1) \& \text{presProg}(e_1)]$

b. $\sigma(\text{srlink3})$
\hspace{1cm} $\{e:v[\text{bark}(e_1) \& \text{presProg}(e_1)]$

With the rule of substitution of identicals, we then obtain the same result in $\text{in}(G,S)$, as given in (19e).

The substitution simply replaces some occurrences of a variable with something like a name $fido_c$.

The equation solving composition $(\oplus^{eq})$ also deals with basic types like names or measures. There is no substitution, but something like $fido_c$ turns into an equation that does not carry kinds of information other than what is stated, as shown in (15):

(15) a. $\sigma(x)_c := \{x_1:e_1\}$
\hspace{1cm} $\sigma(e_1) := \{e:v[\text{bark}(e_1) \& \text{presProg}(e_1)]$

b. $\sigma(\text{srlink4})$
\hspace{1cm} $\{x:e_1, v_{-e_1}\}$
\hspace{1cm} $\{[\text{bark}(e_1) \& \text{presProg}(e_1)] \& \text{agent}(e_1, x_1)\}$

The conjunctive operator $\oplus$ and its subtypes generate truth-functional conjunctions. In contrast, the distributive operator $\otimes$ possibly with its subtypes generates non-conjunctive relations of implication the type or meaning of which needs further analysis.

4.3. Additional Illustrations

Rule 1a Functional conjunctive composition with $(\oplus^{eq})$ applies to link structures that relate non-basic type entity structures. Consider example (17)

(17) a. John died$_{w2}$ last$_{w3}$ year$_{w4}$.

b. Annotation $(id=a_{17})$: Entity structure:
\hspace{1cm} event$(e_1,w_2,\text{pred:die, tense:pass})$
\hspace{1cm} timex3$(t,w3-4,\text{type:date, value:2019-XX-XX})$
\hspace{1cm} Link structure:
\hspace{1cm} $\text{link}(e_1,t_1, \text{isIncluded}(e_1,t_1))$

(18) a. Semantic form of entity structures:
\hspace{1cm} $\sigma(\text{e1}) := \{e_1[\text{die}(e_1) \& \text{past}(e_1)]$
\hspace{1cm} $\sigma(t1) := \{t_1[\text{year}(t_1,1999)]$

b. Semantic form of temporal link structure:
\hspace{1cm} $\sigma(\text{tlink})$
\hspace{1cm} $\{e_1,t_1[\{\text{die}(e_1) \& \text{past}(e_1) \& \text{year}(t_1,1999) \& \text{occurs}(e_1,t_1)\}$

The conjunctive operator $\oplus$ and its subtypes generate truth-functional conjunctions. In contrast, the distributive operator $\otimes$ possibly with its subtypes generates non-conjunctive relations of implication the type or meaning of which needs further analysis.

Rule 1$^{eq}$ Equation solving $(\oplus^{eq})$ applies to the annotation structures that contain names or other basic types. Consider an example taken from Pustejovsky et al. (2019) that introduce the semantics of ISO-Space.

(19) a. [Gothenburg$_{pl2}$] is [in$_{l1}$] [Sweden$_{pl2}$],

b. [[Gothenburg]] $=$ $G$, $<G:p \rightarrow t>$

c. [[Sweden]] $=$ $S$, $<S:p \rightarrow t>$

d. $\text{in} = \lambda y \lambda x [\text{in}(x,y)], <\text{in}:r \rightarrow (r \rightarrow t)>$

e. $\text{in}(G,S)$

The treatment of a spatial relation given in (19d,c) fails to indicate which location stands for $x$ and which for $y$. In fact, one of the difficulties with $\lambda$-operation is where to place its arguments. Example (19) can be treated more explicitly with Rule 1$^{eq}$ equation solving.

(20) a. $\sigma(p1)_t := \{x: [x=G], <x:p \rightarrow t>$

b. $\sigma(p2)_t := \{y: [y=S], <y:p \rightarrow t>$

c. $\sigma(qslink)_t$
\hspace{1cm} $\{x, y\}[\{x=G\} \& \{y=S\} \& \text{in}(x,y)]$
\hspace{1cm} $\{x, y\}[\{x=G\} \& \text{in}(x,y)]$

With the rule of substitution of identicals, we then obtain the same result $\text{in}(G,S)$, as given in (19e).
Rule 2 Distributive composition with the operator \(\odot\) applies to subordination or quantification constructions. Consider example (21), called equi-NP construction.\(^8\)

(21) a. John \(x_1, w_1\) wants \(x_1, w_2\) to teach \(x_2, w_4\) on Monday.

b. Annotation (id = \(a_{21}\)):
- Entity structures:
  - entity \((x_1, w_1, \text{form:John})\)
  - event \((e_1, w_2, \text{pred:want, theme}(e_1, e_2))\)
  - event \((e_2, w_4, \text{pred:teach, agent}(e_2, x_1))\)

Subordination link structure:
- \(\text{slink}(e_1, e_2, \text{modal})\)\(^9\)

Pustejovsky et al. (2005) annotated the subordination relation between two events, want(e1) and teach(e2) as being modal. Montague Semantics, in contrast, treats it as a relation between the intensional predicate want and the property of teaching. However, the intensionality of the predicate want in the main clause requires Rule 2’ with an operator \(\oslash\), a subtype of disjunctive composition for intensional cases like \(\sigma(a_{21})\).

(22) a. Semantic forms of the entity structures:
- \(\sigma(x_1) := \{x_1\}_{x_1=\text{John}}\)
- \(\sigma(e_1) := \{e_1, e_2\}_{\text{want}(e_1) \land \text{theme}(e_1, e_2)}\)
- \(\sigma(e_2) := \{x_1, e_2\}_{\text{teach}(e_2) \land \text{agent}(e_2, x_1)}\)

b. Semantic form of the subordination link structure:
- \(\sigma(\text{slink}) := \{x_1, e_1, e_2\}_{\text{want}(e_1) \land \text{theme}(e_1, e_2)} \oslash \{e_1, e_2\}_{\text{teach}(e_2) \land \text{agent}(e_2, x_1)}\)

c. Semantic form of the whole annotation structure:
- \(\sigma(a_{21}) := \sigma(\text{slink})\)

The semantic form \(\sigma(a_{21})\) shows that the predicate want has the event \(e_2\) as its theme and that the agent of the predicate go in the subordinated complement is John. The non-Boolean connective \(\rightarrow_{int}\) connects the semantic forms of the two components of the subordination construction (21) involving the intensional predicate want. The connective \(\rightarrow^t\) needs to be defined as part of a model structure with a tentative definition as in (23):

(23) Definition of \(\rightarrow_{int}\) (tentative)
Given a model \(M\) for a modal logic with a set \(W\) of possible worlds \(W\) that includes the actual world \(w_0\) and an intentional world \(w_1\) accessible from \(w_0\), and two semantic forms, \(\sigma\) and \(\psi\), of type \(t\),
\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{\sigma} &\rightarrow^t \hat{\psi}^M, w_0 = 1 \text{ iff } \\
\hat{\psi}^M, w_1 = 1 &\text{ provided } \hat{\sigma}^M, w_0 = 1.
\end{align*}
\]

This means that the eventuality of “teaching (on Monday)” is or becomes realized in the mind (intended world) of the experiencer John only.

5. Model-theoretic Interpretation

5.1 General
Semantic forms are subject to a model-theoretic interpretation. Each well-formed semantic form \(\sigma(a)\) of an annotation structure \(a\) is interpreted with respect to a model \(M\) and an assignment \(g\) of values to variables. \([\sigma(a)]^M,g\) is then understood as the interpretation or denotation of \(\sigma(a)\).

The structure of each model \(M\) depends on the kind of semantic annotation. For the interpretation of temporal annotation, for instance, a set of times \(T\) and a set of temporal relations such as the precedence relation \(\prec\) over \(T\) become a part of its model structure. Furthermore, the construction of such a model is constrained by some possible uses or definitions of logical predicates, called meaning postulates, as is discussed in 5.2.1.

5.2 Interpretation of unbound occurrences of variables
There may be some unbound occurrences of variables in well-formed semantic forms of \(ABSr\). By Rule A.1 for Variable Registry, these variables may be either bound to the discourse referents registered before the semantic form of each of the substructures of an annotation structure or bound existentially when their scope is explicitly specified. Or else they can be interpreted with the assignment \(g\) as if they were bound existentially.

5.2.1 Meaning Postulates as Constraints
\(ABS\) makes use of logical predicates as part of the (object) representation language to simplify the representation of semantic forms or make it flexible to accommodate different interpretations. These predicates, marked in boldface, in \(ABSr\) are defined possibly in terms of higher-order logic as part of the model structure.

The predicate past is, for instance, introduced to represent the tense of an event as in (24):

(24) a. \([\text{walk}(e) \land \text{past}(e)]\)

b. instead of \([\text{walk}(e) \land e \subseteq t \land t < n]\)

as in Kamp and Reyle (1993, page 521). Then its definition is given in (25) as part of an interpretation model structure.

(25) Truth Definition of Predicate past:
Given an event \(e\), a runtime function \(\tau\) from events to times, a time \(t\), and the present time \(n\), as specified in a model structure \(M\),
\[
\text{past}(e)\text{ is true with respect to a model } M \text{ if and only if } \tau(e) \subseteq t \land t < n.
\]

The predicate past may be defined differently to accommodate its deictic or situational use (see Partee (1973) or Quirk et al. (1985)).

Aspects of such as present perfect and progressive are also encoded into annotations just as they are. Consider a case of the present perfect aspect in (26).

(26) a. Mia [has visited] \(x_1\) Boston.

b. Annotation (id=\(a_{20}\)):
- event \((e_1, w_2-3, \text{pred:visit, tense:present, aspect: perfect})\)
6. Applications

6.1. Boolean Conjunctive Composition

ISO-Space (ISO, 2020) introduces the movement link (movelink) to annotate motions involving paths. The predicate \textit{traverses} associated with motions is one of the logical predicates that need to be defined in the model structure of ABS. It can also be illustrated how the semantic forms involving motions and paths can be derived through Rule 1\textsuperscript{bo} Boolean conjunctive composition, as is demonstrated in (29).

(29) a. Marakkes:  
Mia\textsubscript{pl1,w1} arrived\textsubscript{m1,w2} $\emptyset_{ep1}$ in Boston\textsubscript{pl1,w4} yesterday.

b. Annotation (id=a\textsubscript{29}):
   - Entity structures:
     - \textit{entity}(x1,w1, \textit{type}:person, \textit{form}:nam)
     - \textit{motion}(m1,w2, \textit{pred}:die, \textit{tense}:present, \textit{type}:past)
     - \textit{eventPath}(ep1,\emptyset, \textit{start}:unspecified, \textit{end}:pl1, \textit{trigger}(m1.ep1))
     - \textit{place}(pl1.w4, \textit{type}:city, \textit{form}:nam)
   - Movement link structure:
     - movelink(\textit{figure}:x1, \textit{ground}:ep1, \textit{relType}:traverses)

Each markable is identified with an ID associated with its category and anchored to a word. Motions, as denoted by verbs like \textit{arrive}, trigger a path, called \textit{event-path}. This path is marked with a null category or non-consuming tag $\emptyset$ because it is not associated with any non-null string of words.

(30) a. Semantic forms of entity structures:
\begin{align*}
\sigma(x1)_{t} & := [\textit{person}(x1) \land \textit{named}(x1, Mia)] \\
\sigma(m1)_{t} & := [\textit{arrive}(m1) \land \textit{past}(m1)] \\
\sigma(ep1)_{t} & := [\textit{start}(\pi, \gamma(l0)) \land \textit{end}(\pi, l1)] \\
& \quad \land \textit{triggers}(m1, \pi) \\
\sigma(pl1)_{t} & := [\textit{named}(l1, Boston) \land \textit{city}(l1)]
\end{align*}

b. Semantic form of the movement link structure:
\begin{align*}
\sigma(\text{movelink}) & := [(\sigma(x1), \sigma(ep1)) \land \textit{traverses}(x, \pi)] \\
& := [[\textit{person}(x1) \land \textit{named}(x1, Mia)] \\
& \quad \land [\textit{start}(\pi, \gamma(l0)) \land \textit{end}(\pi, l1)] \\
& \quad \land \textit{triggers}(m1, \pi) \\
& \quad \land \textit{named}(l1, Boston) \land \textit{city}(l1)] \\
& \quad \land \textit{traverses}(x, \pi)]
\end{align*}

c. Annotation structure:
\begin{align*}
\sigma(a\textsubscript{29}) & := \{x1, \pi1, l0, l1, m1\} \sigma(\text{movelink}) \\
& := \{x, \pi, l0, l1, m\} \\
& \quad [\textit{person}(x) \land \textit{named}(x, Mia)] \\
& \quad \land [\textit{start}(\pi, \gamma(l0)) \land \textit{end}(\pi, l1)] \\
& \quad \land \textit{triggers}(m, \pi) \\
& \quad \land \textit{named}(l1, Boston) \land \textit{city}(l1)] \\
& \quad \land \textit{traverses}(x, \pi)]
\end{align*}

All of the semantic forms that are derived through various links have been shown to undergo Rule 1\textsuperscript{bo} Boolean conjunctive composition only. This was illustrated with \textit{srlink} for semantic role labeling, \textit{link} for temporal anchoring, \textit{qslink} for the location of regions, and \textit{movelink} for the annotation of motions involving their movers and event-paths.

6.2. Distributive Composition for Conditionals

Besides its subtype $\otimes^{int}$ for intensional subordinate constructions, the distributive composition can have other subtypes. Here I introduce Rule 2\textsuperscript{imp} with the operator $\otimes^{imp}$ for the case of implication. The word \textit{if} in English triggers a conditional sentence which is often interpreted as a
truth-functional implication in Propositional Logic. Given two well-formed formulas $\phi$ and $\psi$, the conditional formula $[\phi \rightarrow \psi]$ is treated as a well-formed formula in Propositional Logic and interpreted truth-functionally as being false only if $\phi$ is true but $\psi$ is false. Although the interpretation of conditionals in ordinary language is more complex than the truth-functional interpretation just given, (31) and (32) illustrate how if-constructions are annotated and how their semantic forms are represented in a tripartite structure.

(31) Data: If it rains tomorrow, then the picnic will be canceled.

(32) a. Annotation of Antecedent (id=a32a):

$$\text{event}([e1, w3, \text{pred: rain}])$$

$$\text{time}([t1, w4, \text{type: date, value: 2020-02-04}])$$

$$\text{link}([t1, e1, t1, \text{is Included}])$$

b. Annotation of Consequent (id=a32b):

$$\text{event}([e2, w7, \text{pred: picnic}])$$

$$\text{event}([e3, w10, \text{pred: beCanceled, tense: future, theme: e2}])$$

$$\text{time}([t2, 0, \text{type: date, value: unspecified}])$$

$$\text{link}([t2, e3, t2, \text{is Included}])$$

c. Subordination link:

$$\text{slink(antecedent:a1, consequent:a2, conditional)}$$


Based on annotation (32), we obtain the semantic forms, as shown in (33):

(33) a. Semantic forms of antecedent:

$$\sigma(e1) := [\text{rain}(e1)]$$

$$\sigma(t1) := [\text{date}(t1) = \text{2019-02-04}]$$

$$\sigma(t1) := \{[\text{sigma}(e1), \sigma(t1)], \text{bo occurs}(e1, t1)\}$$

$$\sigma(t1) := \{[\text{rain}(e1) \land \text{date}(t1, 2019-02-04)], \text{occurring}(e1, t1)\}$$

b. Semantic form of consequent:

$$\sigma(e2) := [\text{picnic}(e2)]$$

$$\sigma(e3) := [\text{beCanceled}(e3) \land \text{theme}(e3, e2)]$$

$$\sigma(t2) := \gamma(t2)$$

$$\sigma(t2) := \{[\text{beCanceled}(e3) \land \text{theme}(e3, e2)], t2\}$$

$$\sigma(t2) := \{[\text{beCanceled}(e3) \land \text{theme}(e3, e2)], \text{future}(e3) \land \gamma(t2), t2\}$$

c. Semantic form of conditional:

$$\sigma(\text{slink}) := \{[\text{sigma}(t1), \sigma(t2)], \text{implication}(\sigma(t1), \sigma(t2))\}$$

$$\sigma(t1) := \{[\text{rain}(e1) \land \text{date}(t1, 2019-02-04)], \text{occurring}(e1, t1)\}$$

$$\sigma(t2) := \{[\text{beCanceled}(e3) \land \text{theme}(e3, e2) \land \text{future}(e3)], \gamma(t2), t2\}$$

7. Comparison

7.1. Related Work

There have been several theoretical works showing how annotation structures can be interpreted and a variety of large-scale computational efforts to implement them for computational applications. Some of them are annotation-based semantics in one way or another. Hobbs and Pustejovsky (2003) develop a semantics for TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2005), based on the OWL-time ontology. They provide a fine-grained way of annotating and interpreting various temporal relations. ABS is designed to accommodate the OWL-time ontology in defining its logical predicates related to temporal annotation. Katz (2007) introduces a denotational semantics that directly interprets TimeML annotation structures represented in XML. The model structure proposed in Katz (2007) becomes part of the temporal model structure for ABS.

Bunt (2007) and Bunt (2011) introduce a semantics for semantic annotation. This eventually develops into a semantics based on the abstract syntax of a semantic annotation scheme. Bunt (2020a) and Bunt (2020b) have developed QuantML, a markup language for quantification, that can apply to the annotation and interpretation of a full-range of features related to quantification such as the definiteness, involvement or collectivity (distributivity) of entities or scope ambiguity involving quantifiers and eventualities. Lee (2008) and Lee (2011) follow the OWL-time ontology and a compositional approach to work on temporal annotations with an extensive use of lambda-operations. It shows some degree of complexity in the use of lambda-operations when they are recursively embedded, for it requires to raise the order of variables as the embedding gets deeper.

One of the reasons for introducing $ABS_r$ is to avoid recursive embedding and substitutions (see Hauser (2015)). For now, $ABS_r$ has Rule 1 $\text{sub}$ Substitutive conjunctive composition, but this should be deleted eventually except for the illustration of rudimentary annotations involving names and other basic types. Database Semantics (DBS) (Hauser, 2006) provides a theoretical foundation for the understanding of language analysis and generation without recursions and substitutions, but with the associative linear processing of language. This has motivated the design of $ABS_r$ to some extent. Then there are other types of semantics that present different ways of representing meaning in language. Banerjee et al. (2013) introduce AMR (the Abstract Meaning Representation) to represent the semantic roles mainly based on
PropBank in a logical format, PENNMAN format, or directed graph structure. He (2018) also introduces a way of annotating semantic roles, which is called Shallow Semantics, without relying on pre-defined syntactic structures but introducing syntax-independent span-based neural models or labelled span-graph networks (LSGNs).

Based on syntax-free annotations, ABSr is also syntax-independent. Its current representation format is strictly linear but needs to move onto a graphic mode for visual purposes. The composition rules of ABSr are constrained by type matching and also syntax-independent unlike Moens and Steedman (1988)’s categorial grammar or Kamp and Reyle (1993)’s DRSs. Dobnik et al. (2012) and Dobnik and Cooper (2017) introduce a type theory with records to constrain semantic representations and their manipulations in language processing. Their type system, especially related to spatial perception, will properly orient the spatio-temporal annotation of ISO-Space and meaning representation through ABS. The earlier work of Pustejovsky (2001) on type construction also lays a basis for the type theory of ABS for a finer-grained treatment of entities and eventualities.

For the computational applications of semantic annotations, the Gronigen Meaning Bank (GMB) (Bos et al., 2017) is very much related to the basic motivation of ABS in efforts to modify the classical version of DRT by making its syntax based on a (Montagovian) type systems consisting of two types, e and t, and by translating DRSs into a first-order logic only, for instance, while deleting so-called duplex conditions in DRSs. The basic design of the Parallel Meaning Bank (PMB) also adopts DRT as its formalism for meaning representation while adopting Combinatory Categorial Grammar as its syntax. Since it applies to multilingual annotation, ABS can make use of it when the ISO standards on semantic annotation are extended to multilingual annotations, especially for the purposes of multilingual translations.

Nevertheless, the theoretical framework of ABS and its representation language is conservative in practice, being essentially based on the λ-calculus and the graphic representation of Kamp and Reyle (1993)’s DRT. This will be shown in the ensuing Subsection 7.2.

7.2. Convertibility

The composition of semantic forms is constrained by their semantic types. These types simply reflect those in Montague semantics (Montague, 1974) and (Dowty et al., 1981) and also the extended type theory by Kracht (2002) and Pustejovsky et al. (2019), thus making all these semantic forms isomorphic to those λ-constructions in λ-calculus. If such a typing of the semantic forms of annotation structures is ignored or if each of the semantic forms is treated as being of type t, then these semantic forms can easily be converted to DRSs (Kamp and Reyle, 1993).

There is an option to choose a type-theoretic semantics or not. ABS allows both but prefers to choose a type-theoretic semantics to constrain its representation language ABSr, while enriching its interpretation model structure, as shown in Figure 2.11

![Figure 2: Options: Type-theoretic or Not](image)

If a type theory is adopted, then the logical predicates can be defined in terms of type-theoretic higher-order logic. In ABS, the choice of a theory depends on the treatment of unbound variables and unspecified types. ABS treats logical forms with occurrences of unbound variables as well-formed semantic forms. Individual (or predicate) variables may occur unbound in well-formed semantic forms, as in the interval temporal logic of Pratt-Hartmann (2007).12 Here is an example with a markable "visited"e1:

(34) a. Data:
Mia visited e1, Berlin, New York, [last year]t1.

b. Annotation (id=a5, unbound):
Entity structures:
- **event(e1, m1, pred:visit, tense:past)**
- **timex3(t1, m2, type:gYear, value:2019)**

Link structure:
**link(e1, t1, isIncluded)**

c. Semantic Forms:
- σ(e1)α := {e1} [visit(e1) ∧ past(e1)]
- σ(t1)β := {t1} [gYear(t1, 2019)]
- σ(link)γ := {e1, t1} [(σ(e1), σ(t1)) \(\bigcirc\) occurs(e1, t1)]

Each of the semantic forms in (34c) contains some variables which are registered in its preamble. In ABSr, these variables can be bound in two different ways, either by the existential quantifier or by the λ-operator. The assignment of a type to each semantic form depends on which way these (registered) variables are bound. The type of each semantic form is:

- **Case 1:** either of type t (truth-value carrying) as if the unbound variables were bound by the existential quantifier ∃:
  i.e., ∃{e} [visit(e) ∧ past(e)] (type t)

- **Case 2:** or of some functional type (predicate) as if the unbound variables were bound by the λ-operator:
  i.e., λe [visit(e) ∧ past(e)] (type \(v → t\))

---

11 Although Figure 2 indicates that DRT/DRSs are not based on a type theory, the DRT formalism adopted by Bos et al. (2017) is based on a type theory.

12 ABS has no predicate variables.
Depending on which case is chosen, the semantic form of a link like $\sigma(t_{\text{link}})$ in (34c) undergoes a different rule of composition.

**Case 1** allows the conversion of semantic forms in $\text{ABS}$ to DRSs.

(35) Case 1:
- Rule 1 Boolean conjunctive composition
  a. $\sigma(t_{\text{link}})$
    $$:= [\{\sigma(e_1), \sigma(t_1)\} \oplus^{\text{bo}} \text{occurs}(e_1, t_1)]$$
    $$:= \{e, t\}[\text{visit}(e) \land \text{past}(e)] \land \text{gYear}(t, 2019) \land \text{occurs}(e, t)]$$
  b. $\sigma(a_{\text{link}}) = \sigma(t_{\text{link}})$

As shown in (35), Case 1 Boolean conjunctive composition ($\oplus^{\text{bo}}$) can easily be converted to an equivalent DRS.

(36) Case 1 in DRS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e</th>
<th>t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>visit(e)</td>
<td>past(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gYear(t,2019)</td>
<td>occurs(e,t)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the application of Rule 1$^{\text{bo}}$ Boolean conjunctive composition is type-constrained, there is no such a constraint on the derivation of DRSs.

**Case 2** allows the conversion of semantic forms in $\text{ABSr}$ to well-formed forms in $\lambda$-calculus as in Montague Semantics (Montague, 1974). For the illustration of Case 2, consider example (34), as was just given:

(37) Case 2:
- Rule 2 Functional conjunctive composition ($\oplus^{f_a}$):
  a. $\sigma(t_{\text{link}})$
    $$:= [\{\sigma(e_1), \sigma(t_1)\} \oplus^{f_a} \text{occurs}(e_1, t_1)]$$
    $$:= [\{\text{visit}(e_1) \land \text{past}(e_1)\} \land \text{gYear}(t_1,2019) \land \text{occurs}(e_1, t_1)]$$
  b. $\sigma(a_{\text{link}}) = \sigma(t_{\text{link}})$

The semantic form $\sigma(t_{\text{link}})$ in (37) is treated of a functional type, $I \rightarrow (E \rightarrow t)$, where $I$ is $i \rightarrow t$ and $E$ is $e \rightarrow t$. Then the semantic forms $\sigma(e)$ and $\sigma(t)$ are treated as arguments of $\sigma(t_{\text{link}})$ such that they are of types $E$ (set of eventuality descriptions) and $I$ (set of time points), respectively.

In the process of the Boolean conjunctive composition, the unbound occurrences of the variables are anchored to the discourse referents $e$ and $t$, as in DRS, or existentially quantified, while adjusting their variable names accordingly. As for the case of the functional conjunctive composition, the whole process is understood as if all the semantic forms were subject to a series of $\lambda$-conversions as in (38):

(38) $\lambda$-operations:
- $\sigma(e_1)_{\rightarrow \lambda} := \lambda e_1[\text{visit}(e_1) \land \text{past}(e_1)]$
- $\sigma(t_1)_{\rightarrow \lambda} := \lambda t_1[\text{gYear}(t_1,2019)]$
- $\sigma(t_{\text{link}})_{\rightarrow \lambda} := \lambda t_1 \exists e, t[E(e) \land T(t) \land \text{occurs}(e, t)]$
- $\sigma(t_{\text{link}})_{\rightarrow \lambda} := \exists e, t[\sigma(e_1)(e) \land \sigma(t_1)(t)]$

It should again be stated that the derivation of semantic forms in $\text{ABSr}$ does not undergo such $\lambda$-operations. The application of Rule 2 Functional conjunctive composition is only implicitly understood to undergo such operations. Unlike semantic forms that involve $\lambda$-operations, the application of the $\oplus^{f_a}$ in $\text{ABSr}$ does not introduce predicate variables of a higher-order, but individual variables of the first order only. This keeps $\text{ABSr}$ to remain at the level of first-order.

8. **Concluding Remarks**

As in other parts of ISO 24617 standards on semantic annotation, this paper has a gap in dealing with the semantics of entities and determiners that include generalized quantifiers. Specifically, this paper fails to fully accommodate the new developments on quantification that have been made by Bunt (2020a) and Bunt (2020b).

$\text{ABS}$ aims to lighten the burden and possible complexity of generating semantic annotation structures. It would be an ideal situation if semantic annotation structures could have every piece of relevant semantic information encoded into them and be interpreted directly without relying on any intermediate auxiliary representation scheme. But the task of generating such annotation structures and interpreting them directly should easily run into enormous cost and complexity.

$\text{ABS}$ is an annotation-based semantics that converts annotation structures to semantic forms for their (model-theoretic) interpretation. For the representation of these semantic forms, $\text{ABS}$ provides a simple representation language, a type-theoretic first-order logic without the overuse of $\lambda$-operations. This language makes use of a small set of logical predicates, such as referring to semantic roles or event and time structures and types, that are defined as part of an interpretation model. The meta-language that defines these logical predicates may be of a higher-order logic.

To follow the principle of semantic compositionality, $\text{ABS}$ introduces two types of composition with the conjunctive $\oplus$ and distributive $\odot$ operators and their subtypes over the semantic forms of annotation structures that consist of entity and link structures. Most, if not all, of the link structures in ISO-TimeML and ISO-Space only require conjunctive composition, while quantificational, plural constructions or some subordinated constructions such as the if-then construction may undergo distributive (selective) composition.

There are two major types of conjunctive composition: the Boolean type $\oplus^{\text{bo}}$ and the functional type $\oplus^{f_a}$. Then the functional type has two subtypes, one by substitution $\odot^{\text{sub}}$ and the other by equation solving $\odot^{\text{eq}}$. Annotation structures that are isomorphic to non-embedded structures in Kamp and Reyle (1993)’s DRSs are considered as undergoing the process of Boolean conjunctive composition. In contrast, those annotation structures that match $\lambda$-structures in Montague Semantics (Montague, 1974) undergo the functional conjunctive composition. This distinction is not very significant, for the semantic forms of most
of the annotation structures undergo the process of Boolean conjunctive composition only.

This is the first version of ABS. It requires to be further tested against a variety of larger data and annotation structures. This should be the case especially for the distributive composition involving complex semantic structures.
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Abstract
This short research paper presents the results of a corpus-based metonymy annotation exercise on a sample of 101 Croatian verb entries – corresponding to 457 patterns and over 20,000 corpus lines – taken from CROATPAS (Marini & Ježek, 2019), a digital repository of verb argument structures manually annotated with Semantic Type labels on their argument slots following a methodology inspired by Corpus Pattern Analysis (Hanks, 2004 & 2013; Hanks & Pustejovsky, 2005). CROATPAS will be made available online in 2020. Semantic Type labelling is not only well-suited to annotate verbal polysemy, but also metonymic shifts in verb argument combinations, which in Generative Lexicon (Pustejovsky, 1995 & 1998; Pustejovsky & Ježek, 2008) are called Semantic Type coercions. From a sub lexical point of view, Semantic Type coercions can be considered as exploitations of one of the qualia roles of those Semantic Types which do not satisfy a verb’s selectional requirements, but do not trigger a different verb sense. Overall, we were able to identify 62 different Semantic Type coercions linked to 1,052 metonymic corpus lines. In the future, we plan to compare our results with those from an equivalent study on Italian verbs (Romani, 2020) for a crosslinguistic analysis of metonymic shifts.

Keywords: Semantic Type coercion, Croatian, metonymy

1. Introduction
If we look at the lexicon in its whole, it is possible to identify systematic alternations of meaning that apply not only to single lexical instances but entire classes of words, i.e. patterns of so-called regular polysemy (Apresjan, 1973). Some common alternations are author/work; product/producer; event/food or container/content.

When dealing with these alternations, however, it is necessary to distinguish between metonymic and inherent polysemy. In metonymic shifts, meaning is extended by conceptual contiguity and a change of referent is required, since one entity is used to denote another which is conceptually associated with it (Ježek, 2016: 59). This is the case, for instance, of the alternation container/content, exemplified by sentences such as “I would have eaten the whole fridge”, where fridge actually stands for the food it contains.

In the case of inherent polysemy, on the other hand, there is no sense extension nor change of referent, but only one ontologically complex entity. This is the case, for instance, of alternations such as information source/artifact as in “The book I am reading weighs one kilo” (Pustejovsky & Ježek, 2008: 185), where the lexical item book can be understood at the same time as the information it contains and a heavy object. The possibility for more than one of the senses of a complex entity to be activated simultaneously is called co-predication and is a prerogative of inherently polysemous words.

In this paper, we are going to present the first results of a metonymy annotation exercise on a sample of Croatian verbs taken from the Croatian Typed Predicate Argument Structures resource (CROATPAS, Marini & Ježek, 2019) (see section 2.1). Since the resource rests on Generative Lexicon Theory (Pustejovsky, 1995 & 1998; Pustejovsky & Ježek, 2008), metonymies are annotated and analysed as Semantic Type Coercions (see section 2.2). The set of semantic labels used for the annotation and the sample choice are covered in section 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.

1. Its first release will contain approximately 200 Croatian verb entries and will be accessible by 2020 on the website of University of Pavia: https://cla.unipv.it/?page_id=53723.
As you can see from the patterns above, the first sense of the Croatian verb *piti* (English, *to drink*) is the most obvious one, namely that of an *[Animate]* *drinking* a *[Beverage]*. However, if a *[Human]* is told to be drinking a *[Drug]* – such as a pill or antibiotics (Croatian, *tabletu* and *antibiotike*) – then he or she is simply *ingesting* or *swallowing* them. Finally, if we talk of a *[Human]* drinking (without specifying any direct object), he or she is by default *ingesting* an *alcoholic drink*.

### 2.2 Annotating Semantic Type Coercions

In addition to verbal polysemy, CROATPAS also allows lexicographers to annotate metonymic arguments by adding specific sub patterns to existing verb senses (see Figure 2).

Despite involving the same verb sense as pattern 1, the metonymic sub pattern 1.1.m is linked only to those concordance lines where there is a mismatch in the SemType of the direct object: namely *[Document]* instead of *[Activity]*. This mismatch signals that a metonymic shift is taking place, which in Generative Lexicon Theory takes the name of Semantic Type coercion (Pustejovsky & Ježek, 2008; Ježek & Quochi, 2010). In order to explain this concept, let us look at a couple of sentences provided by Pustejovsky (1995: 115-6) starring a good translational equivalent of the Croatian verb *početi*, namely:


In sentence (1), the verb’s second argument – i.e. *reading a book* – denotes an *[Activity]*, whereas in sentences (2) it denotes a *[Document] – a book*. We call Semantic Type Coercion the compositional mechanism which enables us to reconstruct the semantics of the second direct object by forcing – i.e. *coercing* – *[Document]* into an *[Activity]* denotation. As pointed out by Ježek & Quochi (2010: 1465), coercion always involves an attested Source Type (e.g. *[Document]*) which is coerced into a Target Type to fit the verb’s selectional requirements (e.g. *[Activity]*)

### 2.2.1 Qualia Exploitation

This being said, if we look at Semantic Type Coercions from a sub lexical point of view, they can be considered exploitations\(^2\) of one of the available *qualia* roles associated with the Source Type not satisfying the verb’s selectional requirements (Pustejovsky & Ježek, 2008: 195).

*Qualia* structure is one of the four levels of representation involved in the computational apparatus of Generative Lexicon (Pustejovsky, 1995 & 1998) and it consists of the four most important semantic properties of any lexical item: its Formal, Constitutive, Telic and Agentive *qualia*. The term *qualia* comes from Latin and is the plural of the word *quale*, which means “what kind?”.

![Figure 3: The *qualia* structure of the noun sandwich](image)

(2018: 185)

As we can see in Figure 3, the Constitutive *quale* consists of all the parts that make up the entity we are dealing with – in this case, the sandwich’s ingredients. The Formal *quale* answers to the question “What sort of thing is this?” – in this case, a *[Physical Entity]*. The Telic *quale* – from the Greek word télos, i.e. *end* – expresses the function of the entity denoted by our lexical item – which, for a sandwich, is being eaten. Last but not least, the Agentive *quale* specifies the entity’s origin.

If we look at the metonymic sub pattern 1.1.m from Figure 2 under this new light, the Semantic Type Coercion [Document] → [Activity] can be interpreted as an exploitation of either the Telic *quale* “reading” or the Agentive *quale* “writing”, both associated with the qualia structure of any document, since we write so that others can read. It will be the broader context to assign the correct interpretation.

### 2.3 The System of Semantic Type labels

The list of SemTypes used in CROATPAS is taken from the Italian TPAS resource (Ježek et al., 2014) and belongs to the TPAS ontology (Ježek, 2019), a hierarchically organised set of labels originating from the Brandeis Shallow Ontology (Pustejovsky et al., 2004) currently containing 180 bracketed labels, such as *[Human]*, [Document], and so forth.

Despite looking like ontological categories, SemTypes are semantic classes obtained by “manual clustering and generalization over sets of lexical items found in the argument positions” in valency structures taken from large corpora (Ježek et al., 2014: 891). They are thus able to mirror the way humans talk about entities, states and events through language.

According to Generative Lexicon, SemTypes can be divided into three groups depending on their internal structure:

---

2 Be aware that term *exploitation* in this paper may refer to two different frameworks: in section 2.1 it falls within Hank’s Theory of Norms and Exploitations, while in section 2.2.1 and 2.3 we generally use it in the expression “qualia exploitation”, which pertains to Generative Lexicon terminology.
1) Natural Types referring to natural concepts characterised only by a Formal and a Constitutive quale, e.g. [Animal] or [Natural Landscape Feature];
2) Artifactual or Tensor Types denoting man-made entities usually possessing also a Telic and an Agentive quale to express their purpose and origin, e.g. [Beverage];
3) Complex Types characterised by multiple Semantic Types clustered together and normally used to denote inherently polysemous lexical items, e.g. [Institution].

If Tensor Types are characterised by an asymmetrical structure linking their head SemType to a component of its quale structure, as in [Beverage ⊗ Telic Activity], Complex Types are generally internally symmetrical, as in the case of [Institution = Human Group • Abstract Entity]. Since a dot is used to link together their components, Complex Types are also called Dot Objects.

Artifactual Types are those usually instantiating metonymic shifts via Qualia Exploitation whereas, Complex Types can either allow for co-predication or, when only one of their senses is used, for Dot Exploitation. Since differentiating between Qualia Exploitation and Dot Exploitation is not always clear-cut, the TPAS ontology (Ježek, 2019) keeps track of all acknowledged Complex Types by treating them as cases of multiple inheritance, i.e. by anchoring them to multiple positions within the SemType hierarchical system as in Figure 4, where [Institution] inherits from both [Abstract Entity] and [Human Group].

As a result of our metonymy annotation exercise, we were able to enrich the 457 patterns stored in CROATPAS adding 106 metonymic sub patterns. The metonymic corpus lines justifying these sub patterns are 1,052, a number which is already included in the over 22,000 annotated corpus lines currently linked to the resource.

As we can see above, 5 different Semantic Type coercions are nested within the same sub pattern, namely [Musical Composition] → [Sound], [Activity] → [Sound], [Human = Singer | Composer] → [Sound], [Human Group: Band] → [Sound] and [Sound Maker] → [Sound]. Each of them counts as an instance of the Semantic Type Coercion they stand for, which might have other instances in other sub patterns. All of the coercion instances above occur on the direct object slot of pattern 1 of the verb slušati (English, to listen) and are justified by corpus examples such as...

---

3 See Appendix 1 for a complete list of all the CROATPAS verbs in our sample, together with their TPAS counterparts and English equivalents. In the Italian list, the verbs sentire and guidare appear twice because we decided to create entries for more than one of their Croatian translational equivalents, namely cuti (to hear) and osjećati/osjetiti (to feel) for the first, voditi/provodići (to lead) and voziti (to drive) for the second. On the other hand, one of the verbs from the original list of Ježek & Quochi (2010) has not been taken into account because its Croatian translational equivalent was deemed too polysemous, namely ići (Italian, recarsti; English to go).

4 Since Croatian is a Slavic language, we usually deal with verb pairs made up of a perfective and imperfective variant, for instance piti/popiti (imperfective/perfective - English, to drink). All variants are treated and annotated as independent verb entries, in order to collect corpus-based evidence to evaluate to what extent verb meaning depends on aspectual differences.
the ones in Figure 6. We are going to focus on the three highlighted ones.

As we can see from the data, the most frequently annotated Semantic Type coercion in our sample happens to be [Area] → [Human Group], which makes up for 25 out of the 179 attested occurrences of our 62 different Semantic Type Coercions. As for the second and the third most frequent coercions, we can say that they not only share the same Source Type as the most frequent one, but their Target Types are also somewhat hierarchically related, since [Human Group] is one of the constituents of the Complex Type [Institution] and [Football Team] is a hyponym of [Human Group]. The metonymic sub pattern 2.1.m in Figure 7 encoding the Semantic Type coercion [Area] → [Human Group: Football Team] will give us an idea of how this specific coercion works.

In the sentence “U rodištu bebe slušaju Mozarta i Vivaldija” (English, “In maternity wards, babies listen to Mozart and Vivaldi”), we have two examples of the classic metonymy author/work, which in our framework translates to the Semantic Type coercion [Human = Composer] → [Sound]. The same applies to “Slušam neki metal band” (English, “I am listening to a certain metal band”), where it is not the group but the music they play that is being listened to, thus giving rise to the coercion [Human Group: Band] → [Sound]. Finally, in “Slušam korake izgubljenih ljubavnika” (English, “I listen to the footsteps of lost lovers”), the direct object we should be “listening to” is footsteps, a lexical item that according to our ontology can be labelled as an [Activity]. However, it is only the [Sound] of said activity which can be heard, thus justifying the coercion [Activity] → [Sound].

### 3.1 The most frequent Semantic Type coercions

In our annotation exercise, we managed to identify a total of 179 Semantic Type coercions of 62 different kinds (see Appendix 2 for the full list). Table 2 portrays the 15 most frequent coercions in our inventory. Since we did not extract the number of corpus lines each Semantic Type coercion is exemplified by, the figures in the third column report the coercion instances, i.e. the amount of times each coercion appears in a different sub pattern or in a different argument slot within the same sub pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Semantic Type Coercion</th>
<th>Coercion instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Area &gt; Human Group</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Area &gt; Institution</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Area &gt; Human Group: Football Team</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Artifact &gt; Activity</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Business Enterprise &gt; Road Vehicle</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Musical Composition &gt; Sound</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Concept &gt; Human Group</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sound Maker &gt; Sound</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Activity &gt; Sound</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Beverage &gt; Activity</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Building &gt; Activity</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Event &gt; Location</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Food &gt; Activity</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Bomb &gt; Sound</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Document &gt; Activity</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Our 15 most frequent Semantic Type coercions

When saying a sentence like “Hrvatska će ugostiti Srbiju u četvrtfinalu” (which translates to “Croatia will host Serbia for the quarter final”), the SemType [Area] is coerced into a [Football Team], since what the speaker actually means is that the Croatian national team will play against the Serbian one, and not the respective geographical areas.

### 3.2 The most coercive Croatian verbs

The CROATPAS verbs giving rise to the most Semantic Type coercions are the following: tutnjati (English, to rumble) with 11 coercions to be traced back to only 2 observed patterns; odjekivati (English, to echo) with 10 coercions and only 3 patterns; okrenuti (English, to turn) with 9 SemType coercions and 16 patterns, followed by both the perfectly and imperfective variant of the Croatian equivalent of to listen – namely slušati and poslušati – both with 3 recorded senses and 9 metonymic sub patterns each.

Since after these first five verbs the number of SemType coercions drastically diminishes to 5 or less for the rest of the sample, it is not unreasonable to suggest that verbs of hearing are particularly well suited to trigger metonymic shifts within their valency structure. To give an idea of the mechanisms at play in these sound-focused coercions, take a look at Figure 8.

As we can see, pattern 1.1.m lists all the SemTypes of the entities whose sound can rumble, roar or echo (e.g. [Vehicle], [Weather Event], [Engine], [Sound Maker]…) and provides also some particularly well-suited examples between square brackets, such as vlak (English, train), olaža (English, storm) and motor (English, engine). In all of these instances, a qualia role of the entity in object
position is exploited and coerced into a [Sound], like in the case of sirene (English, sirens), whose Telic quale is “producing a sound”.

3.3 Semantic Type coercions and clause roles

If we look at the clause roles where Semantic Type coercions take place (see Table 3), we can see that approximately half of the observed metonymic shifts take place in the subject slot, nearly 40% involves the verb’s direct object and 14% indirect complements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argument slots</th>
<th>Coercion instances</th>
<th>Coercion %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>47.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>38.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect complements</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Semantic Type Coercions by clause roles

Even though subjects, objects and indirect complements are not equally distributed across the verb sample, the percentages in Table 2 still demonstrate that all argument slots can be good candidates for metonyms to take place.

3.4 Source Types and Target Types

As previously mentioned, Semantic Type Coercions can also be analysed in terms of Source Type and Target Type (Ježek & Quochi: 2010). As we could have already guessed from the most coercive verbs mentioned in section 3.2, the most frequent Target Type is [Sound], which appears in 39 Semantic Type coercions instances out of 179. The second most frequent Target Type is [Human Group] (30 instances), followed by [Activity] (29) and [Institution] (20), which – if considered as a hyponym of [Human Group] – would actually cause the latter to become the most frequent Target Type overall.

As for Source Types, as it was to be expected from the data in Table 2, the most frequent Type is [Area], appearing in 53 coercion instances, followed by [Human] (16 instances) and both [Activity] and [Business Enterprise] at 11. Since [Event] – hypernym of [Activity] – is used as Source Type in 7 more Semantic Type coercions, it might be worth looking at an example. We are talking, for instance, of alternations like [Activity] → [Sound], which are triggered by words such as korake (English, steps) when used as direct objects of verbs such as slušati (English, to listen).

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented the first results of a metonymy annotation exercise on a sample of 101 Croatian verb entries taken from the semantic resource CROATPAS (Marini & Ježek, 2019), a digital repository of verb argument structures manually annotated with Semantic Type labels on their argumental structure. At present, the resource contains 457 patterns and 106 metonymic sub patterns. The overall number of annotated corpus lines is 22,052, of which 1,052 are linked to the 106 metonymic sub patterns they provide evidence for. We explained the mechanism underlying how metonymy works in our chosen framework and provided an overview of the set of semantic labels we used, together with a clarification of our verb choice. Our results show that [Area] → [Human Group] proves to be our most frequent Semantic Type Coercion, appearing 25 out of 179 times. Sound verbs such as tutnjati (English, to rumble), odješivati (English, to echo) and slušati/poštušati (English, to listen) position themselves amongst the most coercive verbs in the sample: a result supported also by the fact that the most frequent Target Type, appearing in 39 coercion instances out of 179, is [Sound]. On the other hand, the most frequent Source Type is [Area], a finding which agrees with the data on the most frequent Semantic Type coercions overall. From a tentative analysis of clause role predisposition to Semantic Type Coercion, all argument slots seem to be able to enable the shift. In order to give a stronger claim to our results and evaluate the CROATPAS resource, we plan on involving other annotators and devise a task to measure the degree of Inter Annotator Agreement. Once evaluated, we believe that our inventory of manually annotated metonymic corpus lines could be used as training data to develop an automatic metonymy recognition method. Current ongoing work is focussed on comparing our results with an equivalent annotation performed in the TPAS resource on the set of Italian verbs which corresponds to the first half of our Croatian sample (Romani, 2020). We expect this comparison to provide cross-linguistic insights on the linguistic and cognitive basis of metonymy shifts.

5. References

## Appendix 1:
The Croatian verb entries from CROATPAS used for our Semantic Type Coercion exercise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CROATPAS</th>
<th>TPAS</th>
<th>English translations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 bacati/baciti</td>
<td>lanciare</td>
<td>to throw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 čitati/pročitati</td>
<td>leggere</td>
<td>to read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 čuti</td>
<td>sentire*</td>
<td>to hear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 čuvati/očuvati</td>
<td>conservare</td>
<td>to preserve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 dirati/dirnuti</td>
<td>toccare</td>
<td>to touch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 djelovati</td>
<td>agire</td>
<td>to act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 dočekivati/dočekati</td>
<td>accogliere</td>
<td>to welcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 dolaziti/doći</td>
<td>arrivare</td>
<td>to arrive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 dovršavati/dovršiti</td>
<td>completare</td>
<td>to complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 gostiti/ugostiti</td>
<td>ospitare</td>
<td>to accommodate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 informirati</td>
<td>informare</td>
<td>to inform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 isključivati/isklučiti</td>
<td>escludere</td>
<td>to exclude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 jesti/pojesti</td>
<td>mangiare</td>
<td>to eat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 kontaktirati</td>
<td>contattare</td>
<td>to contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 kriti/sakriti</td>
<td>nascondere</td>
<td>to hide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 liječiti/izliječiti</td>
<td>curare</td>
<td>to heal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 napredovati</td>
<td>avanzare</td>
<td>to advance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 obavještavati/obavijestiti</td>
<td>avvisare</td>
<td>to apprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 objašnjavati/objasniti</td>
<td>precisare</td>
<td>to specify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 objavljuvati/objaviti</td>
<td>annunciare</td>
<td>to announce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 odjekivati/odjeknuti</td>
<td>echeggiare</td>
<td>to echo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 okretati/okrenuti</td>
<td>girare</td>
<td>to turn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 organizirati</td>
<td>organizzare</td>
<td>to organise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 osjećati/osjetiti</td>
<td>sentire*</td>
<td>to feel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 osnovati/osnivati</td>
<td>fondare</td>
<td>to found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 padati/pasti</td>
<td>cadere</td>
<td>to fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 parkirati</td>
<td>parcheggiare</td>
<td>to park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 piti/popiti</td>
<td>bere</td>
<td>to drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 početi/započeti</td>
<td>cominciare</td>
<td>to commence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 podvrgnuti</td>
<td>sottoporre</td>
<td>to submit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Verbs marked by an asterisk (*) appear twice.
31 pokušavati/pokušati  tentare  to try
32 posjećivati/posjetiti  visitare  to visit
33 posuđivati/posuditi  prestare  to lend
34 preferirati  preferire  to prefer
35 prekidati/prekinuti  interrompere  to interrupt
36 preporučivati/preporučiti  consigliare  to advise
37 približavati/približiti  avvicinare  to approach
38 prpadati/prpasti  appartenere  to belong
39 raditi/uraditi  funzionare  to work
40 rezervirati  riservare  to book
41 slijetati/sletjeti  atterrare  to land
42 slušati/poslušati  ascoltare  to listen
43 snimati/snimiti  riprendere  to shoot
44 spasavati/spasiti  salvare  to save
45 stizati/stići  raggiungere  to reach
46 tutnjati  rimbombare  to rumble
47 tužiti/optužiti  accusare  to accuse
48 ubijati/ubiti  uccidere  to kill
49 ujedinjavati/ujediniti  unire  to unite
50 upravljati  dirigere  to manage
51 uzlaziti/uzaći  salire  to rise
52 voditi/provoditi  guidare*  to lead
53 voziti  guidare*  to drive
54 zaključivati/zaključiti  concludere  to conclude
55 završavati/završiti  finire  to finish
56 žderati/požderati  divorare  to devour
57 zvati/pozvati  chiamare  to call
Appendix 2:

The complete list of the Semantic Type Coercions resulting from our annotation exercise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Semantic Type Coercion</th>
<th>Raw frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Area &gt; Human Group</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Area &gt; Institution</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Area &gt; Human Group: Football Team</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Artifact &gt; Activity</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Business Enterprise &gt; Road Vehicle</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Musical Composition &gt; Sound</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Concept &gt; Human Group</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sound Maker &gt; Sound</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Activity &gt; Sound</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Beverage &gt; Activity</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Building &gt; Activity</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Event &gt; Location</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Food &gt; Activity</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Bomb &gt; Sound</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Document &gt; Activity</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Document &gt; Narrative</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Event &gt; Sound</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Activity &gt; Food</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Activity &gt; Information</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Activity &gt; Location</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Artwork &gt; Activity</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Business Enterprise &gt; Flying Vehicle</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Business Enterprise &gt; Location</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Container &gt; Beverage</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Engine &gt; Sound</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Flying Vehicle &gt; Human</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Food &gt; Flavour</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Human &gt; Document</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Coercions ranked 58 (srce > Sound) and 59 (suze | smijeh | smiješak > Emotion) do not have a proper Source Types but only source lexical items due to the fact that they belong to idiomatic patterns. In the first case, srce (English, heart) can be coerced into a sound since hearts usually have a heartbeat. As for the second case, although the words suze (English, tears), smijeh (English, laughter) and smiješak (English, smile) are all coerced into the emotions they typically represent, they cannot be grouped into a shared SemType since some of them are [Physical Entities] (e.g. suze), while others are [Activities] (e.g. smijeh and smiješak).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Human &gt; Flying Vehicle</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Human &gt; Information</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Human &gt; Information: Advice</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Human &gt; Road Vehicle</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Human &gt; Sound</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Human &gt; Speech Act</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Human Group &gt; Sound</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Part of Language &gt; Sound</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Physical Entity &gt; Activity</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Proposition &gt; Sound</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Route &gt; Activity</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Activity &gt; Asset: Victory</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Area &gt; Activity: Car Race</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Asset &gt; Money Value</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Business Enterprise &gt; Food</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Container &gt; Food</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Deity &gt; Information: Advice</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Device &gt; Asset</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Human &gt; Musical Composition</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Human &gt; Part of Language</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Institution &gt; Money Value</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Location &gt; Activity</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Location &gt; Sound</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Metal &gt; Asset: Award</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Musical Instrument &gt; Sound</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Natural Landscape Feature &gt; Sound</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Part of Body &gt; Sound</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Part of Language &gt; Activity</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Physical Entity &gt; Smell</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td><em>srce</em> &gt; Sound</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>*suze</td>
<td>smije</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Time Period &gt; Sound</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Vehicle &gt; Sound</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Weather Event &gt; Sound</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

In this paper, we present the ForwardQuestions data set, made of human-generated questions related to knowledge triples. This data set results from the conversion and merger of the existing SimpleDBPediaQA and SimpleQuestionsWikidata data sets, including the mapping of predicates from DBPedia to Wikidata, and the selection of ‘forward’ questions as opposed to ‘backward’ ones. The new data set can be used to generate novel questions given an unseen Wikidata triple, by replacing the subjects of existing questions with the new one and then selecting the best candidate questions using semantic and syntactic criteria. Evaluation results indicate that the question generation method using ForwardQuestions improves the quality of questions by about 20% with respect to a baseline not using ranking criteria.

Keywords: Question generation, linked data, knowledge triples, semantic mapping.

1. Introduction

Question generation from linked data is a promising approach for producing large corpora of questions and answers. A primary use of these corpora is for training and evaluating question answering systems (Duan et al., 2017), while other uses are for education (Pham et al., 2018), tutoring (Su et al., 2019), or entertainment. Automatic question generation can be based on texts or on large repositories of linked data. In the latter case, an initial set of human-generated questions is often necessary to generate new ones, but such data sets are strongly related to specific linked data formats, and are difficult to port to new repositories.

In this paper, we present the ForwardQuestions corpus of human-generated questions associated to knowledge triples from the Wikidata knowledge base. We constructed this corpus by converting and merging two partially overlapping corpora of questions, SimpleDBPediaQA and SimpleQuestionsWikidata, which were separately derived from subsets of the SimpleQuestions corpus. These three data sets are respectively based on DBpedia, Wikidata and Freebase, but the latter resource is no longer available.

Specifically, we enriched SimpleQuestionsWikidata with a substantial number of questions from SimpleDBPediaQA, by converting DBpedia predicates to Wikidata ones and keeping only the ‘forward’ questions, given our final goal of quiz generation.1 The overlap between these two resources is only of 32%, showing that the resulting data set has considerable novelty. As a result, we make available, under the Creative Commons Attribution license (BY), the ForwardQuestions corpus of 38k questions related to 94 different Wikidata predicates.2 Furthermore, we show how ForwardQuestions can be used to generate new questions from previously unseen triples, by replacing the subjects of existing questions with new ones, and then ranking candidate questions on semantic and syntactic criteria. The questions can be used, for instance, in a chatbot that generates quizzes on any topic indicated by a user, thanks to a strategy for selecting relevant triples from Wikidata. The evaluation results with human subjects who rate the quality of the questions show that the best questions generated by our method reach about 80% approval, of which 10 points are due to the question ranking method. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related work and present the SimpleQuestions, SimpleDBPediaQA and SimpleQuestionsWikidata resources. In Section 3 we explain how the latter two data sets were converted and merged into the new ForwardQuestions data set. In Section 4, we describe our template-based question generation method and the semantic and syntactic ranking strategies, used in a chatbot presented briefly in Section 5. In Section 6, we define the evaluation protocol and quantify the improvements brought by our resource and question generation method.

2. Relation to Previous Work

Question answering (QA) has been extensively researched in the past. Many methods use textual documents to find answers, while others consider knowledge bases, such as large sets of knowledge triples (subject, predicate, object). QA over knowledge bases requires data sets with questions and their answers, for training and evaluation. For instance, the data sets used for the QALD evaluations (Unger et al., 2016) typically include hundreds of questions, most

1"Forward" questions are those bearing on the object of a (subject, predicate, object) triple. They typically have smaller sets of correct answers than ‘backward’ questions (see 2.2 and 3.2). Note that ‘subject’ and ‘object’ refer to the entities appearing in first and third position in the triples, but depending on how the predicate is expressed in a sentence, their grammatical functions can be reversed.

2github.com/johannamelly/ForwardQuestions.
of which can be answered based on a single triple, while others require a combination of triples.

In the past, triple stores such as Freebase (with around 40 million entities) or DBpedia (an order of magnitude smaller) have been used to design QA systems (Bast and Haussmann, 2015). The termination of the Freebase repository raised the question of resource conversion to DBpedia, or to the more recent Wikidata triple store,\(^3\) which is a knowledge graph derived from Wikipedia infoboxes and allows data querying with SPARQL (Malyshhev et al., 2018). The main challenge remains however the generation of questions from triples, which is a costly process that has been partially automated in the past, as we briefly review hereafter.

### 2.1. Automatic Question Generation

Existing methods for question generation start either from textual data or from knowledge triples. Heilman and Smith (2010) defined rules for syntactic transformation of declarative sentences into questions, which were then ranked by a logistic regression model, reaching an acceptance rate of about 50% for the 20% top-ranked questions. Chali and Hasan (2015) used named entity and predicate-argument information to generate questions, but evaluated them only automatically. They used LDA to estimate topic relevance, and syntactic tree kernels for grammaticality judgments. A rule-based approach to generate questions from relative subordinate sentences extracted from Wikipedia was proposed by Khullar et al. (2018). This method generated better questions than Heilman and Smith, but relied crucially on the availability of relative pronouns and adverbs.

More recent models attempt to generate questions from sentences using deep neural networks, e.g. starting from a sentence and the intended answer word (Sun et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018). Currently, their accuracy on long sentences such as those from Wikipedia is sufficient for quiz generation, especially since they were only evaluated by quantitative comparisons to the SQuAD data set (Rajpurkar et al., 2016)). Recent improvements aim at predicting the question type from the answer and then add this prediction to the neural generator (Zhou et al., 2019).

Serban et al. (2016) proposed two methods for question generation from Freebase. The neural network approach used TransE multi-relational embeddings (Bordes et al., 2013) and leveraged conditional language generation models. They generated a corpus of 30 million questions based on Freebase triples, which were evaluated with the BLEU metric and partly with human judges. Their template-based baseline model scored only slightly below, but is applicable also when TransE embeddings are not available – hence, it is the starting point of our present proposal.

### 2.2. Human-generated Questions from Triples

The SimpleQuestions dataset (Bordes et al., 2015)\(^4\) features 108,442 questions in English obtained through a crowdsourcing platform. Each question is accompanied by the knowledge triple from Freebase on which it is based, which also provides its answer. For instance, one question is “What does Jimmy Neutron do?”, and the triple (‘Jimmy Neutron’, ‘fictional character occupation’, ‘inventor’) indicates that the answer is “inventor”.

An important distinction introduced by SimpleQuestions, coming from the observation of human-generated questions, is between forward and backward questions. A forward question bears on the object of a triple, while a backward one bears on its subject, and is often formulated using passive voice. For instance, from the triple (‘The Dishwasher: Dead Samurai’, ‘publisher’, ‘Xbox Game Studios’), someone generated the question “What company published The Dishwasher: Dead Samurai?”, which is a forward one. However, from the triple (‘Ramphone’, ‘publisher’, ‘Midway Games’), someone wrote the question “What game is published by Midway Games?”, which is a backward one. One reason to consider this distinction is that predicates do not appear in both active and passive forms in the triple store, so questions are allowed to bear on the subject or object of a triple.

Due to the termination of Freebase, the triples of a subset of questions from SimpleQuestions have been converted to DBpedia triples, resulting in the SimpleDBpediaQA data set (Azmy et al., 2018).\(^5\) Two formatted questions from this data set are presented in Table 1. ‘Query’ is the original question formulated over a Freebase triple, whose former predicate URL is given under ‘Freebase Predicate’. ‘Subject’ points to the URL of the concept on DBpedia. There are three subfields under ‘predicate list’: the DBpedia URL of the predicate, the direction of the question (forward or backward), and a constraint on the expected answer type for backward questions.

A subset of SimpleQuestions different from the one above has been converted to Wikidata triples, resulting in the SimpleQuestionsWikidata set (Diefenbach et al., 2017).\(^6\) The resource is available as a text document, formatted as shown in Table 2. Each line has four tab-separated fields, containing the Wikidata identifier of the triple’s subject, predicate, and object, and the question itself. The predicates of forward questions have Wikidata identifiers prefixed with ‘P’, e.g. ‘P413’ refers to the Wikidata property at www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P413 with the English label “position played on team / speciality”. Backward questions are indicated by predicates whose initial letter was changed from ‘P’ to ‘R’, as in the third example from Table 2, where ‘R509’ indicates the fact that the ‘P509’ property (“cause of death”, www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P509) holds between the object and the subject and not vice-versa, and that the actual triple in Wikidata is (Q6371569, R509, Q12152), “Karl Anton Rickenbacher died of myocardial infarction.”

Finally, a smaller set of about 700 questions collected from users over Wikidata triples is also available as the WD AquaCore0Wikidata set (Diefenbach et al., 2017).\(^7\)

---

\(^3\) [www.wikidata.org](https://www.wikidata.org)

\(^4\) Part of the bAbI evaluation tasks from Facebook Research: research.fb.com/downloads/babi/.

\(^5\) [github.com/castorini/SimpleDBpediaQA](https://github.com/castorini/SimpleDBpediaQA)


\(^7\) [github.com/WDAqua/WDAquaCore0Questions](https://github.com/WDAqua/WDAquaCore0Questions).
Table 1: Examples of SimpleDBpediaQA entries: a forward and a backward question.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Freebase Predicate List</th>
<th>Predicate</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Constraint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 2: Examples of SimpleWikidataQA entries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Pred.</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q2747238</td>
<td>P413</td>
<td>Q5059480</td>
<td>what position does carlos gomez play?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1176417</td>
<td>P136</td>
<td>Q37073</td>
<td>what type of music does david ruffin play?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12152</td>
<td>R509</td>
<td>Q6371569</td>
<td>which swiss conductor's cause of death is myocardial infarction?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Comparison of SimpleDBpediaQA and SimpleQuestionsWikidata

From the 108,442 entries in SimpleQuestions, 43,086 were included in SimpleDBpediaQA, while 49,202 were included in SimpleQuestionsWikidata. There is therefore a potential to select more of the original questions for inclusion in ForwardQuestions.

Questions in SimpleDBpediaQA are not accompanied by the object of their triple, which means that their correct answer cannot be verified directly from the data set, unlike those from SimpleQuestionsWikidata, as it appears when comparing Table 1 with Table 2. This is not a major problem, nevertheless, because: (1) in general, the correct answer may not be unique even if the question is based on a single triple (e.g. “who are the children of Barack Obama?”), so the underlying triple store is still needed to verify the answer; (2) for our intended use, the questions from the database are only used as templates to generate new questions from new triples (see Section 4), therefore the objects of the original triples are never needed.

Qualitatively, the questions in SimpleDBpediaQA cover a smaller range of predicates than those in SimpleQuestionsWikidata, and contain fewer questions per triple. The latter set uses Wikidata predicates, which are often more fine-grained than the DBpedia ones (for instance distinguishing ‘father’ and ‘mother’ where DBpedia has only ‘parent’).

Another qualitative observation is that SimpleDBpediaQA contains a somewhat larger proportion of triples that are not useful for question generation, as they correspond to various numeric identifiers of entities in 3rd party repositories.

3. The ForwardQuestions Data Set

3.1. Motivation for ForwardQuestions

DBpedia or Wikidata triples represent only small subsets of the knowledge embodied in Wikipedia, which is why it may seem that generating questions directly from Wikipedia sentences could lead to more varied questions (Heilman and Smith, 2010; Chali and Hasan, 2015). However, our pilot experiments in this direction pointed to strong limitations. For instance, we considered identifying patterns such as verb + named entity in sentences from Wikipedia, and then reversing them to build a question, e.g. from “World War II ended in 1945” we aimed to derive “When did World War II end?” However, several difficulties appeared: (1) the VB+NE pattern also applies to relative clauses (e.g. “Billie Joe Armstrong took two years to write American Idiot”) from which questions cannot be easily generated; (2) the interrogative word is hard to predict; (3) pronouns lead to unintelligible questions; (4) answers should not be limited to named entities.

Therefore, we turned to the use of knowledge triples, following the template-based baseline proposed by Serban et al. (2016). Triples enable a straightforward generation method: transform the triple (subject, predicate, object) into a question bearing on the ‘predicate’ property of the ‘subject’, knowing that ‘object’ one of the correct answers. For instance, from (‘Harry Potter’, ‘mother’, ‘Lily Potter’) one can construct “Who is the mother of Harry Potter?” Note that ‘subject’ and ‘object’ do not necessarily have these grammatical functions in the sentence from which the triple was generated, as these functions depend on the form of the predicate. In the above example, the natural formulation “Lily Potter is the mother of Harry Potter” actually reverses these roles.
It appeared however that, in general, the specific wordings describing the subject, the predicate, and the expected type of answer are difficult to generate correctly. For instance, from (‘Harry Potter’, ‘composer’, ‘John Williams’), the derived question “Who is the composer of Harry Potter?” is incorrectly formulated – a correct version is “Which composer wrote the music for the film Harry Potter?”. This is why we use template-based generation from questions written by humans in the ForwardQuestions data set.

3.2. Construction of the Data Set
SimpleDBpediaQA and SimpleQuestionsWikidata are both subsets of SimpleQuestions. Hence, they have a certain amount of overlapping questions, but also some that are specific to each set. Therefore, merging the two subsets results in a larger one, named ForwardQuestions. Given their different formats, we decided to convert them to a new format, which preserves all the information from both data sets. This format also includes a template derived from each question, which can be used for question generation.

The main added value of the resource is the conversion of DBpedia predicates to Wikidata ones, resulting in a resource that is enriched with respect to both of its sources, although it still cannot recover all original SimpleQuestions items based on Freebase predicates, as not all of them have mappings in Wikidata.

We do not include backward questions, because they are not convenient for generating new questions. Indeed, they typically accept a much larger number of possible answers than forward ones, and may therefore appear as either too open or too easy. Indeed, asking about a property of a subject makes a good question, as subjects have a limited number of properties. However, asking which subjects have a given property is generally not a good question because the same property can potentially apply to a very large number of subjects. For instance, “In what country is Geneva?” is a good question, while “What city is in Switzerland?” is not, although both are based on (‘Geneva’, ‘country’, ‘Switzerland’). Given our goal of quiz generation, as subjects have a limited number of properties. However, asking which subjects have a given property is generally not a good question because the same property can potentially apply to a very large number of subjects. For instance, “In what country is Geneva?” is a good question, while “What city is in Switzerland?” is not, although both are based on (‘Geneva’, ‘country’, ‘Switzerland’).

We now describe the mapping process for the SimpleQuestionsWikidata entires, and discuss afterwards the differences with SimpleDBpediaQA. We process each (subject, predicate, object, question) line as follows. We first exclude predicate starting with an ‘R’ (backwards question). Then, we query the Wikidata API to find the English labels of the subject, predicate, and object, and exclude questions for which the subject or the predicate cannot be found. Next, we build a template from each question, for question generation. We identify the position of the subject in the question, and replace it with the string `<placeholder>`. As different referring expressions were sometimes used for subjects, we allow for some flexibility when matching subject labels. For instance, we replace dashes, apostrophes and non-ASCII characters with white spaces, to increase the number of matches. Still, due to misspellings, simplifications, confusion of subject or object, or insertion of external knowledge about the subject, no match can be identified for about 4% of the questions, which are excluded.

A similar conversion was performed for SimpleDBpediaQA entries, but this required a mapping of DBpedia predicates to Wikidata ones, which we explain in the next subsection. The subjects were also mapped to their Wikidata equivalent, using requests to the APIs and matching the English labels of the entities (as stated above, objects are missing in this case). As a result, each item appears in ForwardQuestions as follows:

- Question: full text and template based on it;
- Subject: label (English words) and Wikidata code;
- Predicate: label and Wikidata code;
- Object: if available, label and Wikidata code.

3.3. Converting DBpedia Predicates to Wikidata
Predicates from DBpedia appearing in SimpleDBpediaQA questions must be mapped to Wikidata ones before inclusion in ForwardQuestions. For instance, ‘playerPosition’ from DBpedia must be mapped to ‘position played on team / speciality’ (P413) in Wikidata. For some of the 6,236 Wikidata predicates, their equivalent in DBpedia is specified, but this happens only for 177 predicates out of the 365 ones appearing in SimpleDBpediaQA, leaving 188 predicates with no known DBpedia equivalents.

We mapped these 188 remaining predicates using two approaches. Firstly, we looked for partial matches of the DBpedia labels with those from an online list of 1,872 Wikidata predicates with labels. For example, for DBPedia’s ‘populationTotal’ predicate, we could easily find the equivalent Wikidata predicate ‘population’. Secondly, for non-matched labels, we performed a manual word-based search on Wikidata and selected the closest matching predicate.

The final mapping of predicates is provided with the ForwardQuestions data set in the mapping.json file of the Github repository (footnote 2). Each entry includes the DBpedia name and the matching Wikidata code, e.g. (‘primeMinister’, ‘p6’). The first 177 predicates are those with explicit DBpedia equivalents in Wikidata, while the following 188 ones are those we mapped. In fact, we mapped many more predicates than those actually appearing in the selected questions, in anticipation of future needs.

3.4. Results
To sum up, we merged the forward questions from SimpleDBpediaQA and SimpleQuestionsWikidata, discarded backwards ones, removed duplicates (32% of the SimpleDBpediaQA), converted DBpedia predicates to Wikidata ones, and generated question templates by replacing subjects with `<placeholder>`. The ForwardQuestions data set contains 38,480 questions, having in total 94 different predicates. The various filtering operations, especially backward question removal and subject matching, have led us to keep only about 35% of the original SimpleQuestionsWikidata entries.

---

8Found at quarry.wmflabs.org/run/45013/output/1/json. The gathering of all predicates in one list simply facilitated our search.
The most frequent predicate in ForwardQuestions is ‘genre’, which appears in more than 8,000 questions. Its meaning is quite general (akin to ‘type’ or ‘category’) and it can appear in triples concerning movies, books, music albums, artists, etc.\(^9\) The next predicates by decreasing frequency are ‘place of birth’, ‘country of citizenship’, ‘sex or gender’, and ‘position played on team / speciality’. The full list with frequencies is provided with the data set.

### 4. Question Generation from Triples

The ForwardQuestions is intended to help with the generation of new questions, from knowledge triples not included in the set. We propose a method inspired from the rule-based baseline from Serban et al. (2016), with the following differences. Their data set used Freebase, but we use Wikidata as the underlying triple store: our observations show that these predicates are often more precise, and specify sufficiently the type of the expected answer. For this reason, we created for each item in ForwardQuestions a template with a generic placeholder for the subject, unlike Serban et al. (2016) who use type-specific placeholders such as \(<\text{location placeholder}\>\), which strongly reduces the number of questions available for generation. It is still an open question whether the size of ForwardQuestions allows the training of deep learning models; for the time being, we use the following template-based generation method.

We generate a sample set of questions using 20 randomly selected templates among all those having the same predicate as the given triple, by replacing the placeholder of the question with the subject of the triple.\(^10\) We then rank the questions using semantic similarity (4.1) and a language model (4.2).

The main issue to address can be illustrated with the following example. If we use a template such as “What kind of music does \(<\text{placeholder}\>\) play?”, derived from (‘John Duffey’, ‘genre’, ‘bluegrass music’), but we want to generate a question based on the new triple (‘Claude Monet’, ‘genre’, ‘portrait’), then we obtain the question “What kind of music does Claude Monet play?”, with the expected correct answer being ‘portrait’. The question is incorrect because the rendering of the predicate ‘genre’ in the initial question is too specific and incompatible with the sense of the new triple. Alternatively, the reference to the subject in the template can also be too specific, e.g. if we use the template “What genre is the tv program \(<\text{placeholder}\>\) ?” with the triple above, we obtain the incorrect question “What genre is the tv program Claude Monet?”

#### 4.1. Ranking with semantic similarity

To avoid the issues exemplified above, we use semantic similarity between the word vectors provided by the word2vec library (Mikolov et al., 2013).\(^11\) We compare the average of the word vectors from the opening Wikipedia paragraph of the subject with the average of word vectors of the question template using cosine similarity. We also compute the similarity between the words of the template and those from the opening Wikipedia paragraph of the object, and retain the maximum of the two similarities as the semantic compatibility score of the question and the triple.

#### 4.2. Ranking with a language model

We observed that some ungrammatical questions obtained high semantic compatibility scores. Our second goal is thus to filter them out, using the KenLM language modeling software (Heafield et al., 2013)\(^12\) with a language model for English provided by Zamia.\(^13\) The perplexity score of the language model for the full question provides an estimate of the well-formedness of the question, i.e. a syntactic fluency score.

Therefore, for a given triple, we combine the semantic and fluency scores, giving more weight to the first one, and select the question which has the highest average score.

#### 5. Use of Questions for a Quiz Chatbot

The method for generating questions from arbitrary triples, using ForwardQuestions, can be used to build a quiz chatbot which prompts the user to select a topic. This topic is matched to a Wikipedia page, from which we find a reasonable number of interesting triples, from which questions can be generated as explained above. The chatbot proposes the questions one by one to the user, and compares their answers to the expected ones.\(^14\)

![Figure 1: Overview of the quiz generation chatbot.](image)

#### 5.1. Selection of Triples for a Given Topic

The Wikidata entry of the topic indicated by the user may contain a large triple set, but all of them have the topic itself as the subject. This reduces the diversity of questions, as all of them will bear on some property of the subject. With simplicity reasons, we did not experiment with more elaborate paragraph representation models.

\(^9\)For instance, the triple (‘John Duffey’, ‘genre’, ‘bluegrass music’) has the associated question “What kind of music does John Duffey play?”

\(^10\)We filter out any parentheses from the subject’s description, e.g. ‘The Danton (1983 film)’ is reduced to ‘The Danton’.

\(^11\)As implemented in the Gensim package (radimrehurek.github.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html) with Google’s pre-trained model. As the templates are very short, and for

\(^12\)github.com/kpu/kenlm

\(^13\)goofy.zamia.org/zamia-speech/lm/, large model

\(^14\)In other words, there are no follow-up questions, unlike Su et al.’s (2019) system, based on an ontology with RDF triples restricted to the dialogue domain.
For instance, if the topic is ‘Queen’, the British rock band (Q15862), then all questions from triples on their Wikidata page will have ‘Queen’ as the subject: “When was Queen founded?”, “What country is Queen from?”, “What is the music genre of Queen?”, etc.

To increase diversity, we select additional triples from entities that are related to the main one, as follows. First, we select a list of Wikidata predicates that tend to connect the subject to meaningful objects, such as ‘has part’ (P527). Using the Wikidata entries of these objects, we select additional triples. For instance, from (‘Queen’, ‘has part’, ‘Freddie Mercury’) we infer that ‘Freddie Mercury’ is a related entity, and find the triple (‘Freddie Mercury’, ‘religion’, ‘Zoroastrianism’) which allows us to build the question: “What was Freddie Mercury’s religion?” for the topic ‘Queen’. We identified about 50 such predicates that allow the extension of the topic.

However, some notions such as ‘Rock Music’ or ‘Cooking’ have few properties on their Wikidata pages, which is why we also use a second strategy, relying on the Wikipedia page of the subject. We use the “See also” or “Related topics” section to retrieve related subjects, but these sections are not always present and contain only a small list of subjects, of variable relevance. Therefore, we consider all hyperlinks from the page to other Wikipedia entries, and select the 20 first random subjects whose Wikidata entries contain at least 25 triples (so that each related subject has sufficient substance).

In addition, we merge the objects of triples that have the same subject and predicate, to obtain the list of all possible correct answers. For instance, from (‘Barack Obama’, ‘child’, ‘Malia Obama’) and (‘Barack Obama’, ‘child’, ‘Sasha Obama’), we obtain a single triple for question generation, with a list of two acceptable answers.

Finally, for any topic selected by the user, we randomly select 10 subjects found with the first method, and 20 found with the second one, with the aim of obtaining about 100 knowledge triples from which questions are generated.

5.2. Implementation of a Chatbot Prototype

We implemented a chatbot demo with the following components. Actions on Google is the front-end proposed by Google to create apps for its Google Home smart speaker. Dialogflow16, which is connected to Actions, enables the design of simple dialogue models. The backend, running on one of our servers, is coded in Python with the Flask web development framework. As we found that our question generation is too slow to run in real time (taking several minutes on a mid-range computer, especially due to querying Wikipedia pages), we generated questions offline for several subjects (“Olympic Games”, “Politics of the United States”, “Rock music”, “Super Mario Bros.”, “Switzerland”, “The Legend of Zelda”, and “World War II”). The chatbot proposes to the user three randomly selected topics, among which one must be chosen. Sample questions (Q) and their correct answers (A) for “World War II” are:

- Q: Which country was involved in the Eastern Front?
  A: Nazi Germany, Soviet Union, . . .
- Q: Who was one of the major figures in the Attack on Pearl Harbor?
  A: Husband Edward Kimmel, Mitsuo Fuchida, . . .
- Q: Who was the developer for A6M Zero?
  A: Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
- Q: What was the cause of death for Adolf Hitler?
  A: shot to the head, suicide by shooting

6. Evaluation of the Questions

The following evaluation protocol is targeted at the quality of the questions and their correct answer(s), and not at the usability of the chatbot, which depends also on the dialogue model and the speech recognition system. For each triple and question, we asked human judges to rate the following quality aspects:

1. Triple
   - Importance of predicate and object. How interesting are the predicate and the object? For instance, for the triple (“Super Mario Bros.”, “found”), the specification of the subject is incorrect given that Super Mario Bros. is a video game, not a film.
   - Specification of the subject. For instance, in the question “Who was responsible for the music in the film Super Mario Bros.?”, the specification of the subject is incorrect given that Super Mario Bros. is a video game, not a film.
   - Specification of the object. For instance, in “Which city in Scotland did J. R. R. Tolkien come from?”, the specification of the expect answer (the triple’s object) is wrong because Tolkien is from Birmingham, which is not in Scotland.
   - Formulation of the question. Is the question understandable and well-formed in English? This includes spelling mistakes. For instance, “Who was the published the game Harry Potter?” is poorly formulated.
   - Correctness of the expected answer. For instance, for “Who was the film Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows based on the story by?”, the expected answer is ‘Steve Kloves’ (author of the screenplay), but one may estimate that ‘J. K. Rowling’ should be the correct answer, as she is the author of the original book.

2. Question
   - (a) Specification of the subject.
   - (b) Specification of the object.
   - (c) Formulation of the question.
   - (d) Correctness of the expected answer.

3. Overall: is this a good item for a quiz?

We asked four persons not familiar with the project to perform the following comparison. Given a knowledge triple, we show them the best question found by our method and the worst one (also according to our method) from a random selection.
subset of 20 questions generated for the triple. The human must rate each of the questions, without knowing their origin, on a five-point scale for each criterion. The goal is thus to measure the improvement brought by our method, with respect to a rather poor question, but still much stronger than the worst of all questions. For a set of 105 triples and 210 questions, we obtained 472 ratings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Best question</th>
<th>Poor question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicate + object</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject specification</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object specification</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question formulation</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer correctness</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Average scores of the best question and of a random poor question on a five-point scale.

The results are presented in Table 3. On all but one dimension, the best question shows clear improvement with respect to the poor one. The best questions score below poor ones regarding “formulation”, but both scores are in fact rather high. With an overall quality of 3.35 out of 5, the questions are satisfactory, but there is also potential for progress.

The largest improvement brought by our method (1 point out of 5) is for the specification of the subject, which is excellent for the best questions. The specification of the object (expected answer) is also improved. This was indeed one of our main goals, given that user-generated questions often include specifiers which become incorrect when the subject is replaced with another one. The improvement of the expected answer is quite similar to the one for the specification of the object, as these two elements are closely related. Finally, the relevance of the predicate + object is quite high, showing that the triple selection method is effective.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the ForwardQuestion data set, which we make available under the same CC-BY licence. The data set results from the conversion and combination of the SimpleDBpediaQA and SimpleQuestionsWikidata datasets, in particular by mapping predicates from Freebase to Wikidata. The 38,480 questions of the data set are accompanied by templates where the subject is replaced by a placeholder, in preparation for question generation that can be used in a quiz chatbot. The difficulties of triple conversion and predicate mapping strongly point to the need for interoperable semantic annotation in the realm of knowledge-based question generation.

In future work on quiz generation, we aim to improve the relevance of the triples selected for a topic, as well as the diversity of the questions. While the size of the data set remains modest for use with deep learning generation methods, the triples could be used in conjunction with a pre-trained language model such as GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) or CTRL (Keskar et al., 2019), to serve as adaptation data for neural question generation conditioned on the triples.
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Abstract
We present some issues in the development of the semantic annotation of IMAGACT, a multimodal and multilingual ontology of actions. The resource is structured on action concepts that are meant to be cognitive entities and to which a linguistic caption is attached. For each of these concepts, we annotate the minimal thematic structure of the caption and the possible argument alternations allowed. We present some insights on this process with regard to the notion of thematic structure and the relationship between action concepts and linguistic expressions. From the empirical evidence provided by the annotation process, we discuss the very nature of thematic structure, arguing that it is neither a property of the verb itself nor a property of action concepts. We further show what is the relation between thematic structure and 1- the semantic variation of action verbs; 2- the lexical variation of action concepts.

Keywords: thematic structure, semantic roles, action verbs, action concepts

1. Introduction
In the last decades, great attention has been devoted to the development of computational verb lexicons in the field of natural language processing. Verbs are indeed the core of the sentence to which the other elements relate. VerbNet is a well-known outcome of this kind of effort, which has provided a comprehensive account of possible syntactic frames and argument structures associated with verbs (Kipper-Schuler, 2005). More recently, Uresova et al. (2018) started the implementation of a bilingual verb lexicon based on synonym relations. General information about verb lemmas can be found also in other lexical resources, such as FrameNet (Fillmore et al., 2004), PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) among many others.

The IMAGACT ontology of actions1 (Moneglia et al., 2012b; Panunzi et al., 2014) inserts itself in this trend, offering a multilingual repository of action verbs. The ontology consists of fine-grained categorization of action concepts, each represented by prototypical visual scenes in the form of short recorded videos or 3D animations. IMAGACT defines the meaning of an action verb through a set of scenes in the ontology, rather than towards dictionary definition or propositional representations within decompositional approaches (Dowty, 1979; Rappaport Hovav and Levin, 2012). Each action concept can be referred to one or more verbs (within and across languages). Moreover, action verbs are frequently general and refer to a set of action concepts. The visual representations convey information in a language-independent environment, modeling concepts without the bias coming from a monolingual approach.

In this paper, we present some insights on the semantic annotation of the IMAGACT ontology. For each action concept, we annotate the thematic structure (henceforth TS) and argument alternations for each of its linguistic captions. The resulting annotation can be inspected also from the action verb point of view, looking at its possible thematic configurations throughout the different concepts it can refer to. Starting from the empirical evidence provided by the annotation process, we reflect on the very nature of thematic structure, arguing that it is neither a property of the verb itself nor a property of the action concept. Moreover, we highlight what we can learn about the semantic variation of action verbs and the lexical variation of concepts from the annotation of TSs. It is possible indeed to inspect not only all the possible TSs for a given verb but also the TSs associated with a specific action concept. We believe that this is an additional value of the ontology and we show how it helps in understanding the relationship between the conceptualization of events and their linguistic encoding.

2. The IMAGACT ontology of actions
The IMAGACT multilingual Ontology of Actions contains 1010 scenes that represent the action concepts most commonly referred to in everyday language. Each scene is conceived as a prototypical instance (Rosch, 1983) of an action concept and constitutes the basic entity of reference of the action ontology. The scenes represented have been derived from occurrences of action verbs2 in two large spoken resources of English and Italian (Moneglia et al., 2012a). After this initial phase, the linguistic annotation for many other languages has been obtained through competence-based judgments by native speakers (Brown et al., 2014; Pan et al., 2018; Moneglia et al., 2018).

The database evolves continuously: at present, it contains around 8700 verbs from 15 languages3.

---

1http://www.imagact.it/

2Only in their basic, physical meaning, so excluding all metaphorical and phraseological uses. We refer the reader to Frontini et al. (2012; Moneglia et al. (2012a) for a description of the infrastructure and the annotation procedure; to Gagliardi (2013; Gagliardi (2014) for a summary of inter-annotator agreement values for this procedure.

3Besides English and Italian, the list of fully mapped language
IMAGACT can be queried in multiple ways. First, an action verb lemma can be searched to obtain the list of action concepts it refers to. This describes the semantic variation of a verb. Second, two verbs from the same language or from two different languages can be compared (fig 2), looking at the scenes that both can refer to (the column in the center in fig 2) and at those they separately describe. Third, a single action concept can be selected to look at the different verbs with which it is associated in one or two languages. In fig 1, for example, the scene representing the action of pressing a button is shown together with its linked verbs in English (on the left) and Italian (on the right). Lastly, actions can be searched among 9 classes, based on the informative focus of the action:

- Perspective centered on the Actor:
  - Actions referring to facial expression
  - Actions referring to the body
  - Movement in space
- Perspective centered on the Actor-Theme relation:
  - Modifications of the object
  - Deterioration of the object
  - Forces on the object
- Perspective centered on the Theme-Destination relation:
  - Change of location of the object
  - Setting relations among objects
  - Actions in inter-subjective space

3. Minimal Thematic Structure Annotation

Computational lexicons frequently provide information about the thematic structure and syntactic frame of verbs (see e.g. VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler, 2005), FrameNet (Fillmore et al., 2004) and PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005)). In these resources, the different entries of a verb are associated with their possible thematic structures and possible alternations are listed. Particularly, VerbNet has been built around the syntactic frames of verbs, following the identification of verb classes done by Levin (1993). This kind of annotation has shown to be useful for the development of statistical approaches for Semantic Role Labeling (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002) and numerous NLP applications (e.g. information extraction (Surdeanu et al., 2003), summarization (Melli et al., 2006), and machine translation (Boas, 2002)).

Usually, for a given verb, semantic roles are annotated, in order to specify the semantic relationship between the predicate and its arguments. In the IMAGACT ontology, we annotate the caption associated with a specific action concept in its minimal form. By minimal thematic structure, we refer to the simplest structure that is sufficient to interpret a verb as an instance of a specific action concept. The caption should indeed disambiguate the verb in referring to the specific scene represented.

The annotation interface allows us to select each argument in a caption and to assign a thematic role to it. An example of the result of this procedure is shown in fig. 3.

The set of semantic roles, based on those used in VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler, 2005), comprehends 13 roles, which are described as follows:

- Theme (TH): the subject/object that is undergoing to the event/action/motion denoted by the verb, both for a participant that change location and for a participant that change state (it comprehends both “theme” and “patient” roles);
- Agent (AG): an animate subject that intentionally performs the action denoted by the verb;
- Causer (CA): a “non-intentional agent”, such as machines and natural forces;
- Experiencer (EX): an animate subject that actively receives sensory or emotional input;
- Actor (AC): a participant that simultaneously play the roles of both Agent/Causer/Experiencer and Theme;
- Instrumental (IN): the medium used by an agent to act;
- Source (SO): the starting point of the motion or the origin of the action (it comprehends both “source” and “origin” roles);
- Destination (DE): the endpoint of the motion or the entity that benefits from the action (e.g. a change of possession; it comprehends “goal”, “destination”, “direction”, “beneficiary” and “recipient” roles);
- Location (LO): the place where the event/action/motion denoted by the verb occurs; also used for the path of the motion (it comprehends “location” and “path” roles);
- Time (TI): the time at which the event/action/motion occurs;
- Measure (ME): an expression of extension, range or degree along a dimension (length, weight, duration, cost, etc.)
- Unspecified reference (UN): an object of reference involved in the event/action/motion denoted by the verb, not identifiable in any other of the thematic roles proposed in the tag-set.
- Coagent (CO): a participant who performs the action denoted by the verb together with the main agent.

Given this setting, we obtain a representation of the different thematic structures (based on different verbs) that may describe the action concept. Moreover, similarly to other resources, we can look at the different thematic structure shown by a single verb (with reference to the different action concepts it may refer to).

In what follows, we report an overview of these two kinds of inspections of the TS annotation, showing what it is possible to observe once the annotation is completed. With examples from the English and Italian languages, we inspect comprehends Arab, Chinese, Danish, German, Hindi, Japanese, Polish, Portuguese, Serbian, Spanish, Greek, French and Urdu.
the semantic variation of some specific verbs and, also, the linguistic variation of a specific action concept.

3.1. Thematic structure and the semantic variation of verbs

The innovative methodology assumed by the IMAGACT ontology allows us to represent the meaning of an action verb through its referential properties, rather than by an
intensional definition. We can thus analyze the semantic variation of a verb through the prototypical action concepts it has been associated to, rather than by a list of senses. Furthermore, the annotation of captions TSs brings us an inventory of the possible syntactic frames the verb occurs with.

From the annotation process of the IMAGACT verbs inventory, we observe that different possibilities occur:

- verbs may present only one TS;
- verbs may show different TSs.

The first case is shown by so-called activity verbs, such as to drink, which present only one TS through their variation. In this case, this fact is linked to the low range of meanings associated with the verb. To drink, indeed, can be interpreted as having only one meaning. Its minimal TS will be always AG-V (since the theme is not necessary to correctly identify the action concept), no matter the kind of agents involved:

(1) John drinks.
(2) The cat drinks.
(3) The horse drinks.

However, not only activity verbs can present only one TS. The verb to close, for example, shows a significant variation in the IMAGACT ontology (7 action types, four of them represented in fig. 4), but all types present the same TS (AG-V-TH).

As an example of a verb with multiple TSs, consider the verb to press. It shows ten different action types in IMAGACT and it is possible to observe how concepts group based on their TS. Two action types (represented in table 1 and 2) share the Agent - Verb - Theme - Destination structure. In both cases, the Destination is necessary to represent the action concept, which cannot be identified otherwise. Both concepts concern the change of shape of the Theme, whose form is modified by the event. In this case, sharing the same TS is linked to a cognitive similarity of the action concept.

These latter three action concepts are associated also by the different argument alternations they allow, contrary to the scenes in tables 1 and 2. Their thematic structures can be modified so that the arguments have different syntactic re-
lations with the verb. Specifically, they allow a conative alternation (Levin, 1993) and what we call theme-instrument alternation. The first one can be defined as “a transitivity alternation in which the objects of the verb in the transitive variant turns up in the intransitive conative variant as the object of the preposition in a prepositional phrase headed by the preposition at (sometimes on with certain verb of ingesting and the push/pull verbs)” (Levin, 1993, p.42).

- Type 3: The doctor presses the shoulder → The doctor presses on the shoulder
- Type 4: John presses the button → John presses on the button
- Type 8: John presses the pedal → John presses on the pedal

This alternation is not allowed for the action concepts in table 1 and 2, as the next sentences show:

- Type 1: *John presses at/on the scraps into a block.
- Type 2: *John presses at/on the fabric into a ball.

The alternation between the Theme and the Instrument is not listed in Levin (1993). In this case, the Instrument from sentence b (which can be seen as the result of a conative alternation) becomes the Theme in sentence c.

(4) a. The doctor presses the shoulder with his hand
   b. The doctor presses on the shoulder with his hand
   c. The doctor presses his hand on the shoulder

This alternation can be considered as a particular case of a locative alternation. In terms of Levin, the noun shoulder would represent the location argument, whereas hand would be considered the locatum. Also, in this case, the theme-instrument alternation does not apply to all types of the variation of to press but rather characterizes specific types.

(5) John presses the button → John presses the button with his finger
    (AG–V–TH–MANNER)
(6) *John presses the pedal → John presses the pedal with his foot
    (AG–V–TH–MANNER)
(7) *John presses the hand on the scraps
(8) *John presses the hand on the fabric

From the examples above, we have already seen from only 5 different action concepts that every concept is cognitively different for at least a specific property of the event. However, only some differences of features are mirrored by a different linguistic encoding. Each language divides the cognitive space of actions in different ways, prioritizing some features instead of others. Moreover, we have seen that TS is not a property of the verb itself, but rather a property of the verb within the action concept.

In the next section, we will observe the relation between TS and specific action concepts.

3.2. Thematic Structure and the lexical variation of action concepts

The annotation of TS in IMAGACT brings us to an overview of TS for single action concepts, rather than only for the semantic variation of a verb. From the annotation done so far, we notice first, that the main trend among action concepts is to show the same TS among different verbs. This is mainly because we consider the minimal TS, i.e. the simplest structure that can disambiguate the linguistic caption, and it frequently contains the agent, the verb and the theme only.

However, a variety of different cases has been found in which multiple TSs can be observed among the various verbs associated with a specific action concept. These cases are frequently due to specific semantic features of one verb or, rather, to the different focus the verb brings. In what follows, we describe these cases observed during the annotation process:

1. verbs that lexicalize an argument (usually the manner, the theme or the destination) expressed by other verbs.
2. verbs that present the same arguments but with different thematic roles.

As an example of the cases in 1, consider the scene in fig. 5.

In Italian, in addition to the verb mettere (‘to put’), this action concept can be described also with verbs like disporre (‘to arrange’), sistemare (‘to set’), but also with ordinare (‘to put in order’). Consider the following sentences, which can all describe the scene under consideration.

(9) Maria mette gli oggetti in fila.
    (AG–V–TH–MANNER)
    ‘Maria puts the objects in line.’
(10) Maria dispone gli oggetti in fila.
    (AG–V–TH–MANNER)
    ‘Maria places the objects in line.’
Maria sistema gli oggetti in fila.
(AG-V-TH-MANNER)
'Maria arranges the objects in line.'

Maria ordina gli oggetti.
(AG-V-TH)
'Maria puts in order the objects.'

The sentence in (12) differs from the others because it does not express the manner in its minimal TS. In fact, the verb orderare (contrary to its English translation 'to put in order') incorporates in its semantics how the action is performed, without the need to express it separately (in what Talmi (2000) calls a satellite). It lexicalizes the manner component, similarly to what well-known manner of motion verbs do (e.g. to run). However, other components of meaning (in addition to the manner) can be lexicalized in a verb, and thus TSs associated with an action concept will show these differences. The theme may be incorporated as well: the theme colore ('paint') from sentence (13) is lexicalized into the verb in (14), thus resulting in different TSs for those captions of the same action concept.

Maria mette il colore sul foglio.
(AG-V-TH-DEST)
'Maria puts paint on the paper.'

Maria colora il foglio.
(AG-V-TH)
'Maria paints the paper.'

The same can be observed for various verbs. The verb salare ('to salt') encodes the theme expressed by mettere ('to put') in sentence (15), and the verbs tappare ('to plug', ex. (18)) the theme expressed in (17). Chiedere ('to close', ex. (19)) can refer to the same scene, but it does not encode the argument tappo (which could be expressed as Instrument, e.g. ex. (20).

Maria mette il sale sulle acciughe.
(AG-V-TH-DEST)
'Maria puts salt on the anchovies.'

Maria salala acciughe.
(AG-V-TH)
'Maria salts the anchovies.'

Maria mette il tappo nel buco.
(AG-V-TH-DEST)
'Maria puts a cap in the hole.'

Maria tappa il buco.
(AG-V-TH)
'Maria plugs the hole.'

Maria chiude il buco.
(AG-V-TH)
'Maria seals the hole.'

Maria chiude il buco con un tappo.
(AG-V-TH-INSTR)
'Maria seals the hole with a cap.'

Similarly, the destination may be not necessarily expressed: mettere requires it in its minimal TS, whereas piantare ('to plant') already expresses it.

Maria mette il palo nel terreno.
(AG-V-TH-DEST)
'Maria puts the pole into the ground.'

Maria pianta il palo.
(AG-V-TH)
'Maria plants the pole in the ground.'

Note that it is possible to express an additional destination with piantare (ex. (23), even if in this case it is not the minimal TS that is considered), but the same is not possible with mettere ((24)): in this case, the sentence would not refer unambiguously to the same action concept as in (23), but it could be interpreted as denoting another action, such as those of putting the pole horizontally on the ground.

Maria pianta il palo nel suo giardino.
(AG-V-TH-DEST)
'Maria plants the pole in her garden.'

Maria mette il palo nel suo giardino.
(AG-V-TH-DEST)
'Maria puts the pole in her garden.'

All these differences considered may be attributed to a more general distinction among general verbs and more specific ones, but also to the different focus the verbs bring. Mettere focuses on the process of the event ((24)), whereas piantare on the goal/result of the action.

Let's consider now some examples from the second case, i.e. action concepts that can be described by verbs that encode the same arguments but with different roles. Consider the scene represented in fig.6 and by the next two sentences:

Maria mette la copertina al libro.
(AG-V-TH-DEST)
'Maria puts the plastic on the book.'

Maria riveste il libro con la copertina.
(AG-V-TH-INSTR)
'Maria covers the book with plastic.'

Figure 6: Frame from the scene "Maria puts the plastic on the book".

The noun libro, which is encoded as destination in the sentence (25), becomes the theme in sentence (26) where the predicate is rivestire ('to cover'). On the contrary, the noun copertina is encoded as theme in (25), and as instrument in (26).

A similar case is given by the verb mettere ('to put') in contrast with the verb caricare ('to load'). The latter is well-
known for its possibility to show the locative alternation (Levin, 1993), as for its English translation:

(27) Maria carica le assi con i pacchi.
   (AG-V-TH-INSTR)
   ‘Maria loads the shelves with boxes.’

(28) Maria carica i pacchi sulle assi.
   (AG-V-TH-DEST)
   ‘Maria loads the boxes on the shelves.

The verb mettere, instead, can refer to this scene only with one argument configuration:

(29) Maria mette i pacchi sulle assi.
   (AG-V-TH-DEST)
   ‘Maria puts the boxes on the shelves.

(30) *Maria mette le assi con i pacchi.
   (AG-V-TH-INSTR)
   ‘*Maria puts the shelves with boxes.’

Again, the different TSs bring a different focus on the action. If we represent the noun pacchi as theme ((28) and (29)) we are focusing on the processual part of the event in which the boxes are been moved. If we represent the noun shelves as theme, instead, the result of the action is in focus, i.e. the shelves becoming loaded. The different TSs differ for the informative focus they realize.

In this section, we have shown that if TS is not a property of the verb, it is not even a necessary property of an AT. Indeed, verbs that can be equivalently applied to one type may record different alternative structures.

The cognitive representation of an action scene consists of multiple elements (a theme, a recipient, a destination, an instrument), but the linguistic expression (by means of one verb or the other) frequently forces us to focus on some of these elements. The construal of the scene by the linguistic expression can vary in reason of which aspect we want to put in focus.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have seen what analyses are enabled by the annotation of Thematic Structure in the IMAGACT ontology. By looking at the TS variation across verbs and action concepts, it has been shown that TS is not a property of the verb, but neither a property of the action concept. It is a lexical property of the verb with reference to its action concept.

Moreover, it has been highlighted how in some cases the same TS can mirror cognitive similarities among concepts and, on the other side, how different TSs referring to the same concept can vary for the informative focus they realize.
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Abstract

Effective, professional and socially competent dialogue of health care providers with their patients is essential to best practice in medicine. To identify, categorize and quantify salient features of patient-provider communication, to model interactive processes in medical encounters and to design digital interactive medical services, two important instruments have been developed: (1) medical interaction analysis systems with the Roter Interaction Analysis System (RIAS) as the most widely used by medical practitioners and (2) dialogue act annotation schemes with ISO 24617-2 as a multidimensional taxonomy of interoperable semantic concepts widely used for corpus annotation and dialogue systems design. Neither instrument fits all purposes. In this paper, we perform a systematic comparative analysis of the categories defined in the RIAS and ISO taxonomies. Overcoming the deficiencies and gaps that were found, we propose a number of extensions to the ISO annotation scheme, making it a powerful analytical and modelling instrument for the analysis, modelling and assessment of medical communication.
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1. Introduction

The current call for cost-effective, accessible and user-friendly health care services, together with recent advances in interactive technologies, has triggered an enormous interest in digital medical applications. Many such services are provided online, e.g. ordering medicines, making doctor appointments, accessing medical records (Turgiss et al., 2011). Self-service healthcare is actively promoted. Interactive health screening kiosks are deployed where people can measure their vision, blood pressure, weight and body mass index, receive an overall health assessment, and access a database of local doctors (Bluth, 2009). Health care providers are sometimes replaced by virtual conversational agents (DeVault et al., 2014).

Of chief importance is that the quality of technology-enhanced and technology-mediated services is not significantly lower than conventional in person patient-provider encounters, but adopt a user-centred approach to achieve high effectiveness, relevance and quality. For successful designs and innovations, attention needs to be paid not only to technical possibilities but also very much to the social interactive environment in which these innovations may be placed. Consequently, it is important to understand how well a technical solution fits in with the activities and needs of the users in a proposed setting. Systematic and comprehensive interaction analysis and dialogue modelling methods are often used for obtaining a satisfactory degree of understanding of human interactive behaviour for the subsequent specification of mechanisms of human dialogue that need to be incorporated into a system. A multi-disciplinary analysis of user behavioural, physiological and functional data is required, with processes and results that are understandable by medical and non-medical experts, for staying close to the reality of doctors and patients, and for developing products that are well accepted by their users. The data analysis often involves annotation with dialogue act information. Annotation schemes have been constructed that are useful both for empirically-based studies of interactive and task-related phenomena, and for data-driven design of interactive systems.

A number of studies have proposed the use of a dialogue act taxonomy tailored to the medical domain (Sandvik et al., 2002; Miller and Nelson, 2005; Chang et al., 2013; Bolioli and others, 2019). Most of them are based on the RIAS scheme (Chang et al., 2013; Miller and Nelson, 2005; Bolioli and others, 2019), which has proved efficient for the analysis of various kinds of medical encounters¹, but which cannot be directly used for building a dialogue system or its components. The widely used domain-independent ISO 24617-2 dialogue act taxonomy, on the other hand, needs some adaptation to the medical domain, but is well suited for computational modelling and for dialogue system design. This study tests the assumption that the two schemes are in this sense complementary, and when combined together in a sensible way provide a unified model that supports the quantitative and qualitative analysis of observed behaviour in natural interactive medical settings, while also being useful for quality assessment of interactive and task-related performance of medical professionals, including technology-enhanced and technology-mediated interactions. Moreover, the combined taxonomy can facilitate user-based interactive data collection (real or simulated), as well as the design of conversational medical applications.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 specifies the use cases and discusses the related work performed in the analysis and modelling of medical encounters. Section 3 introduces the RIAS and ISO 24617-2 taxonomies. Section 4 presents annotation experiments performed to assess the compatibility of concepts defined in both taxonomies. We specify the corpus data and discuss the obtained results. Section 5 defines a mapping between the RIAS and ISO 24617-2 taxonomies, and proposes extensions to ISO

¹For an overview see (Pires and Cavaco, 2014).
24617-2 in order to make it powerful and accurate, as required for the use cases of analysing and modelling medical interactions. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our findings and outlines directions for future research and development.

2. Use Cases
Dialogue occurs in almost all kinds of patient-provider encounters. It forms a foundation for diagnosis, examination, treatment and therapeutic management. Recording and automatic processing of patient-provider dialogues is desirable in many contexts. Large volumes of patient-related dialogue data can be useful for informed decision making by caregivers. Speech, language and interactive multimodal data has been used to detect dementia and related disorders (Chapman et al., 1998; Cuetos et al., 2007; Mirheidari et al., 2016), depressions and post-traumatic stress disorders (DeVault et al., 2013; Stepanov et al., 2018; Dham et al., 2017). Analysed dialogue data can enhance communication with patients by understanding their concerns and needs. Dialogue data also forms the source for design and training dialogue systems, personalized recommendations and interventions. We consider three important use cases: (1) medical interaction analysis; (2) quality assessment of technology-enhanced or technology-mediated interactions; and (3) dialogue system design.

2.1. Medical interaction analysis
An average physician conducts more than 200,000 consultations in his/her professional career (Silverman et al., 2016). The success of medical consultations relies heavily on how doctors respond to their patients’ communicative actions (Langewitz et al., 2002; Conigliaro, 2001; Patel Kuehl, 2011). The principle characteristics of medical communication have been the subject of many studies. Asymmetries are observed where medical staff have the right to initiate and control the interaction and patients have limited initiative rights and responsive tasks, even though the patient has a foreground role in the interaction. Doctors provide and request information, give instructions, i.e. prohibiting or issuing commands, and patients respond ‘submissively’ to doctors’ questions and rarely ask their own (Roter and Hall, 2006). Research on the effects of institutional frameworks on medical communication has been carried out using pragmalinguistic and discourse analyses (Bührig, 1996; Atkinson, 1999). With the current shift to a patient’s autonomy in defining and following their medical treatments, interaction analysis can help healthcare providers to assess the degree of patient participation in medical encounters (Street Jr and Millay, 2001).

The success of interactive processes often depends not only on the medical competence of the doctor, but also on his/her linguistic, social and cultural competences (Suchman et al., 1997; Lindemann, 2015). Doctors can exercise several attitudes, e.g. active listening or empathetic silence, and use the emotional context of reassurance, support, and understanding (Kaplan et al., 1989; Lazare et al., 1995). Numerous studies have identified challenges related to cultural differences in language use in doctor-patient interactions (Schyve, 2007; Brach and Fraserirector, 2000; Collins et al., 2002). Studies on social factors affecting the outcome of medical consultations often focus on politeness and cooperativeness (Robins and Wolf, 1988; Adams, 2013). A considerable body of research has been carried out, with quantitative and qualitative studies reporting results on the number and types of questions asked by doctors and patients, on the use of indirect speech acts and social obligation acts, on the number of times a doctor interrupts a patient and vice versa, on the quantity of speech production repairs, etc., see e.g. (Aronsson and Säterlund-Larsson, 1987; Ong et al., 1995; Kindler et al., 2005; Roter and Larson, 2002). Interaction analysis is useful to study how effectively caregivers talk to patients, how active patients are when they talk to their caregivers, and how the communicative behaviour of caregivers and that of their patients are related.

2.2. Quality assessment of technology-enhanced medical encounters
A growing body of research results demonstrates that the incorporation of health technologies can make health care more effective and efficient by electronically connecting clinicians to clinicians, patients to clinicians, and even patients to other patients (Clark et al., 2007; Kulshreshtha et al., 2010; Caiata-Zufferey et al., 2010; Weiss, 2004). With many online and mobile applications now being developed, the effect of telemedicine and other digital health intervention systems on the quality of health provision is of particular concern. Many professionals argue the case for strict regulations, even discussing so-called ‘Digital service prescription’ of certified services (Murray et al., 2016). To assess the quality of these applications, a variety of evaluation frameworks has been proposed (Field and others, 1996; Grigsby et al., 1995). Although the majority of the research findings favour telemedicine, respondents have reported both positive (cost-effectiveness and accessibility) and negative results (e.g. relating to non-verbal behaviour and lack of touch) (Miller, 2001).

So far not a great deal of research has been devoted to the analysis of communication in technology-enhanced or -mediated consultations. While some attention has been paid to general communicative efficacy, the focus was more broadly on overall performance and satisfaction with the general (including technical) attributes of telemedicine and e-health (Bell, 2018). The impact of technology use on patient’s and provider’s task-related (‘data-gathering’ and ‘education and counselling’) behaviour and socio-emotional aspects (‘building a relation’ and ‘activating and partnership building’) is still understudied. Detailed interaction analysis is a useful instrument in the design of a successful technology-enhanced application. It enables the systematic identification, categorization, and quantification of salient features of doctor-patient communication, and when linked with a wide range of outcomes, including patient and provider satisfaction, adherence to treatment, health and clinical status, recall and understanding, and psychological well-being can serve the development of valid and efficient measurement/assessment systems.
Socio-emotional exchange | Task-focused exchange | Global affect ratings
---|---|---
personal remarks, social conversation | transition words | anger/irritation
laughs, tells jokes | gives orientation | anxiety/nervousness
gives compliment - general | paraphrase/checks for understanding | depression/sadness
shows agreement or understanding | bid for repetition | emotional distress/upset
empathy | asks for understanding | dominance/assertiveness
shows concern/worry | asks for opinion | interest/attentiveness
reassures, encourages/shows optimism | legitimizes | sympathetic/empathetic
partnership | shows criticism | requests
asks for reassurance | asks for reassurance | friendly/warmth

### Table 1: Taxonomy of the RIAS actions.

2.3. Dialogue system design

Multimodal dialogue (combinations of spoken and typed language, videos, pictures, facial expressions, haptic and other gestures) is not only the most natural and social form of interaction which is increasingly becoming the most attractive human-machine interface, but is proven to have positive effects in the treatment of certain cognitive impairments (Woods et al., 2012; Hughes et al., 2013), and in health self-management. (Luperfoy, 2004; Reid et al., 2018) patient education (Brixy et al., 2017; Wolf et al., 2019), health behaviour change (Petukhova et al., 2019), and mental and emotional well-being (Fitzpatrick et al., 2017; Inkster et al., 2018; DeVault et al., 2014).

The vast majority of existing dialogue systems make use of dialogue acts as core semantic units to describe and model what is happening in dialogue. Dialogue data annotated with dialogue act information is used to train machine-learning algorithms for the automatic recognition and prediction of dialogue acts in a human-machine dialogue system. The dialogue act taxonomies used for these purposes vary from a simple list of mutually exclusive tags, modelling closed limited domains, to complex hierarchical multidimensional open-domain taxonomies, see (Petukhova, 2011) for an overview.

Currently, a steadily growing interest can be observed in data-driven modelling of dialogue phenomena and dialogue system design. Malchanau et al. (2018) proposed the Continuous Dialogue Corpus Creation (D3C) methodology, where a corpus is used as a shared repository for analysis and modelling of interactive dialogue behaviour, and for implementation, integration and evaluation of dialogue system components. The ISO 24617-2 standard data model is used to facilitate these purposes.

3. Semantic analysis: taxonomy of medical communicative actions

3.1. The Roter Interaction Analysis System

Interaction analysis has been employed in a wide variety of health care settings. The Roter Interaction Analysis System (RIAS) (Roter and Larson, 2002) is the most widely used analysis and evaluation system in medical communication. It was been designed to systematically study and assess medical dialogues in a variety of medical fields, including nursing, adult care, emergency medicine, pediatric primary care, oncology, etc. RIAS has also been used for training health care providers in communication skills. RIAS views patient-provider communication as having at least three core functions in parallel: (1) to determine and monitor a medical problem; (2) to develop, maintain, or conclude a therapeutic relationship; and (3) to carry out patient education and implementation of treatment plans, see the ‘three functions model’ (Lazare et al., 1995). Thus, medical dialogue involves in the first place a task-related exchange, consisting of question-asking and information-providing actions in order to gather data, and counselling actions produced by a medical professional to educate a patient and direct/influence his future behaviour, motivating him to adhere to a treatment. Actions related to discussion (negotiation) and implementation of a treatment plan are not defined in RIAS. These actions have the purpose to determine areas/issues of differences (conflicts) between patient and provider, and negotiate to resolve them; communicate the diagnostic significance of the problem; negotiate and recommend appropriate diagnostic procedures and treatment; negotiate and recommend appropriate preventive measures and lifestyle changes; and enhance the coping ability by understanding and dealing with the social and psychological consequences of the disease and the treatment (Tuckett et al., 1985). Negotiation relevant actions such as offer, promise and acceptance/rejection of counselling acts, as well as modal operators for expressing importance, likelihood, desirability, possibility, necessity and ability are important in shared decision making for health behaviour change (Petukhova et al., 2019). In RIAS, task-focused actions also involve activation strategies that facilitate the expressions of partner’s expectations, preferences and perspectives, such as asking for an opinion, understanding, paraphrasing and interpretation, and are important for a meaningful participation in treatment and decision making (Roter, 2000).

A second type of communicative actions is concerned with therapeutic relation management. This category comprises actions in order to (1) define the nature of the relationship; (2) communicate professional expertise; (3) communicate interest, respect, support and empathy; (4) recognize and resolve various relational barriers to patient-provider communication; and (5) elicit the patient’s perspective (Lazare et al., 1995). Functions of type (5) are included in RIAS as task-focused actions as discussed above; functions of type (3) and (4) are defined in RIAS as socio-emotional exchange and are concerned mostly with social and interpersonal relations management. They comprise...
expressions of worry and concern, optimism and reassurance, empathy and partnership building (social talk, jokes). Functions for (1) and (2) are partially covered in RIAS by the give orientation category.

Another important aspect concerns affective behaviour performed in order to build an emotional relation with the patient through the development of rapport and responsiveness to patient’s emotions. The affective aspect includes expressions of and reactions to anger, anxiety, distress, sadness, dominance, etc.

Table 1 gives an overview of the RIAS analysis categories.

### 3.2. ISO 24617-2 dialogue act annotation scheme

ISO 24617-2 (ISO, 2012) is not just a theoretically grounded and empirically tested inventory of dialogue acts with fine-grained distinctions, it presents a semantic framework for the systematic analysis and computational modelling of multimodal interaction of dialogue participants. It takes a multidimensional view on dialogue in the sense that participation in a dialogue is viewed as performing several activities in parallel, such as pursuing the dialogue task or activity, providing and eliciting feedback, and taking turns. These activities in various ‘dimensions’ are called dialogue acts and are formally interpreted as update operations on the information states of the dialogue participants. Dialogue acts have two main components: a semantic content corresponds to what the utterance is about, e.g. objects, events, etc.; and a communicative function, which specifies how an addressee updates his information state with the semantic content when he understands the corresponding aspect of the meaning of a dialogue utterance. A communicative function captures beliefs and intentions of the speaker.

The ISO 24617-2 taxonomy distinguishes 9 dimensions, addressing information about: the domain or task (Task), feedback on communicative behaviour of the speaker (Auto-feedback) or other interlocutors (Allo-feedback), managing difficulties in the speaker’s contributions (Own-Communication Management) or those of other interlocutors (Partner Communication Management), the speaker’s need for time to continue the dialogue (Time Management), about who should have the next turn (Turn Management), the way the speaker is planning to structure the dialogue (Dialogue Structuring), and the information motivated by social conventions (Social Obligations Management). An updated version of the standard (Bunt et al., 2020) includes additionally the Contact Management dimension, adopted from the DIT+3 annotation scheme, for acts that serve to establish and manage contact and attention. Moreover, the Task Management dimension, known from the DAMSL annotation scheme, is defined as a possible extension, for dealing with discussion or explanation of a certain task or activity that is pursued through the dialogue (as opposed to performing that task/activity).

For each dimension, at most one communicative function can be assigned, which can occur either in this dimension alone (the function is dimension specific) or occur in all dimensions (the function is general purpose). For example, an utterance with the dimension-specific function Self Correction exclusively addresses the Own Communication Management dimension. Utterances with a general purpose function, such as Inform, can address any dimension (such as e.g. Task or Discourse Structuring).

The tagset contains 30 dimension-specific functions and 26 general-purpose functions, see Appendix A. When a unit addresses several dimensions simultaneously, multiple tags are assigned. To perform this systematically and accurately, ISO 24617-2 offers flexible segmentation strategies for identifying meaningful dialogue units in multiple dimensions, called ‘functional segments’, defined as the functionally relevant minimal stretches of communicative behaviour.

Speaker intentions may be complex and may be expressed with a particular attitude or emotion. Nuances concerning certainty, conditionality, or sentiment are captured by means of qualifiers. Moreover, dialogue acts are not produced in isolation, but various relations exists between them: functional dependence, feedback dependence and rhetorical relations, see (Bunt et al., 2018) for an updated view.

ISO 24617-2 includes the specification of the XML-based Dialogue Act Markup Language (DiAML) for the representation of dialogue act annotations (Bunt et al., 2012).

### 4. Applying the ISO 24617-2 standard to annotate medical dialogues

This section reports the results of small-scale annotation experiments, performed with the aim to assess the applicability of the ISO 24617-2 dialogue act annotation standard to medical interactions and RIAS and ISO compatibility.

#### 4.1. Corpus data

Unfortunately, publicly available dialogue corpora featuring real doctor-patient interactions are rare, primarily for ethical reasons concerning participants’ privacy and data security. The corpus considered in this study is the Distress Analysis Interview Corpus (DAIC, Gratch et al., 2014), which contains clinical interviews to assist the detection of psychological disorders like anxiety, depression and post-traumatic stress disorder. The part of the corpus publicly released contains interviews collected in the Wizard-of-Oz setting (DAIC-WOZ corpus) where a virtual agent - Ellie - was controlled by humans playing the role of an interviewer who simulates standard protocols for identifying people at risk for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and depression based on the PTSD Checklist - Civilian Version (Blanchard et al., 1996). Wizards interact with humans who were (pre-)assessed by a professional therapist being either distressed or not-distressed. The DAIC corpus is a multimodal collection of semi-structured clinical interviews starting with neutral questions designed to build rapport and make the participant comfortable, progressing to more specific questions about symptoms and events related to depression and PTSD, and ending with a ‘cool-down’ phase to ensure that participants do not leave the interview in a distressed state of mind. The corpus contains audio, video, and depth sensor (Microsoft Kinect) recordings of 189 dialogues, and is used in a variety of studies, e.g. in the...
Table 2: Distribution of functional segments across dimensions produced by the interviewer and an interviewee, in terms of relative frequency (in %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Functional segments (in %)</th>
<th>ALL from those</th>
<th>Interviewer</th>
<th>Interviewee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task/Activity</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Feedback</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alto Feedback</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourse Structuring</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own Communication Man.</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Obligations Man.</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn Management</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Management</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis shows that the majority of the functional segments is assigned to the Task dimension where the Interviewee produced twice as many task-related acts as the Interviewer. The Interviewer is thus successful in achieving the goal to encourage the Interviewee to talk and disclose information and feelings. From the task-related acts about 27% are questions, mostly asked by the Interviewer. Following RIAS, questions were annotated as closed (58.8%) and open-question (41.2%). It may be noticed here that the inter-annotator agreement assigning these two categories was rather low, measured as 0.47 in terms of kappa, which may be explained by the fact that the RIAS definitions are not very precise, leaving room for subjective interpretation, see (Sandvik et al., 2002; Roter and Larson, 2002) and our discussion in Section 5.

4.3. Results

The analysis shows that the majority of the functional segments is assigned to the Task dimension where the Interviewee produced twice as many task-related acts as the Interviewer. The Interviewer is thus successful in achieving the goal to encourage the Interviewee to talk and disclose information and feelings. From the task-related acts about 27% are questions, mostly asked by the Interviewer. Following RIAS, questions were annotated as closed (58.8%) and open-question (41.2%). It may be noticed here that the inter-annotator agreement assigning these two categories was rather low, measured as 0.47 in terms of kappa, which may be explained by the fact that the RIAS definitions are not very precise, leaving room for subjective interpretation, see (Sandvik et al., 2002; Roter and Larson, 2002) and our discussion in Section 5.

Information-providing acts constitute about 69% of all functional segments and are produced mainly by an Interviewee. The fact that there are almost twice as many information-providing than information-seeking acts can be explained by the fact that the Interviewees’ answers were very elaborate. Directives account for about 4% of the observed dialogue acts, mostly in the form of Interviewer requests to provide more information or to give examples. These directive dialogue acts cannot be directly mapped to RIAS counselling acts since the latter mostly concern medical actions to be undertaken by the patient, described in the semantic content. We mapped them to requests, however, applied to a broader range of semantic content categories than originally specified in RIAS.

As for the semantic content of task-related acts, this concerns discussion of social and demographic conditions including relationships with partners, family and friends plus living conditions and employment details (48.3%), feelings and emotions (27.4%), life style issues such as diets, habits, holidays and exercise/sporting activities (12.4%), and medical conditions which include own and family medical history, illnesses and hospitalizations, recent/current symptoms; and tests and references to diagnostic and prognostic issues (11.4%).

The second large category of dialogue acts is formed by those that report about the speaker’s and addressee’s processing achievements. This category comprises positive and negative Auto- and Alto-Feedback acts, and is rather heterogeneous when taking sentiment qualifiers into account. While on a binary classification (positive vs negative) almost perfect inter-annotator agreement was achieved (kappa of 0.83), the assignment of qualifiers posed a problem. ISO does not provide a fixed set of sentiment qualifiers. The W3C recommendation EmotionML does not provide a single repository of emotion descriptors, and the available alternative emotion vocabularies it provides are rather general. We used the RIAS categories for ‘socio-emotional exchange’ and ‘global affect’. Our analysis...

4.2. Annotations

From the DAIC-WOZ corpus, 11 randomly selected dialogues were manually re-segmented and annotated with ISO 24617-2 dialogue acts and independently with RIAS categories. The selected dataset comprises 2,819 functional segments. The annotations were compared and mapped. If RIAS categories were more specific and captured the utterance meaning more accurately, or if they were not defined in the ISO taxonomy, they were proposed as elements for a future plug-in for as defined in (Bunt, 2019).

Annotations were performed using the ANVIL tool\(^4\), which allows segmentation and annotation in multiple tiers so that for each participant all ISO dimensions and RIAS categories can be specified. Two randomly selected dialogues were annotated by two trained annotators who were not medical experts and were novice users of the RIAS scheme. Inter-coder agreement was measured in terms of Cohen’s kappa for each tagset resulting in moderate agreement for RIAS (kappa of 0.52) and for ISO (kappa of 0.58) on average. Annotators disagreed the most when classifying social and feedback acts from both schemes, and the ISO sentiment qualifiers and the RIAS categories for global affect.

\(^4\)www.anvil-software.de
Table 3: Distribution of interviewer and interviewee communication categories according to the Roter Interaction Analysis System (RIAS), in terms of relative frequency (in %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RIAS category</th>
<th>Segments (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interviewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task-focused exchange</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Open-ended questions</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Closed-ended questions</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gives information</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Requests</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Transition words</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gives orientation</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Bid for repetition</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Checks for understanding</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socio-emotional exchange</td>
<td>66.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Show approval</td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Asks approval</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Back-channel responses</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Show understanding</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Laughs</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Personal remarks, social talk</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gives compliment</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>global affect</td>
<td>76.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- engagement/responsiveness</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- interest/attentiveness</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- anger/irritation</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- friendliness/warmth</td>
<td>52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- respectfulness</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows that some RIAS socio-emotional acts address participants’ processing of own or partner(-s) previous communicative behaviour, such as back-channel responses, others are performed for a slightly different purpose (although having that meaning as well), namely to establish and maintain a respectful interpersonal relationship between interlocutors, aiming at a form of partnership and trust for triggering self-disclosure acts and making participants comfortable. We therefore propose to add an additional dimension for social activities management called **Interpersonal Relation Management**. These acts are different from Social Obligations Management acts since they are not motivated by social conventions and norms. For example, the utterance ‘I’m sorry’ in the analysed medical dialogues is not produced with the purpose to apologize for mistakes, dispreferred reactions, misunderstandings or any other infelicitous behaviour, but to express empathy and compassion with the situation the addressee (mostly the patient) is experiencing.

Global affect categories are annotated as ISO sentiment qualifiers. Since the terminology related to emotion, mood, attitude, and sentiment can be rather confusing, we suggest to adopt ‘affect’ as a general term which denotes a concept used in psychology to describe the experiencing of feeling or emotion, and ‘affective states’ that are psychophysiological constructs which connect mental and physical processes (Hogg and Abrams, 2007). For ISO 24617-2 plug-ins for affective state qualifiers in medical discourse see the next section.

Table 2 shows the distribution of annotated dialogue acts across ISO dimensions, indicating also the percentage of identified functional segments per dimension produced by different speakers, i.e. by Interviewer and an Interviewee. It is interesting to observe that certain behaviour is performed exclusively by Interviewer, like for the purpose to structure the discourse. This is not surprising, since medical care providers are those who as experts have the power to make decisions concerning what will be discussed. Other dialogue acts, on the other hand, are produced exclusively by an Interviewee like Own Communication, Turn and Time Management acts. This is however assumed to be an artefact of this corpus. In real patient-doctor interaction, it is highly likely that doctors exhibit such behaviour as well since it is very human to stall for time, edit one’s own speech, and regulate turn allocations. Virtual conversational agents can improve if they generate these types of dialogue acts as well. What types, where and how frequently, should be estimated when analysed real face-to-face interactions.

Table 3 summarizes the results of annotation performed with the RIAS scheme.

5. RIAS inspired plug-ins for ISO 24617-2

The latest revised version of the ISO 24617-2 dialogue act annotation standard[^3] defines ten core dimension. RIAS clusters medical actions into three categories as discussed above. Even if not explicitly defined, a systematic mapping of RIAS acts to ISO 24617-2 dialogue acts shows that the majority of ISO dimensions is addressed in RIAS and shows a one-to-one correspondence. Other RIAS acts are domain- or use-case dependent, are not defined in ISO but represent a useful extension of the latter in the form of plug-ins. The ISO scheme makes several extensions possible provided they meet certain requirements and formal constraints specified in (Bunt et al., 2018; Bunt, 2019) and summarized in DIT[^6] Release 5.2[^6]. Figure 1 provides an overview of the resulting high-level categorization, where ISO dimensions are highlighted in grey boxes and the extensions obtained from the mapping to RIAS are marked in red.

A top-level distinction is made between communicative actions advancing the underlying task and managing the task, such as instructions, questions, and answers, and actions that control the dialogue (see Bunt, 1994). Dialogue control acts are concerned with cognitive processing (feedback) of previously produced behaviour, interaction management and social activities management.

5.1. Task-focused actions

Medical interactions may be motivated by various purposes, however, the majority of them involve question-answering parts, e.g. for medical history taking, to collect complaints, and to survey problems. For medical professionals, mastering interviewing skills is very important for mature decision-making and action-taking.

RIAS differentiates between more directed focussed questions (closed-ended) and more open questions (open-ended) that allow greater respondent discretion and a more

[^3]: A proposed second edition is submitted to ISO for circulation and reviewing by ISO member bodies and their experts in September 2019.
[^6]: https://dit.uvt.nl/#Release5.2
detailed response. In our annotation experiments, annotation of question forms was found to be complicated but important, as Roter and Larson (2002) also noted. For instance, it has been observed that it is good to start a medical interview with an open-ended question which convey an interest in listening (Patel Kuehl, 2011), whereas an early pursuit of closed questioning may prevent doctors from discovering all the issues and even lead to an incorrect diagnosis (Silverman et al., 2016). RIAS suggests that closed-ended questions produce focused and curtailed responses, while open inquiries and exploratory, investigative or un-specific probing is indicative for the open nature of open-ended questions. Questions where the speaker wants to obtain the truth of a proposition or where the speaker wants to know some or all of the elements of a certain set, thus requiring a specific answer, are closed-ended questions. An open-ended question, as its name suggests, does not seek a specific answer at all, see also (Dhillon et al., 2004).

To elaborate on the response framing power of questions, it has been observed that minor changes in question wording can have a major impact on responses (Schwarz and Oy-
serman, 2001), and can easily and inadvertently direct the patient away from self-disclosure (Beckman and Frankel, 1984). Linguistic and psychological studies revealed that questions may shape answers (Kellermann, 2007), e.g. suggesting ones and excluding others by open, focused choice, leading, confirmatory questions (De Dreu and Van Kleef, 2004); by carrying assumptions (Zillmann, 1972); and inviting (dis-)agreement, openness or evasion, and threat or comfort (Schuman and Presser, 1996). The ISO 24617-2:2012 set of question types can be further extended to model these differences.

Medical encounters also involve counselling, where doctors direct behaviour of their patients expressing their wish that the patient performs or avoids a certain action, possibly dependent on a condition. Different types of directives carry different strengths of the speaker’s assumptions about the ability and willingness of the addressee to perform an action (Bunt, 2011).

As noticed above, commissives acts are not covered by RIAS, although they play an important role in medical negotiations. For adequate modelling, we need to take into account that negotiators may perform several types of dialogue acts expressing various levels of commitment, but also qualified (‘modalised’) actions expressing participants’ attitudes and preferences, and negotiation strategies (Petukhova et al., 2016; Petukhova et al., 2017; Petukhova et al., 2019).

5.2. Task Management

There is still an ongoing discussion whether Task Management should be included as a separate dimension in ISO 24617-2, as is the case in the DAMSL multidimensional annotation scheme to define acts that discuss the problem solving process or experimental scenario ((Allen and Core, 1997). To model DBOX games (Petukhova et al., 2014) and Metalogue multi-issue bargaining and debate dialogues (Petukhova et al., 2016; Petukhova et al., 2018), Task Management acts were introduced as an ISO 24617-2 extension to address aspects related to game, debate or negotiation processes, phases and procedures. In dialogues in institutional settings, as in a court room or doctor-patient dia-

5.3. Feedback

In medical interactions, it is important for the doctor not only to signal active listening but also to show a genuine interest and understanding of the patient’s behaviour by repeating the information revealed, rephrasing the previously asked questions or provided instructions, confirming or checking for understanding, consistency and validation of the information revealed. Doctors also need to encourage patients to ask questions, express their attitudes, preferences, concerns, fears and opinions. In RIAS, these acts are defined as activation strategies.

5.4. Interaction Management

Concerning the Interaction Management functions, only Turn Management together with Time Management and Discourse Structuring are defined in RIAS. However, our annotation experiments indicate that medical interaction analysis will benefit from inclusion of Contact Management acts, in particular when applying to telemedicine; of Own Communication Management acts when analysing specific patient speech production behaviour; and of specifying Partner Communication Management acts to analyse the abilities of participants to detect difficulties and errors in a partner’s communicative behaviour.
5.5. Social Activity Management

5.5.1. Social Obligations Management

Participating in a dialogue is a social activity, where one is supposed to do certain things and not to do other things, and to act in accordance with the norms and conventions for social behaviour. A dialogue participant has besides functional also ethical tasks and obligations, and performs social obligation management acts to fulfill these. Social Obligations Management acts are not just ‘social’, they also improve the transparency of the dialogue. For example, people greet each other also for establishing their presence, and say good-bye also to close the conversation. Such acts, defined in ISO 24617-2, are not covered by RIAS.

5.5.2. Interpersonal Relation Management

A goal in any medical encounter is to establish and maintain a kind of partnership between doctor and patient. Utterances produced for this purpose are not so much meant to exchange information or influence each other’s behaviour, but to establish a certain bond between the dialogue participants. Successful partnership building actions promote better cooperation. Here, statements are important that convey the doctor’s alliance with the patient in terms of health and support, decision-making, or the development of a therapeutic plan. Patients are often anxious about their medical condition, express concerns or worry, and seek reassurance or special attention. RIAS is particularly explicit concerning these acts, which can be clustered in a separate ISO dimension - Interpersonal Relation Management addressing information about the process of patient-provider relationship building, which is important to improve patient satisfaction and health outcomes (Lucas et al., 2014). This is a reason to incorporate types of relational (but also emotional see below) communicative behaviour into the analysis and further modelling.

5.6. Affect

Doctors must be aware of the patient’s feelings, motivations, insecurities, engagement and reasons for whether they want to do certain things or not. In ISO 24617-2 this information can be annotated using sentiment qualifiers for which the standard does not specify any specific set of tags. In the revised 2nd edition of the ISO scheme, it is recommended to look to EmotionML (Burkhardt and Schröder, 2008) for specifications of possible sets of emotion and attitude values, and for more sophisticated annotation of the affective aspects of dialogue behaviour. RIAS defines a set of global affects that can be used in an ISO 24617-2 plug-in for the specification of participants’ attitudes (such as responsiveness, attentiveness, friendliness) and local affective states relating to dialogue acts (such as anger, irritation).

5.7. Semantic Content

ISO 24617-2 focuses on the functional meaning of dialogue acts and does not annotate the semantic content. In the 2nd edition of ISO24617-2, plug-ins are introduced for extending annotations of the functional meaning of dialogue acts with information about their semantic content. It is shown that the degree of detail in which the semantic content of a dialogue act is appropriately represented depends on the application domain (Bunt, 2019). For some domains a simple representation as a list of attribute-value pairs may be adequate. For others a representation in terms of events with their participants, time and place may be more appropriate, and again for more advanced applications it may be necessary to take general aspects of natural language utterance meaning into account, including quantification and modification phenomena.

RIAS supports a high-level specification of the semantic content of medical actions. Task-focused actions are about medical conditions, therapeutic regime, lifestyle, psychological feelings, services, medication and other content. Miller and Nelson (2005) define a semantic content category related to technology used in medical dialogue. An alternative medical interaction analysis system, Medical Interaction Process System (MIPS) (Ford et al., 2000), defines additional semantic content categories, such as tests, side-effects, drugs, social/demographic circumstances and administrative/practical details.

The table in Appendix A gives an overview of ISO 24617-2 dimensions (in bold) and communicative functions (black), and proposed extensions for medical interaction analysis and modelling in terms of dimensions, communicative functions, sentiment qualifiers and high-level semantic content (in red).

6. Conclusions and Future Efforts

In this paper we proposed a number of extensions to the standard dialogue act annotation scheme, ISO 24617-2, to make it a powerful analytical and modelling instrument for medical interactive data analysis and design of digital services/applications. We started from the assumption that the ISO 24617-2 dialogue act taxonomy and the de-facto standard system for medical interactions analysis, RIAS, would have complementary strengths and weaknesses. Derived from social-exchange theories related to interpersonal influence, problem-solving and empowerment, RIAS has been proven to be useful in in-depth studies of communication dynamics and its relationship to outcomes of patient-provider encounters. Taking the complexities of natural human dialogue into account, ISO 24617-2 adopts a multi-dimensional view on communication, which has been recognized to be empirically well motivated and to allow accurate modelling of theoretical distinctions. The multidimensional nature of the ISO taxonomy also enables various extensions and offers the opportunity to tailor it to specific applications and domains.

We considered a number of use cases related to medical interaction analysis, quality assessment and dialogue system design. We presented significant findings of communication research performed in face-to-face, technology-enhanced and technology-mediated interaction between healthcare providers and their patients. In addition, we performed a mapping between the ISO and RIAS schemes. Dialogues from the DAIC-WOZ corpus were annotated according to each of them, and the correspondences between assigned tags were analysed. In this way, systematic differences and correspondences between schemes, and their strengths and weaknesses became apparent.
The research reported here has some practical limitations. First of all, the corpus used in this study comprises dialogues in the mental healthcare domain. In such interactions, rapport and trust building is essential for patient’s self-disclosure. In other types of medical dialogue, different doctor and patient actions, their sequences and distributions may be observed. However, since the RIAS scheme has been applied for many medical domains and is commonly acknowledged as a generic medical scheme, we do not expect that important aspects (dimensions) are missing in our analysis. Nevertheless, other schemes will be explored which are specific to a particular type of interaction, e.g. the ISBAR scheme for medical handover communication analysis, see e.g. (Spooner et al., 2018), OPTION5 and OPTION12 for shared decision making (Elwyn et al., 2003), or specific to an element of communicative behaviour such as emotions, e.g. the Verona Coding Definition of Emotional Sequences (VR-CoDES) (Del Piccolo et al., 2011).

Not all the labels defined in the two schemes are present in our annotations since the available corpus we used was not large and not very specific. Another limitation is that we could not find multiple annotators equally experienced with both schemes to apply them reliably. Nevertheless, meaningful extensions for medical dialogues were identified that can be converted to plug-ins for the general ISO scheme and can be applied in the future on larger datasets. The plug-ins need to be tested for their usability and coverage in manual and automatic annotation.

Future efforts will be also directed towards larger collections of simulated and real patient-provider dialogue data, with the perspective to enrich task-focused, relationship-building and effective verbal and non-verbal communication strategies for multimodal dialogue systems in healthcare settings and medical training applications.
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Abstract

In this paper, we provide the basic guidelines towards the detection and linguistic analysis of events in Kannada. Kannada is a morphologically rich, resource poor Dravidian language spoken in southern India. As most information retrieval and extraction tasks are resource intensive, very little work has been done on Kannada NLP, with almost no efforts in discourse analysis and dataset creation for representing events or other semantic annotations in the text. In this paper, we linguistically analyze what constitutes an event in this language, the challenges faced with discourse level annotation and representation due to the rich derivational morphology of the language that allows free word order, numerous multi-word expressions, adverbial participle constructions and constraints on subject-verb relations. Therefore, this paper is one of the first attempts at a large scale discourse level annotation for Kannada, which can be used for semantic annotation and corpus development for other tasks in the language.

Keywords: Corpus Annotation, Kannada Event Analysis, Event Detection

1. Introduction

Event detection and analysis is a rapidly evolving field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Information Retrieval and Extraction, as it allows us to generalize temporal data in terms of actual time and relative to other occurrences and events. Providing temporal and sequential information can enrich text and its representations which can be used for multiple downstream NLP tasks such as question answering, automatic summarization and inference, in an interpretable and linguistically informed manner. However, automatic event analysis, like many discourse analysis and representation tasks, requires extensive manually annotated training data. Kannada is a resource poor, morphologically rich Dravidian language with about 45 million speakers, mostly located in southern India. Work in Kannada NLP has been limited to the development of tools for syntactic and morphological analysis, almost no work has been done in semantic tasks in this language (Mallamma and Hanumanthappa, 2014), due to few experts, lack of training data and the morphological and semantic characteristics of the language. This paper is one of the first attempts to introduce a semantic analysis and enrichment task at a semantic level into Kannada, i.e. semantic level event detection and analysis.

In this paper, we aim to understand the various parts of speech, syntactic structures, and associated semantic patterns that allow the identification and representation of events in Kannada. We also present the challenges associated with identifying events in Kannada due to morphosyntactic constraints such as multi-word expressions, ubiquity of verbal, adverbial and adjectival participles, analytic verb negation, and absence of copula (Kittel, 1993). We follow a derivation from the TimeML event definition, which has been modified to adapt the zero-copula and participial constructions, so as to make it less ambiguous for annotators.

Finally, we present a dataset of 3,500 annotated sentences, along with a detailed analysis of the dataset including some basic dataset statistics. We annotate events on the Kannada Dependency Treebank (Rao et al., 2014), which consisted of approximately 4,800 event mentions. We show that our guidelines are succinct to a Kannada annotator by our high inter-annotator agreement, along with a distribution over various syntactic structures and a linguistically motivated explanation for challenges in some constructions that have been elaborated in Section 5. The corpus has been made freely available.

2. Related Work

In this section, we introduce some of the work done in event detection in low resource and morphologically rich languages, with a focus on TimeML event extraction, or event representation in Indian languages. TimeML was introduced by Pustejovsky et al. (2003) as a mechanism of recognizing, annotating, classifying and representing events in text for the purpose of question answering. TimeML has been used in event detection across languages such as Italian (Caselli et al., 2011), French (Bittar et al., 2011), Romanian (Forăscu and Tufiş, 2012), and Spanish (Sauri, 2010). Of course, corpora annotated with TimeML events have often been done alongside the detection of other temporal information such as time expressions, temporal links and other notions.

For languages which have syntactic structures that vary significantly from English, event detection is used as an introductory task and the definition of an event is modified to be true to the syntactic structure of the language. Examples of this include event detection in Turkish (Seker and Diri, 2010), Hindi (Goud et al., 2019), Hungarian (Subecz, 2019) and Swedish (Berglund, 2004).

Much of the work done in event detection in Indian languages is based on events in social media. Rao and Devi...
(2018) has provided a forum dedicated to social media event extraction for Indian languages. Deep learning methods have also been used for a few Indian languages such as Hindi, Tamil and Malayalam (Kuila and Sarkar, 2017). However, these events are based on the ACE definition and analysis of events, which does not consider all event predicates (Ahn, 2006), and views event analysis solely as a task in semantic prediction, without the explicit demarcation and analysis of the surrounding syntax (Ji and Grishman, 2008).

3. Kannada Grammar and Event Representation

In this section, we explore the facets of Kannada grammar that facilitate the representation of events. We begin by considering the notion of a TimeML event. According to Pustejovsky et al. (2003) and Saurí et al. (2006), TimeML defines an event as a cover term for situations that happen or occur, as well as predicates in which something obtains or holds true. Adopting Goud et al. (2019)’s definition, we consider an event mention as the textual span expected to provide complete information about an event, such as tense, aspect, modality and negation. We also consider the event nugget to be the semantically meaningful unit that expresses the event in a sentence (Mitamura et al., 2015).

Kannada is a free word order, morphologically rich language. However, by convention, verbs usually occur at the end of the sentence. Passive voice is rare. The subject often occurs in nominative case, the object in dative. There are a few primary notions of Kannada syntax which are crucial to event annotation. These include:

- **Kannada is a zero-copula language** (Schiffman, 1979). Copular constructions in Kannada occur without an overt verb (Bhat, 1981). In copular sentences, tense is represented by a modification of the predicate. These predicates are used for copular clauses. As the state is represented by a morphaffixed form of a simple nominal predicate, we do not consider these events at the moment.

1. **nanna hesaru ujwal**
   My name is Ujwal

- **Every sentence has only one finite or conjugated verb** (Schiffman, 1979). Therefore, sentences with coordinating and subordinating verbs are modified into adjectival and adverbial participle constructions as non-finite verb forms. The tense and aspect information is morphaffixed onto the verb. These adverbial or adjectival participles provide the semantic connotation of an occurrence which describes another action or occurrence, so we annotate these participles in our event mention.

2. **Oorige bandidda Arjun**
   town to come had Arjun

Since Kannada has only one verb per sentence, relative clauses are converted into adjectival constructions, which describe the verb in the relative clause as a description of the subject of the main verb. Therefore, the sentence “Arjun came to town and went to the festival” cannot be translated into Kannada directly. There is no possible mechanism to represent this sentence, other than the inclusion of an adverbial clause to the coordinating verb that occurs semantically prior to the main verb (i.e. is meant to take place before the main verb). This implies a general notion of sequentiality between the main verb and the adjectival construction.

- **Kannada employs tenseless negative forms** (Lindblom, 2014). Negative forms are analytically represented by a single functional negative term. While there are no semantically negative words in Kannada, a single functional negative form is morphaffixed onto the finite verb, or the non-finite adjectival or adverbial participle. Therefore, negations are considered a part of the event mention.

3. **Sumukh ootakke baralilla**
   Sumukh dinner for didn’t come

- **Tense, aspect and modality of Kannada verbs** are represented morphologically (Shastri, 2011). Tense and aspect markers are morphaffixed onto both finite and non-finite forms. Therefore, adverbial and adjectival participles have tense, aspect and modality. Therefore, this information is inherently a part of the event mention.

4. **Ram tale tirugi biddanu**
   Ram head spin fell
   Ram, after getting dizzy, fell down

4. Annotation Guidelines

In this section, we provide comprehensive guidelines for the annotation of events in Kannada. Inspired by TimeML, we present these guidelines categorized by the POS of the event nugget. These parts of speech include nouns, finite verbs, non-finite verb constructions such as infinitives, as well as adjectival and adverbial participle constructions. The TimeML definition of event was used for event annotation in Kannada, following a slight modification based on the changes adopted by Goud et al. (2019). These changes were associated with the analysis and representation of copular constructions as states. Given the morphology of Kannada and the notion of an event nugget being restricted to a lexical or supra-lexical span, we do not annotate copula as events as of now, as Kannada is a zero-copula language, and the representation of such constructions is based on predicate inflections.

In the subsections that follow, we describe the guidelines for annotating events by parts of speech and provide an example for each type. The event of that category is represented in bold in the Kannada transliteration of the sentence.
4.1. Nouns
Nouns can also be events, albeit they occur much more rarely than verbs. Nominal events are abstract nouns which pertain to a temporal phenomenon (i.e. possess a semantically inherent notion of finiteness), such as yuddha (war), kshaama (famine), cunaavanegalu (elections) etc. For example:

5. Bharat bandina bagge
India Strike about
The minister issued a warning about an all India strike.

4.2. Verbs
Verbs are often morphologically marked due to the relaxed constraints on word order, and therefore events can occur at any place in the sentence and can be identified by identifying the main verb. (Veerappan et al., 2011).

4.2.1. Finite Verbs
Finite verbs are considered events as they represent an action that alters state of the world, possess tense and aspect information, which provides an inherent notion of temporality.

6. rajeyannu tagedikollalu ramanu
holiday take Ram
Ram submitted an application to take a vacation

4.2.2. Non-finite verb forms
Kannada syntax enforces the rule of one finite verb per sentence, all other verb forms are participles (adjectival or adverbial), infinitives and subjunctives. Kannada does not have a gerund verb form.

Adjectival Participle Construction In adjectival participle constructions, the verb is converted into an adjective, so as to describe the noun participating in the main verb by its previous actions. The semantics of the adjectival participle enforces a notion of sequentiality with respect to the main verb, and also represents a notion of finiteness of the action. Furthermore, the adjectival participle is inflected with tense, aspect and modality. Therefore, these constructions are annotated as events.

For example:

7. avalu malagalu manege hodalu
she is to bed home gone
She slept after going home.

Adverbial Participle Construction Similar to adjectival constructions, the adverbial participle form is used to represent those verbs performed by or associated to the noun in dative (or accusative) case. Here, there is no direct sequentiality applied or associated with the main verb and the adverbial participle.

For example:

8. oodiruva jinkegunna betegaaranu hodanu
running deer hunter hit
The hunter shot the running deer.

Infinitives Infinitive verbs in Kannada occurs with the characteristic inflective ending of 'lu' These infinitive forms of the verb are also marked as events.

For example:

9. naanu iiga aata aadalu hoguttene
I'm now game play go
I'm going to play games now.

Subjunctives The subjunctive is a rare type of verb that expresses something that is desired or imagined. Subjunctives are used to indicate events that are not certain to happen, and hence subjunctive verbs are also annotated as events. Subjunctives can be morphologically inflected for tense, aspect and modality.

For example:

10. ninage olleyadagali yendu naanu bayasutene
You be good that I wish
I wish you good.

5. Dataset Preparation and Challenges
In this section, we describe the annotation procedure used to create the Kannada Event Annotated Dataset, and some of the linguistic challenges associated with this task.

5.1. Annotation Procedure
In order to identify events in our corpus, we iteratively annotated the dataset in four rounds. There were three annotators, undergraduate and graduate students annotating this corpus. Each annotator is a native speaker of Kannada and between the ages 20 and 25. We used the BRAT tool for annotating event spans. (Stenetorp et al., 2012).

For the first three rounds of annotation, the sentences were shuffled and each annotator was asked to annotate half the dataset for events, based on a version of the guidelines provided. After each round of annotation, the inter-annotator agreement was calculated based on the complete overlap. Two annotations are said to be in complete overlap if both annotations have the same span of text annotated as an event. Partial overlap is not considered for the inter-annotator agreement score.
The first round was dedicated to the annotators getting used to the tool in general, while the second and third rounds was intended to modify the guidelines for event annotation. In the final round of annotation, the dataset was shuffled and the entire Kannada Dependency Treebank was annotated for events by each annotator. As before, annotations were compared and the inter-annotator agreement was computed for complete overlap. The final annotations in the dataset presented with this paper consist of that annotation which was agreed upon by the annotators after computing the scores by majority agreement.

5.2. Challenges in Event Annotation

We describe here, in detail, some of the major linguistic challenges faced during annotating events in Kannada. We consider this description to be crucial due to the properties shared by Kannada and other Dravidian languages. We believe that a thorough analysis of these challenges will make the annotation of events in other Dravidian languages easier.

Copular constructions As mentioned in Section 3., Kannada is a zero-copula language. This means that the tense information for existential terms is carried by the predicate of the sentence. However, the semantic equivalent of the verb “to be” is not represented lexically in sentences. This raises the question that for a sentence such as:

11. karu kempu bannadallide
   car red colour
   The car is red in color.

is "having colour" the event trigger? In this paper, we do not consider this an event nugget, because neither is the event trigger a lexical marker, nor is it consistent with the definition of event nugget for the other syntactic categories of events. Note that in the past tense, the standard copular construction is represented as an adjectival phrase with tense information. Therefore:

12. karu kempu baNaDaagittu
    car red coloured
    The car was red in color.

Explicator Compound Verbs An explicator compound verb (ECV) is a sequence of two verbs, where the main verb of a sentence is followed by a delexicalized verb in the construction (Abbi and Gopalakrishnan, 1991). South Asian languages show an affinity to ECV constructions for semantic emphasis as well as verbalization of nominal predicates (Kachru and Pandharipande, 1980). An example of such a construction includes:

13. Ramanu ravanannanu kondu hakidanu
    Ram Ravana kill laid
    Ram decimated Ravana.

In this sentence, we see that the compound verb kondu hakidanu is a single semantic unit which represents the event of "killing". The second word hakina nu (literally, "laid to rest") loses its lexical meaning in order to act as an emphasis marker for the main verb kondu (literally, "to kill").

Conjunct Verbs Conjunct verbs in Kannada are a combination of a noun or adjective with a verb, such that the verb is delexicalized and serves as a verbalizer to provide a single semantic notion of an occurrence or action. The verbalizer is often inflected with the tense, aspect and modality, while the noun contains the semantics of the event. Therefore, while the verb is included in the event span, the noun accounts for the event nugget. For example:

14. naanu raamige bharavase niDiddene
   I Ram to trust request
   I promised Ram.

We see here that the phrase bharavase niDiddene is an idiomatic phrase (literally "to request trust") which forms a noun and verb compound which has a single semantic connotation, i.e. "to promise". Therefore it is a compound verb.

6. Generalizing Dataset Development

In this section, we present the procedure and analysis of the development of guidelines for event detection from a holistic, language independent perspective. While the paper thus far depicts the detection and annotation of events, the development of guidelines for event representation, and the associated challenges specifically for Kannada, we would like to emphasize that events are a real-world constructs which are being given a representation in a given language. Therefore, there are some task-specific but language agnostic steps that can be taken for annotating and representing events in morphologically rich languages.

As presented above, an understanding of the linguistic philosophy behind event representation is critical to understand how a language’s syntax allows for the linking of participants to an action or occurrence. Furthermore, event analysis depends on the morphological or syntactic components associated with marking time, duration, telicity, durativity as well as case relations (Pustejovsky, 1991).

Therefore, the first step in the generalized understanding of events in a morphologically rich language is the isolation of inflections that provide tense, aspect and modality information. The heterogeneity of the markers provides the various possible inflections (and irregular constructions if any) in which an event can take place. While in most language tense and aspect are fairly rigorous (Giorgi and Pianesi, 1997), the modality of verbs and verbal predicates need to be analyzed on a granular level.

Morante and Sporleder (2012) presents a thorough study into annotation and corpus linguistics into the role of modality and negation as extra-propositional aspects. Indeed, in event annotation, both negation and modality play a role in the complete description of an event. However, languages vary in their representation of modal verbs and negative polarity, and therefore, development of guidelines for these event features becomes a language specific problem. Indeed, while the guidelines developed and challenges faced in Section 4. are to be seen, if development in event detection takes place in Telugu, Tamil and other Dravidian languages, it should be noted that modality and polarity are represented differently in each of these languages. Therefore, it is one of the major challenges in event representation.
Table 1: Corpus Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Total Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tokens</td>
<td>37020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentences</td>
<td>3583</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Event Type Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event type</th>
<th>Total Number of Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Word Events</td>
<td>3114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi Word Events</td>
<td>1686</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Corpus Statistics

In this section, we explain the corpus, and some basic statistics associated with it, including the dataset size, the number of events, and their category-wise distribution. Finally, we consider the computation of the inter-annotator agreement and show that the dataset is in fact quite reliable, as it shows a high Fleiss’ Kappa Score of 0.91 in the final round of annotation.

We annotated the Kannada Dependency Treebank (Rao et al., 2014) for event mentions. The Dependency Treebank corpus consists of 37,020 tokens, from distinct domains such as tourism, general and conversational.

As presented in Table 1 the dataset is divided into 3,583 sentences. The dataset has been annotated with 4,800 events, out of which 3,114 events consist of a single word in the event span, while 1,686 events have a multiword event span as seen in Table 2. There are 686 sentences which do not have any events as they are entirely copular in nature. This implies that sentences with multiple events are not uncommon in general.

In all the rounds of annotation mentioned in section 5., inter-annotator agreement was computed using the Fleiss’ Kappa metric for multiple annotators (Fleiss, 1971), where \( \kappa \) is the degree of agreement achieved and \( 1 - P_i \) is the degree of agreement above chance. Given \( N \) tokens to be annotated and \( n \) annotators, with \( k \) categories to annotate the data. We first calculate the proportion of annotations in the \( j \) category as:

\[
p_j = \frac{1}{Nn} \sum_{i=1}^{N} n_{ij}, \quad 1 = \sum_{j=1}^{k} p_j
\]

We then calculate \( P_i \), the degree of agreement with the \( i \)th annotator as:

\[
P_i = \frac{1}{n(n-1)} \sum_{j=1}^{k} n_{ij}(n_{ij} - 1)
\]

Finally we calculate \( \hat{P} \) and \( \hat{P}_e \) as:

\[
\hat{P} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} P_i
\]

\[
\hat{P}_e = \sum_{j=1}^{k} p_j^2
\]

The inter-annotator agreement in the final round of annotations is 0.91, after four rounds of annotation. We noted that the inter-annotator agreement increased across the stages.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a comprehensive set of guidelines for the annotation of events in Kannada, based on TimeML guidelines of event detection. Using these guidelines, we annotate the Kannada Dependency Treebank with event nuggets. This dataset is the first attempt to perform semantic annotation tasks in Kannada, which is a low-resource language. We introduce some basic features of Kannada grammar associated with representing event information, as well as some of the challenges in detecting events in this language.

In the future, this dataset can be expanded both in size and in annotations to include other facets of the TimeML annotation schema, and provide further insight into the automated detection of events and other temporal information. Given the nature of the guidelines, challenges and the description of the corpus annotation procedure, we hope that the development of event annotated corpora for other Dravidian languages becomes easier.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to present a prospective and interdisciplinary research project seeking to ontologize knowledge of the domain of Outsider Art, that is, the art created outside the boundaries of official culture. The goal is to combine ontology engineering methodologies to develop a knowledge base which i) examines the relation between social exclusion and cultural productions, ii) standardizes the terminology of Outsider Art and iii) enables semantic interoperability between cultural metadata relevant to Outsider Art. The Outsider Art ontology will integrate some existing ontologies and terminologies, such as the CIDOC - Conceptual Reference Model (CRM); the Art & Architecture Thesaurus and the Getty Union List of Artist Names, among other resources. Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning techniques will be fundamental instruments for knowledge acquisition and elicitation. NLP techniques will be used to acquire bibliographies of relevant outsider artists and descriptions of outsider artworks with linguistic information. ML techniques will be used to acquire knowledge from linguistic features embedded in both types of texts.

Keywords: ontology engineering, cultural heritage, outsider art

1. Introduction
Culture, creativity and inclusive society are widely represented in the innovation agenda for cultural heritage in Europe. Since 2014, almost €5 billion was invested in cultural and cultural heritage projects under the European Regional Development Fund (Europa Nostra, 2018). Between 2014 and 2019, €495 million was invested in Horizon 2020 in cultural heritage R&I (Zygierewicz, 2019). Despite this large investment, some socio-cultural groups are still not sufficiently integrated in cultural heritage experiences, as is the case of outsider artists.

“Outsiders” are highly innovative artists that have been aesthetically and socially marginalized because of their status as psychiatric patients, homeless, recluses, disabled persons, migrants and ethnic minorities. As a consequence, Outsider Art (Cardinal, 1972) is a nebulous domain and a deeply problematic notion. The concept remains the subject of highly diverse debates as to its meaning and scope (Philby, 2011). Today a plethora of sometimes misleading terms are used to describe it: art brut, art of madmen, art singulier, autistic art, (contemporary) folk art, (faux) naïve art, fresh invention, grass-roots art, intuitive art, marginal art, mediumistic art, nevve invention, non-traditional folk art, primitive art, primitivism, pseudo-naïve art, psychopathologic art, psychotic art, raw art, self-taught art, vernacular art and visionary art. Indeed, there are those who believe that Outsider Art is a tenable concept and those who question the authenticity of the concept. For example, Marcus Davies (2007) states that the use of the term is here to stay and James Elkins (2006) says that the term is an oxymoron and, consequently, there is no such thing as Outsider Art. This evidence leads us to conclude that there is a need to perform an explicit terminological standardization of the Outsider Art domain.

We propose an inherently interdisciplinary research project that explores the links between art and society by applying Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques. Specifically, we aim to represent part of the existing knowledge about so-called Outsider Art in a machine-readable language (ontology) that allows us to deduce implicit knowledge from the existing literature on Outsider Art. The Ontology will be suitable for discovering implicit facts, relations, and contradictions by using reasoning engines. In this sense, the ontology will help to provide a better understanding of the relation between social exclusion and artistic innovation by assigning meaning to huge amounts of textual data. Our main research objectives are:

- To examine the relation between social exclusion and cultural productions by applying an interdisciplinary approach that brings together technology, art and language.
- To standardize the terminology of Outsider Art by formally conceptualizing the domain using a combination of traditional ontology engineering and corpus based techniques, in particular NLP methods for (semi)automatic ontology learning and population (Maynard, Bontcheva and Augenstein, 2016).
- To enable semantic interoperability between heterogeneous metadata by coding textual information in a machine processable format with the goal of facilitating the development of emerging technologies for European smart museums, such as virtual assistants, recommenders, dynamic tourist guides and interactive exhibits.

2. Methodology, Tools and Resources
The Outsider Art ontology will be built using Ontology Engineering methodologies. There are well-established methodologies to support the process of ontology development and maintenance: e.g. An & Park’s (2018) methodology, POEM (Ali and Khusro, 2016), Bautista-Zambrana’s methodology (Bautista-Zambrana, 2015), NeOn (Suarez-Figueroa et al., 2012) and DiDOm (Keet, 2012).

As can be seen in Figure 1, ontology authors vary significantly in their approach to developing their respective ontologies. The Figure 1 below shows 28 methodologies and 15 activities that are frequently used in the development of ontologies. The light-shaded green boxes are the activities that occur in the early stage of the
ontologization process, while the dark-shaded green boxes represent the later activities. Those activities can be arranged in four processes: requirements, conceptualization, coding and evaluation. For example, the O-DOCK methodology (Alex, Chavez and Davy, 2019) contains: 1) a very early stage for requirement analysis based on competency questions (CQs) followed by 2) a stage for the extraction of terms and relevant relationship definition (conceptualization), 3) the translation of concepts and relations into a computer-readable language, including the integration of existing ontologies (coding) and 4) a final stage for error detection (evaluation).

Our approach for Outsider Art ontology development will consider the most prevalent stages of the most outstanding methodologies for ontology engineering, as detailed below.

2.1 Specification: Requirements and Sources

The specification is a process that will be used for identifying, among other things, the purpose, scope, feasibility, intended users and requirements of the Outsider Art ontology. From among all of the existing specification techniques, we will employ competency questions (CQs), the analysis of domain specific text corpora and an online form to capture the ontology specifications. This information will be included in the so-called Ontology Requirements Specification Document (ORSD).

Competency questions is a list of questions that the Ontology of the Outsider Art should respond to correctly. Two examples of competency question are: “What diseases/disabilities do the outsider artists suffer from?” and “What themes do the outsider artists paint?” From such competency questions, a number of seed concepts will be drawn up: e.g. “bipolar disorder”, “Alzheimer’s”, “multiple sclerosis”, “autism”, “alcoholism”, “flowers”, “birds”, “violence” and “sex”.

In order to build an ontology for terminological purposes, it will be necessary to collect a large text corpus. In this respect, the quality of the corpus will be one of the parameters to be taken into account when we devise the Outsider Art ontology. This is particularly important for ontology learning from texts since NLP techniques depend on corpus quality. For this reason, the source text that we will use for Outsider Art ontology learning should be well-balanced and representative, i.e., a body of scientific books, papers, magazines and web pages. We will focus on two types of texts or discursive genres: bibliographies of relevant outsider artists (see Table 1 (a)) and descriptions of outsider artworks (see Table 1 (b)).

Table 1. Two types of texts in the field of Outsider Art.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>Wölfl was born in Bern, Switzerland. He was abused both physically and sexually as a child, and was orphaned at the age of 10. He thereafter grew up in a series of state-run foster homes. He worked as a Verdingbub (indentured child labourer) and briefly joined the army… (Wikipedia).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>André Masson, Labyrinth, 1938. Influenced by Freud, Masson’s work represents an attempt to gain access to unconscious thought through automatic techniques. Starting with a web of rapidly formed lines… (Rhodes, 2000, p. 117) (see Figure 2).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Additionally, in order to collect ontology requirements, an online survey will be distributed among specialists in Outsider Art at different institutions across the world, e.g. Museu d’Art Brut¹ (Barcelona), Collection de l’Art Brut² (Switzerland), Outsider Art Fair³ (Paris), Raw Vision Magazine⁴, etc.

Figure 2: André Masson, Labyrinth, 1938.

2.2 Conceptualization: NLP & ML Techniques

The conceptualization stage consists of representing knowledge about the Outsider Art in a semi-formal format (i.e. in an artificial and formally defined language) using NLP and ML techniques.

The Outsider Art corpus will be normalized and annotated using linguistic pre-processing techniques (Maynard, Bontcheva and Augenstein, 2016) such as sentence splitting, tokenisation, part-of-speech (POS) tagger, chunk parsing, name entity recognition and classification (NERC) and co-reference resolution. There are many tools available for NLP in many platforms: Natural Language Toolkit⁵, Stanford CoreNLP⁶, Freeling⁷, Ixa Pipes⁸, and OpenNLP⁹. Last but not least, the General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) (Cunningham, et al., 2002) is a popular NLP toolkit with support for ontology based IE and ontology learning.

The supervised learning techniques will be employed to make use of the latent features embedded in the bibliographies of relevant outsider artists (see Table 1 (a)) and descriptions of outsider artworks (see Table 1 (b)) to acquire knowledge with very limited human intervention. For example, the identification of terms that are relevant to the Outsider Art domain will be done by using distributional knowledge (Doing-Harris, Livnat and Meystre, 2015) and contextual knowledge (Hoxha, Jiang and Weng, 2016) coming from syntactic and semantic annotation of texts. Semantic Similarity between labelled words or phrases (Liu, Li and Deng, 2017) will be applied to find additional mentions of an ontology class such as the painter’s “subject matter” based on lexico-syntactic information described in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP (as Subject)</th>
<th>VP (as verb)</th>
<th>COMPLEMENT (as object)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>His work</td>
<td>Ranges</td>
<td>from idyllic scenes…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delisclau’s work</td>
<td>Shows</td>
<td>the influence of…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hampton</td>
<td>Described</td>
<td>his work as a monument to Jesus…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The subjects of his work</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>waterfront landscapes,…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Coding: the Web Ontology Language

Another of the key decisions to take in the Outsider Art ontology development process is the selection of the appropriate ontology language for modelling, encoding and querying the target domain. The Resource Description Framework or RDF (Schreiber and Raimond, 2014) is a language for representing binary relations between two resources on the Web. The two resources (subject and object) and the relation (predicate) form a triple: e.g. Picasso → was-born-in → Spain. The Web Ontology Language or OWL (Hitzler et al., 2012) is a language for making ontological statements whose syntax and formal semantics are derived from description logics. A number of query languages have been developed to extract information from RDF and OWL, including SPARQL (Pérez, Arenas and Gutierrez, 2006) for RDF and SQWRL (O’Connor and Das, 2009) for OWL.

2.4 Evaluation approaches

The Outsider Art ontology will be evaluated by comparing the learned ontology with the content of a text corpus (corpus-based approach) (Rosspocher et al., 2012) and by measuring how efficiently the ontology is for the automatic classification of text documents (task-based approach) (Pittet and Barthélémy, 2015).

Additionally, a semi-automatic approach will be applied using the CQchecker (Bezerra and Freitas, 2017; Bezerra, Freitas, and Santana da Silva, 2013), an algorithm that verifies whether the ontology answers CQs at the terminological level. The CQchecker splits a CQ expressed in natural language into tokens and tries to find the concepts and relations from the ontology described in OWL DL¹⁰ that the CQ referred to.

3. Source Integration Method

It is a fact that most ontologies for Cultural Heritage are interdisciplinary artefacts since they describe objective manifestations of the human mind, including customs,

¹⁰ OWL DL is a rich ontology language that supports high expressiveness and decidable reasoning.
practices, places, objects, artistic expressions and values. For that reason, building ontologies from scratch is often not a viable alternative as recent works proves.

For example, the Conservation Reasoning ontology (CORE) (Moraïtou and Kavakli, 2018) extends our information about artworks from the CIDOC CRM ontology by adding knowledge about materials, chemical properties, polymers and measurement techniques based on the empirical analysis of resources such as vocabularies, thesauri, wikis and other ontologies. In Moraïtou, Aliprantis and Caridakis (2018), the CORE ontology is merged with the Semantic Sensor Network ontology (SSN) in order to create a new ontology that expresses preventive conservation guidelines and rules based on sensor data about the artworks’ environmental conditions. Similarly, the Heritage Building ontology (HB) (Tibaut et al., 2018), which represents knowledge about problematic issues with historical buildings, was created by integrating related domain ontologies (e.g. building materials and structures) and non-directly related domain ontologies (e.g. time, locations and persons). The Built Cultural Heritage ontology (BCH) (Zalamea, Van Orshoven, and Steenberghen, 2018) for the preventive conservation of architectural heritage was refined by merging Geneva CityGML and Mondis ontologies. Thus, the Mondis ontology provides classes for “Risk” and “Vulnerability” and the Geneva CityGML ontology provides classes to represent buildings, geographic areas and cities.

As shown in Table 3, the existing literature on Outsider Art describes both aesthetic entities (e.g. “Jean Dubuffet”, “Hayward Gallery”, “fantastical botanical images”) and social/medical issues (e.g. “dental technician”, “military officer”, “depression”, “mental pain”) surrounding this form of art, in addition to non-specialized knowledge (e.g. “London”, “1948”).

Table 3. Different entities within the Outsider Art domain (some of them are highlighted in bold).

As a young girl, Anna Zemánková (Czech, 1908-1986), enjoyed drawing, yet gave up the hobby to pursue a career as a dental technician. She married a military officer and in 1948, she moved to Prague, where she devoted all of her time to raising her family. Later in life, she struggled with depression, but found an outlet for her mental pain in art. At the crack of dawn, she would paint in a trance-like state, therapeutically creating fantastical botanical images from her imagination. Her series of surreal flowers was executed in paint, as well as in crocheted tissue paper. Her work is included by Jean Dubuffet in the Collection de l’Art Brut and was presented at the 1979 exhibition of Outsider art at the Hayward Gallery in London.

Thus, in order to categorise aesthetical objects, we can integrate several external resources including:

- The Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC CRM) (Le Bœuf et al., 2019) is an extensible ontology that provides definitions and a formal structure for describing the concepts and relationships used in cultural heritage documentation.
- The Europeana Data Model (EDM) (Europeana, 2017) is an ontology-based framework that is suitable for the description of cultural objects.
- The Art & Architecture Thesaurus (Alexiev et al., 2017) is a thesaurus containing generic terms, dates, relationships, sources, and notes for work types, roles, materials, styles, cultures, techniques, and other concepts related to art.
- The Cultural Objects Name Authority (CONA) (Harpring, 2019) compiles titles/names and other metadata for works of art.
- The Getty Iconography Authority (AI) (Harpring, 2019b) is a thesaurus that covers topics relevant to art.
- The Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TGN) (Harpring, 2019c) focuses on places relevant to art.
- The Getty Union List of Artist Names (ULAN) (Harpring, 2019d) is a structured vocabulary, including names and biographies of the people involved in the creation and study of art (see Figure 3).

There are a number of existing ontologies and terminologies that we can use to categorize social and medical concepts in the Outsider Art ontology:

- The UNESCO Thesaurus (UNESCO, 2019) is a controlled and structured list of terms in the fields of education, culture, natural sciences, social and human sciences, communication and information.
- The Human Disease Ontology (Schriml et al., 2018) provides the biomedical community with consistent, reusable and sustainable descriptions of human disease terms.

![Figure 3: Example of search term in the ULAN (Harpring, 2019d).](image-url)

On the other hand, the description of general knowledge, such as time and location, can be handled using specific and generic tools. Time Ontology (W3C 2017) and CRMgeo (Hiebel, Doerr and Eide, 2016) are examples of specific tools. The Time Ontology provides vocabulary for expressing information about relations between instants and intervals, durations and temporal position, including date-time information. CRMgeo is a geospatial ontology for cultural heritage documentation which has been integrated with GeoSPARQL vocabulary to categorize spatio-temporal classes and properties such as “Prague” or “London”. Generic semantic resources include the Dbpedia and Schema.org. Dbpedia (Auer, 2007) is a knowledge base that stores structured data extracted from Wikipedia (3.64 million items organised in
320 classes and 1,650 different properties). Schema.org is a shared vocabulary to structure metadata models for around 614 different types of content, such as Creative works, Event and Place.

4. Current state of the research

Purpose, scope, feasibility, intended users and other general requirements of the Outsider Art ontology have been identified. We are currently working on collecting and labelling the Outsider Art corpus. In order to guarantee the quality of the data, we are compiling a short but highly normalized version of the corpus by hand. In addition to syntactic information, this corpus will be enriched with semantic information by using the resources described in Section 3. For example, by mapping the concept “Jean Dubuffet” in the corpus in ULAN vocabulary (RDF version), we are able to discover that: (i) the full name of this outsider artist was “Jean Philippe Arthur Dubuffet”, (ii) “Louis-Léon Forget” was his pseudonym and (iii) he had a professional relationship with the painter Asger Jorn (see Table 4).

Table 4. Snippet of the ULAN vocabulary in RDF version.

This enriched version of the corpus will be used to train a machine learning model for automatically classifying new texts about Outsider Art. That is because it has been proved that training corpora in conjunction with deep learning methods outperforms classical techniques for feature extraction and the classification of text, particularly on imbalanced datasets (Chen, McKeever and Delany, 2018).

5. Conclusions

We aim to develop the first ontology of Outsider Art. This is an innovative research project that focuses on three axes that have a significant impact on social diversity11, the standardization of knowledge and the semantic interoperability of cultural data. On the technical level, the Outsider Art ontology will contribute to the deployment of digital technologies for virtual and smart museums (e.g. concept/ aspect based opinion mining and opinionated semantic search tools, virtual assistants, dynamic tourist guides, interactive exhibits and chatbots) by standardizing data and knowledge about Outsider Art. In fact, the cultural sector is characterized by a complex data integration problem for which a solution is being sought through the development of metadata standards. Ontologies have found fertile ground in the cultural heritage domain due to the need to preserve, conserve, curate, and disseminate physical and digital objects.

The final ontology will be distributed online in a findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable format based on W3C standards: OWL, RDF and SWRL. The Outsider Art ontology will be integrated into the Europeana Data Model and be mapped to Schema.org
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Abstract
In this paper we focus on creation of interoperable annotation resources that make up a significant proportion of an on-going project on the development of conceptually annotated multilingual corpora for the domain of terrorist attacks in three languages (English, French and Russian) that can be used for comparative linguistic research, intelligent content and trend analysis, summarization, machine translation, etc. Conceptual annotation is understood as a type of task-oriented domain-specific semantic annotation. The annotation process in our project relies on ontological analysis. The paper details on the issues of the development of both static and dynamic resources such as a universal conceptual annotation scheme, multilingual domain ontology and multipurpose annotation platform with flexible settings, which can be used for the automation of the conceptual resource acquisition and of the annotation process, as well as for the documentation of the annotated corpora specificities. The resources constructed in the course of the research are also be used for developing concept disambiguation metrics by means of qualitative and quantitative analysis of the golden portion of the conceptually annotated multilingual corpora and of the annotation platform linguistic knowledge.
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1. Introduction
The importance of linguistic annotations and, especially, semantic annotations over raw textual data is widely acknowledged as critical in developing language technologies, such as intelligent content and trend analysis, classification, machine learning, summarization, machine translation, etc. (Mair, 2005; Pustejovsky, 2012). However, and this is also widely recognized, annotated corpora are quite sparse and their availability is often problematic due to no or restricted access, differences in volume and principles of construction, non-standardized and/or unsuitable annotations for specific language technology tasks. There are good reasons for this. - annotating a comprehensive corpus with semantic representations is a hard, costly and time-consuming task. In spite of quite a number of attempts to facilitate the problem by developing reusable annotations, including semantic annotation formats, such as, for example, XML, SGML, etc., and the introduction of increasingly convivial and hardware-independent application software, it is difficult to find a system that matches exactly end-user requirements. For quality semantic annotation, the portable annotation software packages, as the main dynamic annotation resource should contain a significant amount of linguistic knowledge, acquisition of which so far is highly problematic. If, however, genericity is considered as applied to a family of applications, i.e., applications sharing tasks and domains, one can probably suggest particular approaches to solve the problem, even cross linguistically. In this paper we attempt just that.

Our ultimate goal is to develop a methodology for developing annotation resources and resources themselves for the conceptual annotation of multilingual domain corpora, which are interoperable across languages and targeted to the automation of the annotation process primarily, but not exclusively, for such tasks as intelligent content analysis, machine learning, and classification. In our project, conceptual annotation is understood as a type of domain-specific task-oriented semantic annotation as opposed to the annotation with high level semantic properties, such as animacy, being human, person, etc. We demonstrate our approach on the domain of e-news on terrorist attacks in three languages, English, French and Russian. Our motivation to focus on the domain on terrorist attacks is that counterterrorist activity requires, among others, operative analysis of unstructured e-information and the availability of means to speed up the creation of annotated corpora in this particular domain is of high importance. We here focus on the development of both static and dynamic annotation resources such as a universal conceptual annotation scheme, multilingual domain ontology and annotation platform with flexible settings. The platform is multipurpose; it can be used for the automation of the conceptual resource acquisition and of the annotation process itself, as well as for the documentation of the annotated corpora specificities. The resources constructed in the course of the research are also be used for developing concept disambiguation metrics by means of qualitative and quantitative analysis of the golden portion of the conceptually annotated multilingual corpora and of the annotation platform linguistic knowledge.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the related work. Section 3 defines the research tasks and introduces our data set. In Section 4 we suggest a methodology of building interoperable domain-specific conceptual annotation resources and describe the pool of static and dynamic resources built in the course of the current phase of the research. Section 5 describes the “first-machine-then-human” workflow of the conceptual annotation procedure. We conclude with the research overview and future work.

2. Related Work
Today the area of language annotation research witnesses the tendency towards semanticization and, in particular, domain semanticization (in our research, domain conceptualization), as the most realistic way to solve language technology tasks. The current trend is to use domain ontologies as conceptual annotation instruments, which, in turn, boosts the research in the field of ontology
development. Ontologies are most often created for the annotation of unilingual (most often, English) domain corpora oriented to particular tasks. For example, to name just a few, the ontology described in (Roberts A. et al., 2009) is created for the analysis of English medical records. (Tenenboim L et al., 2008) present the domain ontology for personalized filtration of English eNews. (Mannes and Golbeck, 2005; Najgebaier et al., 2008; Inyaem et al., 2009) devote their efforts to building ontologies for forecasting terror attacks and extraction of terrorist events from eNews. There is much less research on the ontology-based annotation in other languages, among which (as most closely related to our research) are (Dobrov et al., 2015) who suggest ways to semantically annotate a Russian domain corpus, and (Djemaa et al., 2016) focusing on a French corpus, correspondingly.

As ontology development is a very tough and time-consuming task, there are attempts to save effort in constructing ontological resources by making them multilingual. Multilingualism in ontologies is generally understood in two major senses: 1) as the adaptation (or understandability) of the ontology labels for the users-native speakers of different national languages and 2) as the capability of one ontology to be applied to processing texts in different languages regardless of the language used for wording concept labels. These understandings of ontology multilingualism directly depend on the interpretation of ontology either as a language-dependent or language-independent resource.

Language-dependent ontologies are thesaurus-like structures whose elements are defined by the properties of a specific language. A well-known example of such resource, often called ontological, is the famous WordNet thesaurus (Miller et al., 1990). The research on providing ontological multilingualism here goes in the direction of localization of the labels of ontology concepts, rather than modification of the ontological conceptualization. The localization procedure can go in different ways. For example, (Montiel-Ponsoda et al., 2008) propose the association of word senses in different languages to ontology concepts through a special linguistic model, while (Espinoza et al., 2008) suggest translating ontology labels into the user's language. One more localization technique is to manually annotate ontological concepts with labels in different languages (Chaves and Trojahn, 2010). (Alatrish et al., 2014) direct their efforts to the development of universal tools that could be used for semi-automatic procedure of building separate ontologies tuned to different languages. (Embley et al., 2019) suggest methodologies on how to relate unilingual ontologies by mapping both the data and the meta-data of these ontologies. The use of language-dependent ontologies for interoperable semantic (conceptual) annotation of multilingual corpora does not seem quite doable.

Language-independent ontologies, like e.g., Mikrokosmos (Nirenburg and Raskin, 2004), SUMO (Niles et al., 2003) and BFO (Arp et al., 2015), allow multilingualism in the second sense (the applicability to processing texts in multiple languages) per definition, provided that each lexical unit (one- or multi-component) in the vocabulary of a particular language is mapped (according to special rules) into such ontology concept. This is the basic feature that makes language-independent ontologies applicable to semantic (conceptual, including) annotations that can be interoperable across languages. Given the expense of manual work, unavoidable in semantic (conceptual) annotation a lot of effort in using language-independent ontologies as annotation instruments is currently devoted to the creation of different tools to increase annotators’ productivity. As a rule, so far, such annotation tools are user interfaces for mapping lexical units into ontological concepts and/or postediting the results of the automated annotation (Zagoru'ko et al., 2012; Stenetorp et al., 2012).

3. Approach and Data

3.1 Task Definition

Creation of interoperable resources for annotation makes should be closely associated with the annotation procedure that in our research is defined by the intersection of the following criteria: (i) data-driven methodology directed from analysis to representation, (ii) domain orientation, (iv) interoperability across languages, (v) automation of the annotation process, (vi) reusability of resources. We argue that interoperability of content annotation across languages calls for a clear division between language-dependent lexical knowledge and language-independent conceptual knowledge that can be best represented in ontology. We consider ontological analysis as a main instrument for interoperable conceptual annotation with a tagset defined by the ontological concepts. We are fully aware that ontological analysis has a serious limitation that lies in its practical realization. The shortcomings of ontological analysis are well-known and include the difficulty of clearly specifying the boundaries of the analysis and the influence of objective human judgments. There is no universal recipe for ideal ontological analysis therefore, as a rule, in every practical project, specific approaches are developed to deal with the problems above. Our solutions are domain-constraint and data-driven. Then, to reduce manual work, a decision was made to experiment as much as possible with the “first-machine, then human” set-up of annotation work and to postpone the actual annotation process till later stages of the research and to first focus on the creation of the resources for annotation, which, following the classification given in (Witt et al., 2009) are divided into static and dynamic. In our research static resources include a conceptual annotation knowledge that consists of multilingual comparable domain corpora on terrorist acts in three languages (English, French and Russian), a universal conceptual annotation scheme, a multilingual domain ontology, domain-related unilingual lexicons and lexical-ontological mappings. The dynamic resources are tools to automate the creation of both static resources, and the annotation procedure.

The road map for this research is as follows. First, the data set for the study was acquired and conceptualized resulting into lists of conceptually classified lexical items, and then the upper-level ontology and representation formalism were decided on followed by the development of a seed multilingual ontology for the terrorist attack domain. The seed ontology was further refined and populated with the text template technique. In parallel with the research on the content (knowledge) side of the project, a toolkit to automate the work on all its stages was being developed.
3.2 Data Set

First of all, the advantage was taken of the previously built domain resources created for our earlier CAT project that include a 400 000 word Russian terrorist domain corpus of 2016-2017 e-news acquired in the Internet and a Russian-English lexicon of multicomponent lexical units built over the corpus. The lexicon includes initial corpus-based Russian vocabulary translated into English by professional translators. These data were used, first of all, to acquire knowledge for the built-in house Internet crawlers to automatically collect new portions of Russian, as well as English and French domain corpora. The crawler knowledge was decided to consist of key phrases rather than single words as the use of key phrases has the immediate effect in improving precision in keyword related tasks (Lefever et al., 2009). Then, a general opinion that content resides in noun phrases (Witschel, 2005), made us vote in favor of keywords/phrases as grammatically well-formed noun phrases. The key noun phrases were automatically extracted from the “old” 400 000 word Russian corpus by means of the tool described in (Sheremetyeva, 2012) that we trained for the Russian terrorist domain. The top 30% of the extracted Russian key noun phrases and their translations into English and French were used as the knowledge for the crawlers, by means of which the second part of the raw data, - multilingual terrorist act corpora of 100,000 words published on the Internet in 2018-2019 in the three languages were automatically acquired. For feasibility reasons, we excluded news on terrorist military activities and focused on the news on terrorist attack committed by individuals or terrorist groups in different countries.

4. Building Resources for Annotation

4.1 Static resources

In this section we describe the process of acquisition of static resources for conceptual annotation at the pre-annotation stage. The results of the acquisition were used as the knowledge base for the NLP annotation platform (see section 4.3) and were further augmented in the course of the whole research period.

4.1.1 Data set analysis

The first step in building resources for interoperable conceptual annotation consisted in classifying the multilingual corpora lexis into domain-relevant conceptual classes (or categories). It included decisions on i) the units of conceptual classification, which we took to be both single words and multi-word phrases of different POS classes, and ii) the list of categories/concepts. The set up for this work included an initial intuitively prescribed universal list of conceptual classes with definitions, unilingual (English, French and Russian) corpora-based frequency lists of multicomponent noun phrases as most closely content-related textual units (note, not only key phrases), raw corpora for context check, if needed, and conceptualization guidelines that were the same throughout the languages. The lists of noun phrases for conceptualization were constructed in two takes. First, the set of noun phrases up to four components long were automatically extracted from the English, French, and Russian corpora with the lexical extractor (Sheremetyeva, cf.) after it was trained for the terrorist domain in all the three languages. Then, every unilingual corpus was searched for longer noun phrases with the regular “find” functionality using the seed set of automatically extracted 4-component phrases. The domain-relevant units where then manually classified into conceptual classes (starting with the prescribed set) and following the guidelines. Special attention was paid to the selection of concept labels that were worded in English and made as descriptive as possible. Throughout the whole research period, weekly discussions were held by the project participants to provide for inter-conceptualization consistency and brush up. This stage resulted in the specification of the seed set of domain concepts. Other types of phrases were then extracted and classified in the same way followed by further brush up and extension of the cross-language conceptual class set. In general, the concept set was elaborated to specify a 3-level tree-like structure of concept organization with 97 fine-grained conceptual categories, assigned to 20 top-level domain categories. Table 1 shows a fragment of the top level domain concept list with definitions; Table 2 lists the second level grained concepts for the top domain concepts COUNTER-TERRORISM and CONSEQUENCES, and Table 3 presents fragments of unilingual lexica lists assigned to the conceptual class “AGENT – TERRORIST”.

Table 1: A fragment of the domain conceptual class list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTER-TERRORISM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGENT – TERRORIST: Executore of a terrorist act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSUMPTION: Assumption on who could commit a terr. act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUSE: What caused a terrorist attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLAIM RESPONSIBILITY: terr. act responsibility claims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSEQUENCES: Aftermath of the terrorist attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUNTER-TERRORISM: People and measures against terr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOAL OF ATTACK: Demands of terrorists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCATION: Place where a terrorist act was committed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEANS OF ATTACK: Items used for a terrorist act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATION: person citizenship or country related to terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJECT OF ATTACK: Who or what was hit in terr. act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME: Date and time when the terrorist attack happened</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ATTACK: shooting, explosion, stubbing, arson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOURCE: Sources of attack reports: newspapers, TV, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Second level concepts for the top concepts COUNTER-TERRORISM and CONSEQUENCES.

| COUNTER-TERRORISM AGENCY: People fighting terr. |
| COUNTER-TERRORISM MEASURES: counter-terr. action |
| CONSEQUENCES |
| PUBLIC LOSS: killed, wounded, hostage, no damage |
| DESTRUCTION: objects damaged or destructed |
| TERRORISTS’ LOSS: suicided, killed, wounded, detained |
| TERRORISTS’ GAIN: terrorists’ demands answered |
| PUBLIC REACTION: manifestation of support |
| RECONSTRUCTION: restoration of destroyed objects |

1 Constraint to four component extraction units is explained by the limitations of the extractor.
The resulted ontology currently consists of 112 OBJECT and EVENT concepts and 27 PROPERTY concepts, see details in (Sheremetyeva & Zinovyeva, 2018).

4.1.3 Lexical-Ontological Mapping

Our main methodology for the interoperable conceptual annotation is ontological analysis. In practice, ontological analysis consists in mapping corpora lexical units into ontological concepts that, in our case, calls for creating unilingual lexicons, in which every domain-related unit is explicitly linked to an ontological concept. The boundaries of such mappings were specified by the domain data analysis and where allowed to be one-to-many, many-to-one or many-to-many. This had to follow human judgement, though strictly regulated by the mapping guidelines. For example, the French named entity “Charlie Hebdo” is mapped into the concepts OBJECT OF ATTACK (its office was targeted by terrorists in 2015) and SOURCE (it is a weekly newspaper that published info on terrorist attacks). Among lexical items mapped to several concepts there are, for example, the English word “police officer” and its French and Russian equivalents “policier” and “полицейский”, correspondingly. Namely, following their use in the corresponding unilingual corpus, these lexical items are mapped into the 4 concepts of the multilingual ontology (the order of examples below are English, French and Russian):

COUNTER-TERRORISM: After the explosions, the authorities deployed police officers. / Après les explosions, les autorités ont déploé des policiers. / После взрывов власти выставили полицейских.

CONSEQUENCES: A police officer was killed. / Un policier est tué. / Полицейский был убит.

SOURCE: According to a police officer, the man shouted “Allahu akbar”. / Selon des policiers, l'homme aurait crié « Allah akbar ». / По словам полицейских мужчина кричал «Аллах акбар».

AGENT-TERRORIST: Russia’s ambassador is assassinated in Ankara by a police officer. / L'ambassadeur de Russie est assassiné à Ankara par un policier. / Российский посол убит в Анкаре полицейским.

We also introduced a convention that is not very obvious and generally accepted. It concerns the ontology mapping of multicomponent lexical units, in which individual components bear domain-related conceptual meanings that translate different aspects of content and do not contradict one another. For example, in the English phrase “airport shooting suspect”, the word “shooting” conveys the information on the type of attack, the word “airport” points to the location where the attack took place, while the word “suspect” has two conceptual meanings “assumption” and “performer of the terrorist attack”. All these content components are sincretically united in the phrase. Therefore, the convention is to map this multi-component lexeme into 4 concepts, - AGENT-TERRORIST, ASSUMPTION, TYPE OF ATTACK and LOCATION. Similarly, the phrase “Algerian terrorist” is mapped into the AGENT-TERRORIST and NATION concepts. Multiple ontological-lexical mappings will obviously lead to assigning multiple concept tags to
textual units in the annotation procedure. However, as seen from the examples above, in our approach to annotation, it might or might not signal of lexical unit conceptual ambiguity. The situation forecast the need to make decisions on when multiple conceptual tags have to be disambiguated and when it should not be done to preserve as much domain-related content as possible. This issue is a matter of further investigation.

The domain conceptualization described in this section resulted in the acquisition of the pre-annotation static knowledge including the multilingual terrorist act domain ontology and ontology-mapped corpora-based unilingual lexicons of English, French and Russian. This knowledge was used to create the first version of the multilingual annotation platform described in Section 4.2.

4.2 Annotation Platform

A tool, which we call annotation platform, is the main part of all dynamic resources we used in our work. We approached its design with several considerations in mind. First of all, the annotation platform should automate the process of conceptual annotation and mark-up every unilingual corpus with the universal set of concept tags defined by the multilingual domain ontology. It is also desirable for the platform to contain knowledge that could help conceptual disambiguation. Further, it should be possible to configure the platform settings to different languages and language-dependent types of linguistic information. The annotation platform should allow for the knowledge administration and, therefore, be provided with the acquisition interface.

To save the development effort we reused, though sufficiently updated two software modules from our earlier (different type) project (Sheremetyeva, 2013) that meet most of the expectations on the annotation platform.

The first module is the program shell of the multilingual TransDict e-lexicon and the second is the tagger to which TransDict is pipelined. TransDict is built over a powerful set of linguistic features that have a tree-like structure. It is realized as a number of cross-referenced monolingual lexicons. Every monolingual lexicon consists of a set of entries with semantic, syntactic and morphological zones of flexible settings. The TransDict entry is meant for one meaning (semantic class) of a lexeme in a given language. The morphological zone can contain the morphological information, such as part-of-speech, number, gender, etc., and word paradigms of a lexical unit up to 10 components long explicitly listed in the entry. The latter makes recognition of text wordforms straightforward. Depending on the configuration of linguistic information, every wordform in the lexicon entry is automatically assigned a supertag that codes semantic and morphological information, such as part-of-speech and typed morphological features that are language-dependent. TransDict, what is important for our project, has an advanced knowledge administration user interface, built-in search module with flexible search masks and a lot of other effort-saving functionalities, like automatic generation of entry structures and entry-fillers. The TransDict shell allows increasing the number of languages as necessary and can be configured to any type of knowledge. The adaptation of TransDict for the conceptual annotation task (see Figure 1) was as follows. We configured the program to three languages, - English, French and Russian. Semantic classes were set to the ontology concepts and some other classes like “Other” “Numerals”, “Definiteness”, etc., for mapping the lexemes of not specifically domain-related meaning. For feasibility reasons, so far, only upper-level ontology concepts were coded in TransDict. The morphological zones of the entries within each conceptual class were filled up with the explicitly listed morphological paradigms of the lexemes mapped to the ontology at the pre-annotation static resource acquisition stage (see Section 4.1.). If a lexical unit was mapped to several conceptual classes, several entries for this unit were created, each linked to a particular concept. Figure 1 shows a fragment of the TransDict main acquisition interface with the word list filtered by the mask “English” & “mapped into the TERRORIST-AGENT (tag A) concept” & “also to any other concept”. The duplication of the lexical units shown in the left column of the interface displays multiple mappings. For example, the two-component lexeme “alleged terrorist” is listed twice as it is mapped into the TERRORIST-AGENT concept (tag A) and into the ASSUMPTION concept (tag I).

The screenshot displays the “alleged terrorist” lexeme entry mapped into the ASSUMPTION concept. The morphological zone is filled with the lexeme wordforms that are automatically assigned supertags Ni and Nip, where N stands for “noun”, “I” for the concept ASSUMPTION and “p” for plural. Supertags are positional, a concept code is the second in order; this coding format is inherited from the parent TransDict application. To allow the acquirers working independently at their own pace, TransDict is programmed in two variants, as MASTER with a full set of functionalities and as the so-called SLAVE – an empty program shell configured exactly as the corresponding version of MASTER but of a limited capability, namely, the user cannot change the dictionary settings (sets of languages, conceptual classes, entry structures and tags). SIAVEs filled by the acquirers with new portions of lexical conceptual knowledge are merged into MASTER on a regular basis. TransDict entries can be created for a single lexeme or for whole lists in batch mode. Figure 2 shows the window for ontological mapping when a lexeme is to be added to the TransDict knowledge. The window pops-up following a click on the “Add” button in the interface.
The selection of a conceptual class calls for another pop-up window for part-of-speech specification, after which an entry with typed morphological and syntactic zones appears that could be filled, if and as necessary. Fillers of the TransDict morphological zone fields supply knowledge to the tagger for conceptual annotation.

As said above, original TransDict shell was substantially updated for the annotation knowledge management and now includes quite a number of new effort-saving acquisition and analysis functionalities, substantially augmented search/filtering possibilities, export/import functions, etc. The new TransDict search module with a lot of possible search masks is shown in Figure 3. The main update here is filtering according to the concept class parameters (combined or not with other mask parameters). One can filter lexemes of one conceptual class, lexemes of one class that are also mapped to any other concepts, and lexemes assigned to a fixed set of conceptual classes. This function shows knowledge lacuna to be filled. Filtration on the concept parameters can be done in two modes: based on lexeme main forms only or based on the whole paradigm of lexeme wordforms listed in the TransDict morphological zone. This obviously gives different results, comparing which one can finds morphological hints for concept disambiguation in an automatically annotated text.

In general, all types of filtering including the concept class masks give a lot of information on the domain annotation statistics that can be used, e.g., for forecasting the conceptual ambiguity rate in a particular language and for developing automatic disambiguation metrics.

The second module of the annotation platform is the tagger pipelined to TransDict. The tagger has a control interface and compilers which, if necessary, can be used for the acquisition of disambiguation rules and syntactic analysis rules. The tagger can be set to coarse-grain or fine-grain corpus mark-up. The coarse-grain mark-up outputs annotation with concept tags only, which can be enough for certain text-mining and content/knowledge extraction tasks. The fine-grain mark-up assigns a full range of linguistic features coded in the TransDict supertags that can be useful for disambiguation purposes.

A screenshot of the control interface of the annotation platform tagger with the results of coarse-grain automatic conceptual tagging is shown in Figure 4 (see the concepts tags in Figure 2). Some lexemes shown in the tagger interface screenshot have multiple tags that signals of possible conceptual ambiguity. This version of the tagger does yet support concept disambiguation and, in general, the problem of automated conceptual disambiguation is out of the scope of this paper. We can only say at this stage that both statistical and, if necessary, linguistic information will be used for this purpose. This, among others, motivated the main change in the current tagging module as compared to the parent application - two level fine-grained and coarse-grained annotation.

In our approach, the process of conceptual annotation as the implementation of ontological analysis is the process of mapping text strings (in our case grammatical phrases of different types) into the domain multilingual ontology. The annotation procedure is identical for each unilingual corpus. It is “first-machine, then human” and is incremental in nature. We tested the approach, given the volume of multilingual effort and expectations about...
reasonable annotator tasks, on relatively small portions of unilingual corpora of 20,000 words each. However, the process and the results of such annotation, which in the long run was potedited into golden, gave us a lot of experience and leads on how to treat conceptual annotation problems.

During the beginning annotation phases covered in this paper, the types of conceptual categories included in the annotation were constrained to 21 top-level domain concepts and the concept “OTHER”, to which domain-neutral lexemes are mapped. The annotators, who had already been trained in conceptualizing during the lexical analysis stage, were given a code-book with the sets of concepts associated with definitions and tags. The annotation process itself was done in several takes in an iterative manner. First, a weakly portion of the raw text meant to be gold-annotated was automatically tagged by our annotation platform described in Section 4.2 and then passed for postediting to the annotators. Conceptual ambiguity, if any, was resolved manually. In case a domain-relevant lexeme was left untagged or tagged incorrectly, it was supplied with correct linguistic information into the acquirer’s personal TransDict SLAVE program to be further merged in TransDict MASTER (see Section 4.2) and the platform knowledge was thus updated, after which the annotation platform was used to automatically annotate the next portion of the corpus leading to a new knowledge update, etc. The knowledge was updated on a regular basis and the accuracy of the automatic annotation increased with very iteration. The accuracy was so far evaluated based on the annotators’ reports on the amount of time spent on postediting and on the number of new lexical items to be merged into TransDict after every annotation iteration. Evidently, one cannot hope for a 100% correct automatic annotation without some risk of reducing annotation quality and, hence, human judgements cannot be avoided. However, our experiment shows that automation as used in the current research significantly augments and supports the annotation process.

The annotation procedure resulted in three golden conceptually annotated comparable English, French and Russian corpora of the e-news on terrorist acts and a substantial augmentation of the annotation platform knowledge. The TransDict lexicon currently consists of three unilingual lexicons of the English, French and Russian languages, that amount to around 43000 cross-referenced lexical entries acquired both at the pre-annotation stage, and in the course of annotation.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we suggested a methodology of creating static and dynamic resources for interoperable conceptual annotation of domain corpora and presented actual annotation resources built along the suggested methodology for the multilingual (English, French and Russian) domain corpora of e-news on terrorist attacks. The resources include a universal conceptual annotation scheme, multilingual domain ontology, annotation platform with flexible settings and comparable golden conceptually annotated corpora in the three languages. This research is one of the major parts of an annotation project, which is significantly different from those that concentrate on morphological, syntactic or general types of semantic annotation. The emphasis of the presented work is on: i) a domain-specific level of annotation; ii) the assignment of well-defined interoperable conceptual representations based on multilingual domain ontology; and iii) “first-machine-then-human” approach to the annotation process.

Qualitative and quantitative investigation of the annotation resources we have constructed open quite a number of research opportunities for, e.g., theoretical aspects of social and comparative linguistics, as well as for research and development in Natural Language Processing technologies including multilingual Information Extraction, Generation, Question Answering, etc., and Machine Translation. The conceptual annotation knowledge can directly be used for developing machine learning techniques. In particular, the resource analysis findings can be used for developing concept disambiguation metrics, which, on top of increasing the volume of the annotation resources and annotated corpora, we see as our future work.
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